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Introduction

Many hooks and articles have appeared in recent years

claiming to diagnose the current state of the family. Tn these

days of swift and pervasive change in every institution in

society, perhaps it is not surnrising that so many of these

interpretations are nessimistic and gloomy. The family is

blamed for the alienation of the young, the emasculation of the

male, the imprisonment of the female, and the systematic mis-

shaping of children. This study is not a contribution to that

literature. It neither praises nor blames the family; indeed

it suggests that facile generalizations about the family in

American society can seriously Hur our apnreciation of indivi-

dual adaptations and creative solutions to the pressures and

problems of modern life.

A story told by the Persian Sufis illustrates some of the

pitfalls of sweeping, but one-sided conclusions. One day, Mulla

Nasruddin. the wise man fool of traditional Sufi lore, walked

into a shop. The owner came forward to serve him.

'First things first," said the Mulla, "did you see me walk
into your shop?'

"Of course." renlied the shopkeeper.

"have you ever seen me before?"

"Never in my life."

"Then how," responded the Mulla. "do you know it is me?-

The anecdote points out how easy it is to substitute our own

assumptions about what "must" he true, for a c1e4r look at how things



really are. We con often get by with seeing what "everyone

se', and do quite well; but sometimes it is useful to

take a much closer look at the familiar world around us. "I,:

story cautions us not to take reality for granted -- we may

need to look beyond the accepted or "obvious." This study, con-

cerned as it is with certain kinds of families and their lives

in modern America is an attempt to get beyond the easy generaliza-

tion. It focuses --7.e detail on the daily lives of a small

number of families. Our intention is less to "explain" then, than,

through careful description, to see the changes that guide them

and the solutions they have worked out to the daily tasks of raising

children and earnibg a living. We too will generalize, but from

case material which, however sketchily, conveys some of the day-to-

day lived realities facing these families.

This is the first of a series of working parers and reports

on aspects of modern American families. It investigates the issues

and rrohlems facing families with preschool children, when both

of the parents are employed. Such families form a large and raridiv

growing group in American society in the 19701s. (See Chanters

on Work and Household Tasks for demogranhic information on this

group.) The fourteen families who participated in this study are

generally young, in the middle income range, and live in and around

a large metropolitan region in the Northeast. This report examines

in some detail the special proW:tms acid pre:sures of such "dual-

work" families.

Wu are using the term "dual work" to indicate families in

which both husband and wife are emnloyed in some caracity in the

4
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labor force, ncsrite its awkwardness, we use the term "dual

work' in nreference to "dual career" (Rapaport and Raranort, 197:1

sine.: in several of our families, husbands and wives

part or full time, but are not involved in a 'career- where

Position and advancement are more closely tied to cumulative and

continuous training and work experience. In that sense, the two

husbands in the sample who are full time students are preparing

for "careers" rather than "work."

We recognize, of course, that many women who are not emrioved

work very hard indeed in the role as housewife and mother. By

adopting the terminology we do, we subtly suprest that only raid

employment is "work." That is not our intent. Some of the stre3ses

that arise when the woman attempts to combine outside employment

with satisfactory rerformance of her more trPditional work role

are discussed in the charter on pressures on working parents. he

might better have spoken of "dual out-of-house *mid emnloyment

work families,' but that, obviously, is very cumbersome. We have

rerretably adonted more conventional terminology.

Members of the research team came from a Variety of baagr

i. social sciences and policy studies. We shared a dissatisfaction

with available information ou parental atir.ndes toward and use of

day care. re felt the need for more detailed materials on the

Problems facing families with two worming narent, and the creative

solutions they find. !'e decided that only a series of intensive

interviews and at-home observations ng the faroilies theselves

coo id l'etTin to wiener the Oiversity of fam..ies' resnonses.



Althoulh 'average" inn demographic sense, each narticinatinr

family is unique in its narticularities of Judgment, decisicn

and adaptation. The project staff felt, rather like the Mulla,

that a sympathetic scrutiny of the particular was a necessary

preface to any kind of First things first.

The nuclear family (and by that, we mean the groan of mother,

father, and children, who live together as a social and ec....uzic

unit) in indwtval societies has often been regarded as a kind

of psychosocial enclave. Social scientists have shown how the

family acts as a buffer against the impersonal demands of giant

institutions and the market place. Within the family, the adult

can still exercise some control and express himself (or herself)

creatively. In a fragmented and mutable society, it is the family

which supplies that ordering framework fcr the individual within

which his or her life makes sense. popular articles and discussions

on the modern family have generally presented an image of the

isolated nuclear family in urban society, cast adrift on its own

resources and compelled to fend for itself. Recent research (Bott,

1972 and Firth, 1972 are exceAlent examples) has considerably

moderated that image; social scientists and policy makers are in-

creasingly aware that urban families draw unon the resources of

kin, neighbors and friendship networks. There remains the truth--

or truism--that the clash of traditional expeations with current

demands has strained the psychological as well as economic resourcec

of a great many American families.
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This report presents a composite protrait of family

styles within our small sample. The normal pressures of work

and raising children bear with special heaviness on these

families. Because both parents are working, considerable in-

genuity goes into the juggling of schedules and the allocation

of responsibilities for child care and household chores. Time

and again the project staff was impressed with their resource-

fulness and their ability to coordinate time and energy to be

good husbands and fathers and wives and mothers.

In a number of cases in our sample, the wife's working seems

to initiate a series of transformations in the organization of

the home. Her employment may affect the traditional division of

roles and expectations hetween husband and wife. The relationship

between the :f:'s working and spouse roles is quite complex and

this report provides only an introduction f..4 future research.

..re are many threads to unravel. The wife's work, or the husband's

for that matter, may cause shifts in the daily schedule of the

family, affecting the amount of time either parent can snent with

the children. and the time they can share with each other. These

issues of scheduling, as well as ones of economics and family

budgeting, are very important in decidin!, on the tyre and extent

of child care arrangements. Because of these changes, the husband

may find himself taking a larger part in housework or child care.

The responses to chanves and their new pressures are diverse,

even within our smaJl sample.



Each of the chapters that follows deals with an asnect

of these transformations. Sometimes the divisions of the dis-

cussion by the various chanter headings may seem forced and

artificial. We, who as a project staff have been in close touch

with these families for over a year, arc acutely aware of the

significant omissions and shortcorings of our rresentation. we

are aware of how easy it is to distort the lived experience

of a family reality for the sake of making a noint or us. i ne .0

illustration. Still, we have made very effort to use quotations

and anecdotes within the context of each family's own reality

as we, however imperfectly, have known it.

The changes these families are experiencinr raise fundamental

issues for contemnorary marriage and family life. They involve

deep ratterns of behavior and psychoigoical exnectntion that lie

at the heart of our culture. Such periods of transition arc not

easy. The man is no longer the sole breadwinner for his family.

and strains may arise when he discovers that his wife expects him

to take a more active part in the daily tasks of household manage-

ment and .wild care. The working mother must meet new resrcnsibiliticc

and demands on her time and eherPy. In addition to her considerable

unpaid labor in the home in the "traditional" role of wife and

mother, she is also emnloyed. The attempt to strike a balance

between the demands of work at home and on the job can put the

working mother wider emotional strain. For both snouses, we mirht

expect a certain Oevree of extra psychc'lorical 'work", to the extelit

that their experiences of significant changes in mutual duties ant
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expectations may move against the cultural stereotypes and

attitudes of friends and relatives. The chanters on parental

pressures and on work and home life demonstrate the nature and

extent of such external pressures.

From the evidence of our sample, families resnond in dif-

feling ways to this :41;enge to traditional roles. Some couples

share an articulated ideolngy, a seiRconvictions about the

need for more sharing of tasks and responsibilities between the

sexes. Others feel more comfortable with a more traditional dis-

tinction between 'men's work" and "women's work", Yet this very

distinction, and the notion of "traditional division of roles'

becomes nrohlematic upon investigation. Although some of the

families characteri::J themselves as in some ways more traditional

there seemed to he a considerable spread in the actual division

of labor among this sub-;roue. An important area or future re-

search might be to look much more closely at these A..ared !raLc

of "traditional families", where they cm? from and how resistant

they arc to change. Sometimes, the changes in mutual expectation

are accompanied by unacknowledged discontent, in other cases, the

spouses anpear to he working out a mutually satisfying accomodation.

A couple of the research families illustrate the resentment that

can arise when one partner refuses to acknowledge the others feeling

that a more equitable division of responsibilities is necessary.

Nevertheless, in most of our families in which a shift out of

traditional roles has begun, both partners are involved. Women

are discovering that indeed it is possible to be a working mother.
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Men are finding, sometimes with astonishment, that a more

active role in the daily tasks of child rearing can he enjoy-

Ah1e And fulfilling.

In the charters that follow, we look at $ome of the areas

of family life that are affected when the woman begins to work.

Clearly the topics covered are neither exhaustive not mutually

exclusive. But they should focus attention and nrovide a snring

board for further research on the challenges and problems facing

other dual work families.
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Project History

This chapter is a discussion of the progress of our research

over the past year. We explain the origins of the project, the

issues around which the reserach was oriented and the decisions

we made about what to study and how to study it.

I. Introduction to the Research Problem

There have been a number of studies of families and children

in America from many points of view. We will mention a few here

to illustrate the variety of studies and the need we saw for our

own research.

There have been studies of families with problems, particularly

studies designed as an exploration of how a particular problem

developed. In Pathways to Madness (1965) Henry examines families

with children suffering from severe emotional disorders. Henry

visited each family for one or two weeks and analyzed them as case

studies in destructive communication among family members. Mischler

and Waxier's work (1968) is a study of communication in families

with schizophrenic children. Both these studies concentrated on

communication within the family.

With some exceptions most other studies of families have con-

centrated on families at one end or the other of the economic

spectrum. Howell's work (Hard Living on Clay Street, 1973) is an

ethnographic descrintion of two poverty families in Washington,

D.C. works by Gans (1962), Lewis (1961), and Coles (1962) all deal
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with poverty families. Holmstrom's work (1972) on the other hand

is a study of nrofesssional families.

There have been several community studies which included a

study of American families with children. Such works as Llmtown's

Youth (Hollingshead. 1949), Middletown (Lynd and Lynd,

Orchard Town (Fischer and Fischer, 1962) are representative of these

community studies. Elmtown's Youth is a study of community social

structure. Orchard Town concentrates on child rearing. Each of

these studies is an ethnography focussed on a specific aspect of

home and community life.

Among all these studies. there is Little written on middle

income families in large urban areas. The most intensive. detailed

studies of families are concentrated on families with a defined

nsychological problem or an economic status some distance from the

national norm. Finally, there is little interdisciplinary work on

American fannies. The works mentioned above were authored by one

or two researchers. We felt the need of an intensive study of middle

income American families with a broader scone, exploring the relation-

ships among such variables as communication in the family, involve-

ment in the community social structure, work, child raising, satis-

faction and anxiety. There are detailed studies of these tonics,

but there are few attempts to relate them to each other. Painting

a detailed picture of a small number of families seemed to us to

require an interdisciplinary team. we needed a variety of research

tools and a variety of points of view to cover the range of issues.
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Considerable recent work (Jencks, 1972; Coleman, 1965; and

White, 1973 among others) discusses the importance of home life

to both the cognitive and social development of the child. How-

ever, Jencks and Coleman demonstrate the importance of the family

by default. They show that factors such as school resources do

not account for much variation in children's nerformance at school.

Therefore, they say, the family must be an important deciding

factor. Yet we do not know in detail the aspirations of narents

for their children, the qualities they wish to develop in them,

or the factors which hinder them in bringing up their children

according to these goals.

Several research efforts suggest new approaches to the study

of the family. Kohn (1969) explores the relationship between

socio-economic status and parental values and child rearing

practices. Hess and Handel (1959) bring a combination of open-

ended interview and psychological tests to the study of what they

call the "psychosocial interior of the family." Newson and Newson

:1969) have written an ethnography of childhood.

Several British family studies also suggest models for re-

search on families. The London studies of Young et. al. (1957)

examine the effect of kin, neighbors and government institutions

on the operation of the family. Bott (Family and Social Network,

1957) demonstrates the potential of a network approach to family

and community studies through the use of intensive interviews with

husbands and wives. Among more recent works, The Symmetrical Family

(Young and 6illmott, 1973) analyzes survey data on English families
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from an historical persnective, and in Families and Their

Relatives (Firth, et. al., 1970) applies the methods of tradi-

tional anthropology to the study of urban family and kinship.

Other researchers have called for an increasingly detailed

study of the American family. Alice Rossi in 'Transition to Parent-

hood" (1968) explains the need for continued research on parenting.

Matina Horner in an interview called for an interdisciplinary study

"I think the whole question of family and family structure
is very complex. It involves psycholopy as well as economics
and any number of terribly relevant disciplines. The nature
of the family and its changing structures and the relation-
ship of the individuals to each other has never really been
studied in an interdisciplinary way that would give people
a realistic perception of what's going on. Sociologists
have studied the family separately, some educators have
looked at how different kinds of family arrangements have
an effect on education, but I don't think we've ever taken
a full-fledged interdisciplinary tackle on this crucial
question in our society." (1973)

2. Project Inception

During the year 1972-1973 Laura Lein was a consultant to the

Zarnegie Foundation-funded Child Rearing Alternatives project

directed by Mary Jo Bane and Christopher Jencks. In the course

of reviewing the social science literature about child rearing

and family issues in the United States, she began to understand

some of the limitations of current data and theory on these sub-

jects and began generating ideas for the present intensive research

on a small number of families.
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Lein suggested that research be conducted under the

auspices of the Child Rearing project. The research would be

an intensive study of a small sample of families in the Boston

area. This was not feasible for the Child Rearing project, but

Lein was encouraged to write a proposal for a separate research

project, which was funded by the National Institute of Education

in June, 1973 and begun in September, 1973. Lein proposed to

explore families' daily activities in the context of their ideolory

about family life, their aspirations for the future, their attitudes

towards children, their feelings about themselves as snouses and

Parents. and the communities in which they lived and worked.

With the guarantee of funding Lein needed to organize an inter-

disciplinary research team. The team members were graduate students

and most of the researchers had known at least some of the other

research team members for some time. The current research team

includes:

Laura Lein: Ph.D. in social anthropology. Harvard University,
research associate at the Center for the Study
of Public Policy.

Maureen Durham: Graduate student in human development, Univer-
sity of Chicago, working as clinical psycholo-
gist.

Michael Pratt: Graduate student in child psychology, School
of Education, Harvard University.

Michael Schudson: Graduate student in sociology, Harvard Univer-

sity.

Ronald Thomas:

Heather Weiss:

Graduate student in social anthropology, Harvard

University.

Graduate student in social policy, school of

Education, Harvard University.
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3. Designing the Research

We began the substantive work on the research project with

energy and naivete. According to excerpts from notes of the first

organizational meetings, in the first three months of York we

hoped to:

1. Decide sample parameters and begin locating families

to participate in the research.

2. Draft an inter-disciplinary methodology.

3. Establish a division of labor among research staff.

4. Outline a literature review to be undertaken by the

research staff.

S. Draft a number of research hypotheses.

We gradually discovered how ambitious these original goals

were. Before beginning these tasks, we needed to more clearly

define and commonly agree on a focus for our research. We hoped

to produce a detailed description of the internal workings of a

variety of American families and we were particularly interested

in how American families care for and bring up their children.

We were interested in families where both parents work.

Our first struggles with research hypotheses left us exhausted

and confused. We were confident neither of the validity nor the

significance of our first hypotheses. We hypothesized, for instance,

that in two-parent families where both parents worked. there would

be less negotiation between parents and children than in families

where only one rarent worked. Because parents and children sn,mt

less time together, either there would be hard and fast rules or
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the child would be allowed a considerable range of choice. Such

hypotheses seemed doubtful to us 40 counts. They were com-

parative, and we were particularly interested in fivring out the

internal dynamcis of each family. Also, we had no reason to

believe that the issues we were hypothesizing about were narticularlv

crucial to an understanding of families. We decided to work for

a time in the framework of our more general goals.

The problems involved in determining and selecting a sample

of families forced us to re-evaluate our initial goals for both

theoretical and practical reasons. We wanted to study families

in some sense representative of the American population and also

to explore the interesting, idiosyncratic adaptations of individual

families. In order to reconcile these two research demands we

decided to chose families which might be considered representative

according to demographic criteria and then study them intensively.

We were interested in families facing a variety of specific

pressures: care of young children, economic exigencies, isolation

and mobility, and two parent employment. Becau:a cf this interest

in the care and raising of young children, we decided to choose

families with at least one preschool child. We also felt there

is a dearth of studies about middle income families. We felt that

the pressures faced by this category of family, particularly during

a period of inflation, are intensified by the options closed to

them. Unlike families on welfare, there is no child-care subsidy

available to them. On the other hand, unlike most nrofessional

these families cannot easily afford such mother substitutes
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as a house-keeper or all-day babysitter. Therefore we wanted to

study families whose income fell within several thousand dollars

of the national mean 10,9SS (U.S. Census, 1970).

In our search for a sample we first reasoned that if both

parents are working outside the home, their children are probably

cared for at least part of the time in day care and nursery schools.

We began a long round of visits to child care institutions in the

Metropolitan area. We explained the point of our research and

described our criteria for research families. At almost every

center we were eventually told that although they would be happy

to help us locate familie4 either no family or very few families

using the center met our selection criteria. Child care centers

caring for children more than two-three hours per day seem to serve

mostly single parent families, subsidized poverty families and

professional families, and we found that there are long waiting lists

at most child care centers. In general. we found that there was

a shortage of child care placements aid in particular that the

families we were interested in did not often use organized child

care. Several of the centers explained to us that they had received

requests from middle income families, but these families felt they

could not afford the program.

We broadened our search and located families through a number

of contacts, including schools, churches, work associations, and

neighborhood pla> groups. Then we began to take advantage of one

particularly valuable resource. We asked families if they would

introduce us to other families like themselves. We began to develop



a sample composed of groups 0 two or three families that had

some contact with each other.

We began simultaneously to develop a research methodology,

starting from a few general considerations. We were not working

with a large number of families. We would concentrate on a de-

tailed view of individual fami:ies. Our study was not dvigned

to achieve statistical validity. We did not believe enough was

presently known about urban American families to warrant other

than a first exploratory step to isolate the important prOlems

and variables. For our purposes no one research tool would he

adequate in itself, so we worked to design several research tools

to give us different, although co-ordinated, kinds of information

about families, to explore both what happens in families and how

members of families feel. Specifically, we need to discover how

individuals view their families and relate to them. We wished

to understand daily interaction in families. We needed straight-

forward data concerning family finances and background. In order

to accomplish these goals we developed five research instruments:

1. Intensive Interviews (Appendix A): We planned to talk

extensively with parents :.bout their plans and activities, their

background and their aspirations, so we began to develop a series

of questions to be the basis of several intensive interviews. As

we wrote questions it became apparent that it would be most appro-

priate to ask some questions of the mother and father each alone,

for instance questions about their own childhood and their per-

ceptions of each other. Interviews with each parent alone would
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be designed to elicit each individual's perception of family

life as well as life history leading up to current attitudes and

family and other social and institutional ties. In an interview

with husband and wife together it is too easy to misunderstand or

ignore the differences in their points of view. However, in

addition to the separate interviews we needed another interview

ti consolidate our information on the couples' past history and

their views of family life. Also, there .ere questions it seemed

more profitable to deal with in a discussion with both spouses

present. Such questions concerned past housing and child care,

arrangement of work and home time, and interaction between parents

and children. Because we honed to use an interview with the couple

together to explore contradictions and inconsistencies that emerged

during the interviews with each of them, we decided that the inter-

views with husband and wife alone should precede the interview with

the couple together. We also decided that women would interview

wives and men would interview husbands. The male and female inter-

viewers would both be present at the joint interview.

Formulatinp the interviews was very much a group process.

Drafts of interview schedules were circulated and re- circulated.

Finally, we asked one family to allow us to try out our research

tools with them. This first attempt led to another round of re-

writes of the interview. The interview schedule, like most of the

research tools, was never completely finished. In interviews with

families a new topic would surface which we had not thought about

nreviously. After consideration, this might be included in the
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interview schedule. Frequently, the interview with each rarent

alone would pinpoint an issue of particular importance to a

family and the joint interview might be re-written for that family

to include probes on that issue.

Interviews took a long time. Because the families we studied

were very busy we did not want to do a large number of interviews.

However, we did want to cover a lot of matieral, and we wanted to

give families the opportunity to volunteer information and to expand

on their answers. The interviews, which we had hoped would last

an hour to an hour and a half, usually lasted two to two and a half

hours.

Each interview was taped. Because of the complexity of the

interview schedule and because researchers wanted to probe in-

telligently ou issues raised by the family, the researchers agreed

that they did not want to be writing detailed notes for the duration

of the interview. Taping has important drawbacks, however. Each

interview tape -- all two hours or so -- had to he transcribed.

Debate about transcription centered on two issues -- who would do

the transcription and how close to exact wording did the transcript

have to be. After a few trials we agreed that each researcher

should transcribe their own work. This proved to he a tedious and

difficult task, made more so by our decision that transcriptions

should be reasonably exact, never assuming a summary form. It was

necessary to allow four or five hours of transcription time, at a

minimum, for each hots of tape. In general, scheduling an interview,

planning it, giving it and transcribing it required at least two

full working days.
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Daring the past year we considered develoning interviews

to he used with children. We were always convinced that an

important perspective was omitted because we did not have detailed

conversations with children about their perceptions of family

life. Two related considerations kept us from designing and im-

plementing such interviews. First of all, there is virtually no

information available on interviews with young children, and we

simply didn't know where to start. Second, we suspected that

parents would be extremely sensitive about researchers interviewing'

their children concerning their home and their parents. We did

not overcome these difficulties, although we do not feel they are

insurmountable, and to date we have not interviewed children. In

the future we intend to develop interview schedules to be used with

children.

2. Daily Logs (Appendix 11): We were fascinated by the net-

work studies of Bott,et. al. and we were particularly interested

in determining the social networks of the families we studied. The

daily log was originally conceived of as a tool to elicit a running

account of family interactions with people outside the family. We

also had a secondary nurpose in mind. We wished to learn about

the allocation of time inside the home, so we hoped that in addition

to recording their social contacts, families would also keen a

running account of how they allocated their leisure, chores, child

care and work outside the home. As we tried filling out the daily

logs ourselves, it became clear that we were hoping for too much.

Families could not be expected to perform this time - consuming' and
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telious task, particularly since it would be so complicated

that the results would probably be questionable.

We decided that daily logs were not a good way of finding

out about time allocation in the home. For instance, what would

a woman write down to describe the time when she was holding her

baby in one arm, stirring soup on the stove and watching television

all at one time? Given that Parents could not continually interrupt

their activities to write down what they were doing, how could they

remember at the end of the day just how long had been spent washing

dishes, discounting the time out spent reading a story to the

children?

We decided on a more limited single-purnose instrument. we

planned a seven-day log during which parents would record their

social contacts when they left the house, had visitors or used

the telephone. This tool helped us understand the detail of daily

interaction in some families. For instance, we discovered through

a log that one family was involved in an informal bahysitting ex-

change that they had not described to us during the interview. How-

ever, even the more limited version was clearly difficult for busy

families to deal with and often families apologized for the incom-

pleteness of the log. We also learned that it is difficult for

husbands and wives to have only one form to record their quite dif-

ferent activities. In the future we would use a still simpler, more

limited form and give one to the wife and one to the husband.
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3. Demographic Forms (Appendix C): The demmaphic forms,

like the interview schedules, expanded during the research

Process. They were initially planned to elicit basic information

about the background of both parents and a brief blue-nrint of

the allocation of household and child care chores. We decided

not to ask financial information, feeling that this was somewhat

tangential to our study and a very sensitive issue. However,

families continually emphasized the importance of financial con-

siderations in the decisions they made. Families explained in

detail how decisions concerning home location, work, child care

and future aspirations were related to finances. And as we looked

at our data, at least some of the research team began to feel

that this area was too important to be by-passed. Financial con-

siderations affected too many other aspects of family life. Under

these pressures, we began to ask for systematic information on

finances and to include that in our analysis.

we provided families with check lists, asking them to check

off who in the family was responsible for each of a number of chores.

One woman pointed out to us preconceptions in these forms and in

so doing forced us to reexamine some of the rest of our research

deign. Why, she asked, were household and child care checklists only

attached to the woman's demographic form? This implied it was the wife's

responsibility to know who was t, do all chores. Also, she pointed

out, we had omitted chores usually conceived of as woman's work

from the list: where, for instance, was the mending of clothing?

By not including some chores usually done by women, we would get a
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skewed view of the organization of household tasks. Also, other

families noted, we were missing some important, time consuming

chores: car repair, home repair, gardening. We needed to recon-

sider both the specific forms criticized and our other research

instruments in the light of such comment.

We realized that the question, who is responsible, is an

ambiguous one, One parent might be responsible for seeing that a

chore gets done, but the children actually do the chore a lot

of the time. Finally, husbands and wives have different perceptions

of who is responsible for chores and who does them most of the time.

We decided that in the future each spouse needs to fill out a check

list and then discuss it with an interviewer.

4. Observations (AppendixD): During interviews, family

members would characterize their interactions with each other and

with outsiders, explaining what kinds of interaction they feel

are beneficial and satisfying and what kinds are harmful? We wanted

to relate peoples' descriptions of and feelings about their inter-

actions with others to a detailed analysis of that interaction, as

well as to the daily organization of their time, and other variables.

Therefore, we would record samples of interaction. Not all of what

happens in families is verbal interaction. Therefore, we would also

study activities and gestures.

Because we were particularly interested in exploring the dif-

ferent styles of interaction used by different members of the family,

we tried to observe each family when the father was home with the

children, when the mother was home with the children, and when both
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parents were home with the children. We also tried to observe

at times the family felt were important, dinner time. bedtime

or afternoon playtime, for instance.

However, the first observers reported that it was nearly

impossible to record all interaction or all activity in the

home, even for a short time. Recording both was out of the

question. We needed to determine more specifically what it was

we were looking for and look for it -- not try to cover all

fronts.

Both families and researchers were often uneasy and uncom-

fortable during observation periods. It was difficult to explain

the purposes of the observations to families, because we did

not know ourselves. From the beginning we made three one hour

observations in each family. We were operating on an intuition

that observational material would prove important as an added

dimension to interview materials. We are still exploring problems

and insights related to home observations.

There were other more pragmatic difficulties with observations.

Because American homes are enclosed and private, an observer

cannot stand unobtrusively outside to observe what happens in

the family. Neither can the observer enter the home without

affecting the quality of the family interaction. Because observa-

tions cause research families some anxiety and because we were

uncertain of what we could achieve through observation, we limited

the number of observations made in each family. Without n larre

number of observations, it is often hard to determine which material

is meaningful and important.
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We knew families had good days and bad days, and we were

never quite sure what we were seeing. Families explained to

us that not only might we be seeing them during special moods

or occasions, but that they felt our presence in the household

changed what happened. We were not seeing family interaction

as it normally occurred; we were seeing it as it occurred with

an observer present. On the other hand, we knew we were learning

a great deal from observations.

When we sat down to detail what it was we learned, we pin-

pointed two kinds of information. We were finding out about kinds

of occurrenzes were so regular and so much a part of the fabric of

family life that families forgot to tell us about them. For in-

stance, in one family we learned from the interview that the wife

talked with the neighbors every day or two. We learned durine an

observation that they called back and forth through the window

many times a day, a fact that had not been considered worth mentioning.

Second, we learned what value family members put on different

kinds of interaction and what they meant when they described dif-

ferent kinds of interaction. A mother might tell us that she had

trouble with her son, because he was smart-alecky. During an ob-

servation, when she told him to stop being such a smart-aleck, we

understood what she meant and what was bothering her about the child's

behavior.

we began to concentrate on collecting a samnle of family inter-

action for two reasons. We wanted to learn about those kinds of

interaction so automatic in families that they never described them
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to us. We wanted to document interaction, so we would know

what people were talking about when we discussed the quality

of interaction with them.

Although it has become a useful and exciting nart of our

research, the purposes and the means of observation have remained

an issue. They have also become the one task that some members

of the research team have never wanted to try. As with inter-

views, we concluded that each observer would be responsible for

the initial processing of the data collected. Upon trial and

consideration we decided not to tape record during observations.

There was sufficient noise and movement to make tares very dif-

ficult to work with. Instead, records were kept by the observer

who then wrote out a set of detailed notes as soon as possible

after the observation. As with transcription, this process was

tedious and time-consuming.

S. Participant Observation: We originally planned to visit

neighborhoods, playgrounds, local organziations and churches in

an effort to become familiar with the context in which families

lived. As we worked with our first research families, we realized

that participant observation -- in the neighborhood -- was not

going to be very productive, particularly in winter. After nor

first visits we realized that few of the families lived in neighbor-

hoods where people spend a lot of time on the street. Most sigaifi-

cant interactions and activities took place in someone's home or

in some other place where a family member snent a great deal of time.

We decided to omit general participation in the neighborhood and

concentrate on observation in the home.
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4. Meeting Families and Beginninghtlesearch

with each family we followed the research schedule below:

Initial visit

Interview with wife

Observation

Interview with husband

Observation

Joint Interview

Observation -- One observation might be in day care or nursery.

During the initial visit families were provided with a

written description of the research and brief autobiographies of

the research staff (Appendix E). Members of families would he

giving us a great deal of personal information about themselves.

We thought this process would be easier if they also knew some-

thing about us. A researcher explained the project, and the family

was provided with a consent form (Appendix F). We asked the family to

think it over, and if they decided to participate, to sign the consent

form and send it to us. After receiving the consent form, we would

then begin the substantive part of the research process.

In our early effort to get the research project underway. we

were anxious to encourage and respond to feedback from families.

But at the beginning, we did not realize how significant this would

be to the research itself. Many valuable suggestions came from the

research families concerning the design and implementation of re-

search tools. Insights from families and their expressed difficulties

in participating in the research led to new ideas, new points of

view and new data collection instruments.
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In planning our material, we did not allow sufficiently

for essential aspects of a trusting relationship: time and

testing. The fact that we had a coherent plan for the pro-

tection of families (described in nest two sections) was a

necessary, but not a sufficient, condition. We could not simply

present our guarantees. Families had to have time to think them

over, discuss them with us, and pursue our plans for use of any

information they felt to be particularly sensitive. As families

continued questioning us about the goals of our research and

the point of collecting different kinds of information, we learned

to continue a discussion of the research process through most

contacts with families.

In our contacts with families we increased the time allowed

for them to ask questions and make comments about the research,

thus providing us with a feedback mechanism about our research

process. By the end of the research, we had included in the

joint interview an explicit schedule of questions concerned with

family members' reactions to the research process:

1. It would help us if you could say how you thought about

our project. What did you like best about it? What did

you like least?

2. How did you decide to participate in it? Did you ever

think about dropping out of the project?

3. Did you talk about the project with friends or relatives?

What did they think?

4. If you could advise us as we begin to work with another

family, what would you tell us? What might you tell the
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family? What kind of worries do you think they

might have and what could we do about them?

We planned an extra trip to families to explain the re-

search and answer questions and to establish personal contact

with a project member. We left our telephone number and assured

them they could always call project personnel with any questions.

We agreed to present research results to families for their com-

ments before reporting to anyone else.

As we continued the research, we learned that it is very

easy to begin to consider families as single units when engaged

in family-oriented research, and it is iw'erative to remember

that families are groups of individuals. Explanations to one

person do not constitute explanations to the family. Membw!s of

families complained explicitly when we assumed that an expla'ation

or comment to one member was automatically transmitted to other

members. The importance of this problem became clear as we started

to recruit families. Husbands often had different concerns aLout

participating in the research than did their wives, and we tended

to make our initial contact with families through wives. We had

to deal with all family members from our first contact, if at all

possible. Then as we reviewed our research tools, we had to keep

in mind that a question on the wife or husband interview elicits

one person's view only.

Finally, we learned to pay special attention to incidental

occurrences at each visit: the interaction between parent and

child during an interview, the comments made to us during an
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observation. These were marked by a special spontaneity,

since they were apart from the formal research process.

J. Data Processing and Research Findings

he develoned ways for recording and storing data with two

goals in mind -- to allow easy access to information and to remove

immediately basic identifying materials about each family. Only

one copy of all data, interview transcriptions, observations and

demographic forms was stored in original form. Copies with

identifying data such as names blanked out became the working

materials of the research project.

Discussion and brain-storming sessions on the data we col-

lected began as soon as the research did. After the first several

visits to each family all members of the research staff who had

met that family would sit down to go over the data collected, to

discuss the implications and to identify any weaknesses in it. In

addition to regular staff meetings, there were brain-storming

suggestions during which hypotheses were suggested and discussed,

anecdotal data analyzed and attemnts at writing case histories

of families reviewed.

As we continued the research effort, we began to identify

key questions and areas of interest. These tended to emerge in

two ways. In some cases families identified a principle issue

for us, bringing it forcibly to our attention and announcing its

importance for themselves. In other cases, each family reported

a similar phenomenon to us, and the report of the same feeling
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or experience from all or almost all of our research families

brought it to our attention.

At first, the data from the first families we talked with

seemed unbearably detailed and confusing. During this time we

floundered seeking insight into its meaning. As the data piled

up and we began to catalogue it, exciting ideas emerged.

One family directed our attention to the distinction between

task-sharing and role-sharing. When going over the checklists.

the Parks explained that we were getting information on task sharing.

We were finding out how the actual work was sp1it. We were not

eliciting the division of ultimate responsibility for the task or

role: Did Mr. Park wash the dishes "just to help out," or because

he really considered it his job? Did Mr. Park wash the dishes

even if he was very tired or did he then assume his wife would do

it? We began exploring the distinction between task-sharing and

role-sharing with families we studied, and it turned out to he a

provocative and important distinction to bring to bear on our data.

One important theme slowly emerged as we worked with a number

of families. Most parents we talked to feel anxious about the

quality of their parenting. Mothers particularly express doubts --

they compare themselves unfavorably with their hasbands or neighbors.

They say they are impatient or inconsistent or hasty. We berm)

to explore this in relation to other factors.

In most families there was some tension about the wife's working.

sometimes disagreements over this issue emerged in open conversations.

At other times they emerged through inconsistencies in the wife's
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and husband's statements. We learned that wives' decisions

to work were not easy.

As we became familiar with our data and gained insight

into it, we began a two-part coding process. For our first

level of analysis, we designed code sheets which enabled us

to catalog in an organized fashion background data concerning

each family. However, there still remained an extraordinary

wealth of detail and description to work with. Because this is

a new kind of research in urban studies, we wished to systematize

our data without accepting the data loss inherent in most coding

schemes. Therefore, we developed a system which allows us to

catalogue our material into fourteen categories, and label each

entry according to source and supporting document (Appendix G).

For instance, in the "Child Care" category data might include:

N Family - 76d MM came to help care for first child
two weeks, starting with birth.

K Family - 77b M disagrees with MM about child care.

The first entry would be listed in the N Family catalog. The

mother's mother came to help Mrs. N care for her new-born first

child. Details are located on page 76, last quadrant, of the raw

data booklet from the N family.

6. The Report

As we went over our research findings we defined four areas

of particular importance. These areas are covered in the four

main chanters of this report:
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Allocation of Child Care and Household Responsibility

Non-Parental Child Care

Pressures, Motivations and Satisfactions of Parenting
in Dual-Working Families

Coordination of Home and Work

The first drafts of these chapters were returned to families

and the current drafts include our attempts to respond to their

many insightful comments.

Most husbands and wives read the report carefully. They often

concentrated on a discussion of anecdotes, relating specific in-

cidents to themselves or to families like them, and through our dis-

cussions they enabled us to understand better the importance of

some of what we had been told or observed. Several families pro-

vided us with detailed critiques of the report as a whole. The

current document represents an attempt to deal with this extensive

feedback.
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Allocation of Child Care and Household Responsibility

Introduction
-

This essay is about how the fourteen study counles arrange

to do their household and child care tasks. It is important

to look at this first, because although these tasks are by

nature very routine and mundane, they are often time-consuming

for a family. Second, while they are sometimes taken for granted

they are not trivial; clean clothes, a shoveled sidewalk, a

bedtime story and the other tasks involved in making a home and

raising a family clearly play a major ran in the nuality of

everyday family life. Finally, there are an infinite number of

ways couples with and without working wives arrange these tasks,

but in those with a working wife there is often nressure to re-

adjust task arrangements. So at a time when more and more mothers

are working it is useful to describe how families organize these

tasks, the pressures for readjustments, and how the families feel

about their particular arrangements.

Since 1940 there has been a steady increase in the number

of women participating in the paid labor force, an increase most

who study it describe as phe.iomenal and potentially far reaching

in its effects on the way couples allocate home, child care and

work duties.!" The most recent U.S. Department of Labor Current

Population Survey statistics for March 1973 indicate there was one

married woman in the labor force for every two married men. This

steady increase of married working women is pointed up when the
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1973 1:2 ratio is compared with previous ones: in 1963 the

ratio was one married woman to 2.6 married men in the Labor

force and in 1953 it was 1:3.5. The labor force participation

rate of married women with preschool children is also rising

sharply. In March 1973, 32.7 percent of married women with

preschool (under 6) children were in the paid labor force.?

This increase in the number of working wives is evidence that

couples are sharing the role of breadwinning in supporting their

families.

Reflecting on this increase in the number of working wives led

economist Jacob Miner to expand the traditional economic dictum that men

divide their time between paid work and leisure and women between

unpaid housework and leisure into a new formulation recognizing

that women divide their time among unpaid "homework,"? /paid "market

work" and leisure. Mincer's reformulation, however, does not come

to grips with the symmetrical change in men's exnense of time:

as married women go to work the pressure for couples to share un-

paid homework as well as breadwinning duties increases. It is

also interesting to note historians are now questioning the idea

that so-called traditional families existed to any great extent

in the past.3/ A traditional family is defined as one in which

work, homework Lad child care are divided on a strictly sexual

basis with the father earning the money and the mother homemaking

and caring for children. The evidence from these families suggests

Mincer's formulation indeed has to be extended and we need to begin

to explore the implications of married men spending time on time
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and child care as well as of their wive's movement into the

paid labor force.

The fourteen families in the present study are not traditional

on two counts: the husbands and wives both work and to varying

degrees share home and child care tasks. This essay explores

the ways these couples divide home and child care tasks between

themselves and tries to describe some of the pressures for and

against different allocations. It should be noted at the outset

that while some families are more "traditional" than others in

that the wives do the majority of household and child care tasks,

even in these the husbands help with some chores regularly and

others in emergencies.

Mr. Wyatt, for example, is in the more traditional grout",

but he helps at sunper and with his sons and he is very helpful

in emergencies. As Mrs. Wyatt explained, "One time I had a sinus

infection, I'll never forget it, I just stayed in bed for five

days, asleep more than...awake...when I woke up and...was feeling

better, I thought the house would look like a wreck. There weren't

any dishes in the sink, the beds were made, the kids...he did stay

home and he did very well." She feels she can really count on her

husband when the chins are down as well as to help with errands

and a few chores. But at the same time the Wvatts' situation

exemnlified the pressure to reallocate tasks when the wife begins

working; Mrs. Wyatt would very much like more help with home and

child care from her husband and the issue is far from resolved

for them.
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These families are grappling with very difficult personal

and social pressures as they try to work out comfortable ways

of dividing responsibility for work, home and children. However

historians resolve the question about the ways families have

divided these three broad task areas in the past, the contemporary

belief in the existence and in some cases goodness of the "traditional"

family pattern influences us all. To some degree or another we

have all been socialized to the traditional sex roles where men

work to sunport their families and women cook and care for children.

It is difficult to change to new ways of defining men's and women's

roles and sometimes to understand the forms resistance takes. As

married women begin to share what are felt to be the man's role

of family provider, it is not always clear how the total balance

of work and so-called women's tasks of home and family should re-

adjust themselves. A complete picture of the shifts in the ways

men's and women's roles are defined then would require examination

of how women react to sharing the work role and to work itself as

well as the way men react to sharing and doing home and child

care tasks. The essay on work and family roles elsewhere in the

renort examines these issues and the two of them taken together

provide a picture, although perhaps an as yet inadequate one, of

how couples feel about work as well as family responsibilities.

This essay begins with a discussion of the limits and results

of the household and child care checklists. In eeneral the check-

lists indicate husbands and wives tend to share more child care

than household tasks and some possible reasons for this are sug-

gested. Then individual family task allocation patterns are
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examined and the checklist and interview results point to

roughly three types of family allocational patterns: the more

traditional ones where the wife tends to do most of the child

care and household tasks, families in which they share child

care but the woman does most housework, and those where many of

both the child care and housework chores are shared. While there

are three patterns, it will be immediately obvious that there

is enormous variety among the families, no two share the duties

the same way. The essay then goes on to describe the three types

of families and some of the factors which seem to influence

how they divide up the two kinds of family tasks.

The information about the various ways families divide tasks

comes from,the household and child care checklists and the single

and joint interviews. Not all of these sources corroborate one

another. For example, husbands and wives often disagree and in

the majority of cases only one, usually the wife, filled out the

checklists. There is another important problem with these sources

of information which further limits the discussion of different

task divisions. The different degrees of sharing tasks fall alone

a continuum but there are at least three distinguishable categories

along it including occasional help with a chore or -helping out",

sharing the resnonsibility for a discrete task, and the broader

concept of sharing a role or joint responsibility for most home

and/or child care tasks. These distinctions alone the continuum

are important because they clarify both where the ultimate respon-

sibility for a task lies and the overall extent of the task sharing.
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As one of the study families explained, there are enormous

differences among families in which a husband occasionally

helps his wife with the dishes but both believe it is her job,

families where both take responsibility for the dishes and it

is their job together or at different times, and those where

the role of "home-maker" is shared and both take responsibility

for many homerelated tasks. But while our current information

about the families does not allow us to classify them according

to these distinctions or examine all their implications it does

allow us to noint them out and tentatively explore them.

Half of the families expressed dissatisfaction with their

division of household and child care tasks. The essay's final

section examines this and how the families deal with it.

In sum, the fourteen families are exemplary of the variety

of ways dual worker families are trying to work out comfortable

task assignments for themselves. We have been especially struck

by the variety of arrangements, the difficulties and immensity

of the changes involved for both husbands and wives when wives

go to work, and by the resourcefulness and rewards of the families

as they deal with often confusing and ambivalent personal and

social expectations about the ways families should divide tasks.

General Division of Tasks According to the Checklists

Every family has many housekeeping and child care tasks and

these are Probably multiplied in those with preschool children
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and working mothers. While the study families have preschool

children in common they vary a great deal on other characteristics

which affect the ease and amount of household and child care

responsibilities so they do not all have the same amount of

chores to do. Some, for example, live in apartments, others in

houses, some have only one small child and others have several

including older children who help out with chores. Some families

have close friends or relatives to help with child care, others

use child care or babysitters, and other couples arrange their

work schedules so one takes care of the children while the other

works. Three study women work full time and the others range from

five or six hours daily to two or three hours three days a week.

The families vary in the way they arrange work and home time. some

parents both work days and use child care while others arrange their

work shifts so one parent is always home for child care. But what-

ever the combination of above factors, every family has numerous

clothes to launder, dishes to wash, food to buy and nrepare, repairs

to make and bills and taxes to pay.

Limits of the Checklists: One of the main sources of information

about the division of duties is the household and child care check-

lists which each family filled out. The information they provide

is limited for several reasons. First, the checklists were attached

to the wive's demographic forms until two of the families more

oriented to role sharing pointed out that this automatically assumed

the wives knew best about the division. Consequently, mid-way in

the research this was changed and the couples filled out the checklists
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together. Information from the interviews and these joint

checklist sessions indicates couples do not always agree on

who doss what and how often. The fact that the women often

filled them out may mean they reflect the women's view of things

better than the man's. Second, the checklists provide only the

grossest of measures because they do not take into account the

frequency, time, or difficulty of the tasks. Third, as already

pointed out, different families have different numbers of tasks

and people to do them, so strictly speaking comparing chores for

the Nelson family of nine children with the Sedman's with one is

like comparing apples and oranges. And fourth, the checklists do

not make the fundamental distinction between role and task sharing

previously mentioned. So when a wife for example checked that

she and her husband share bathing a child it is not clear whether

this means he occasionally helps her with her job or that they

share the bathing responsibility together. Nonetheless, a tally

of the checklists indicates some interesting patterns and is a

good way tie initiate the discussion of the division of tasks as

long as the lists' limitations are kept in mind.

Housekeeping Tasks: The results from the housekeeping check-

lists presented in Table 1 below show that women do the majority

of the housekeeping jobs with the exception of garbage removal.

This is confirmed by a comparison of columns 1 (husband) and 2 (husband

and wife shared) with 3 (wife). For each housekeeping chore except

washing floors, clothes to cleaners, pet care and garbage disposal,

the third or wife's column has the majority of responses. The majority
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Who Is Responsible?
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Cleans oven and refrigerator 1 1 11 1

Washing dishes S 7

Drying dishes 1 7
... -

Making beds 9

Changing beds 4 9
.

1

Preparing breakfast 1 2 9 2
.,

Preparing lunch 9

Preparing supper 1 10
_

Washing floors 6
.

Doing laundry 9 1

2 sigiummum
EMI

Cleaning bathroom

Ironing

Vacuuming S 8

Setting table 1 3 7 3

Washing windows 2 4 6

Taking out the garbage 7 2 2 2

Shopping for children's clothes 5 9

Shopping for adult's clothes 5 7

Clothes to cleaners 2 6 3

Feeding and grooming pets 1 5 2 1

Grocery shopping 6 8

Reair and Yard Work:

8 3 1Repair work

Gardening 3

Mowing and other yard work 4 3 1 1

Financial Tasks:

1 3 10Keeping track of the money

Paying the monthly bills 4 3 7

Figuring income tax 6 4 2

The figures do not always add up to 14. In some cases people failed
to fill them in -- some chores were hot applicable, for example, yard
work for apartment dwellers.
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of women do the traditionally female tasks, 11 clean the oven

and refrigerator, 9 cook lunch and 10 supper, 9 make and change

beds, 11 clean the bathroom and 9 shop for children's clothes.

Men tend to do the traditionally male tasks of repair and yard

work, and as column 1 shows, more men take sole responsibility

for repair and yard work and taxes than for household or child

care tasks. The tasks most frequently shared are the least sex-

stereotyped a.d tend to be the less daily chores like washing

floors, grocery and other shopping, and taking clothes to the

cleaners, although S couples share the dishes. Women tend to

predominate in the time-consuming daily chores like cooking, beds,

laundry and housecleaning. They also seem to do the things that

have to be done continually and are never finished. Laundry is

a good example of this kind of task, as the clothes are washed

the family is simultaneously dirtying another batch so laundry

is never really a completed task. In general, women's tasks are

the things their families daily "undo," like the dishes, laundry,

cooking, beds, and cleaning. The financial section indicates men

tend to do the once yearly tax returns while women do the more

frequent monthly bills and keep track of the money. This very

undoing is bound to lead to a certain frustration with housework;

almost none of the study wives proclaimed any particular joy in

housework.

Child Care Tasks: The compilation of child care checklists

presented in T..ble 2 suggests a different pattern. Comparison of

colua 2 in Tables 1 an : shows husbands share in many more child
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Table 2: Child Care Checklist

Child's Name:

Who Is Responsible?

Regular Child Care Tasks:
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Awakening Child 2 4

Dressing Child 1

2 1

1--

6

4

2Child's Rreakfast 1 1

Child's Lunch 1 3 7 1 2

Child's Supper 1 2 10--_-
Diapers (if infant) 6 .. 5

Bathing Child 7 1

Putting Child to Bed 1 10 1 1

Caring for Child's Clothes 2 10 1

Providing Spending Money 1 4 2 7

Meeting Child After School 3

5

4

2

6

4
"Saving Child to SFOO1

and/or Other Activities
Checking Whether Child

Performs His Chores
7

,
-

Keeping Track of Where
Child Is

11 1 1

Other Tasks:

R 5

--__._
Doctor/Dentist Appointments

.

Stay Home With Sick Child 4 9
_ _.

Clothes Shopping

shopping for Toys/Playthings 7 7
._

Shopping for School Supplies 2
1

5
, .., ______.______

4
.
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care than housekeeping tasks. The majority of mothers also

seem to take sole responsibility for the more "housekeeping"

aspects of child care, specifically meals, shopping and awing

for children's clothes. Especially noteworthy are the shared

figures for keeping track of where the children are and putting

them to bed because these suggest these may be two areas of role

rather than task sharing. In seven of the fourteen research

families the husband and wife have arranged their work schedules

so that when one is at work the other is caring for the children

but the checklist indicates 9 women stay home with a sick child

but no men do. However, lest we get too secure about the 'Lists,

the interviews give at least two instances when men did stay home

with a sick child. This does not necessarily refute their wives,

it may mean the wives usually stay home and feel it is more their

responsibility to do so. In three of the above 7 families the

mother's work shift is in the evening so the father's child care

tasks primarily consist of preparing children for bed. Comparison

of columns 1 and 3 indicates women take sole responsibility for

more child car- tasks than men.

Fa.LtoLIniaiiencint4oze Participation in Child Care Than

Household Care: It appears couples share child care tasks far

more than housekeeving ones. In assessing the checklist results

it is important to keep in mind the three qualifications stated

at the start, not the least of which is the distinction between

task and role sharing. Although husbands share more child care

duties, it is not clear how much of the responsibility for seeing
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that they are done ultimately falls on many of the study

wives. Nonetheless, while interview material occasionally

conflicts with checklist material a careful check indicates

they most often corroborate one another. Most fathers

participate in child care and child rearing more than house-

work and it is interesting to speculate why. First, there

is probably more enjoyment in doing things with or for a child,

in interacting with another human being than with a mon and a

floor. Second, society in general or more specifically one's

friends and relatives put a premium on being a good rarent, a

good father, but one seldom hears of a good "househusband

There seems to be more consens:s about what being a good father

means than there is about how much a husband should help a working

wife. As will be evident later, some of the major disagreements

within families have to d'.$ with the division of household tasks.

Third, many of the fathers in the study were critical of their

own father's behavior and felt they wanted to spend more time

with their children and families. As Mr. Wyatt explained in

answer to a question about differences between his family of

origin and his present family, "I think about it all the time.

I say 'How can my father be so mean to a little kid, the way he

was to me?' why wasn't there the love that I have for my kids.

I don't even have to try (to do things differently), it's just

natural. You know I sleep, eat and everything my kids. I'm crazy

about'em." Finally, while there are skill and socialization dif-

ferences say in cooking for example, the difference between housework
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and child care help may come back to sex stereotyping, some-

thing everyone was aware of in one way or another. As Mr.

Deneux put it: "I try to be helpful. I know some husbands

who don't touch housework, who don't do dishes or clean the

stove or take out the garbage but I do. I do my share of the

dishwashing and I'm proud of it." His participation is "always

a matter of trying to be helpful...it's a habit, it's automatic

it's as automatic as doing the things other men do because thevi.-P.

"typically" a maws job... I don't think about it as my doing

her job or that I'm joing a woman's job. And I don't worry about

how she thinks about it, it's just that I know she knows that I

like to do it and she lets me. We don't fight over who's going

to do the dishes." His wife describes their sharing this way,

"My husband is a big help to me, and he takes as much responsibility

as I do. I do the washing and the ironing and things like that....

As far as taking care of the children he does as much as I do."

Mr. Deneux then recognizes he does so-called "women's jobs" but

this doesn't seem to concern him, nor does it bother several other

study fathers. It does bother some others and prevents them from

sharing some of the household activities labelled "women's." As

Mrs. Wyatt, for example, explained, "...I think he thinks if I am

working I am going to expect him to do certain things that in his

mind ^ woman should do, like any type of housework, dishes and thill

like that... call it an identity situation...." Finally, the unevc.

division of household and child care tasks may in part reflect skil

differences and the fact that "in the process of being brought un,
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there has usually been explicit training -- Q. ecially for

the girl -- for the tasks that she will perform when she becomes

a wife and mother in her own right,"!! and there is concomitantly

often no training for boys, for example, in child care tasks. Almost

every mother in the sample prai4ed her husband's help with the

children but many reported their husbands were initially timid

around a baby and did not help out with child care until the child

grew older. As Mr. Henry put it, "I'm not much of a diaper man."

He did not bathe the baby because his "...hands weren't trained

for it" and he feared he might drop the child. But both because

some husbands were not deterred by their early lack of training

and women tend to predominate in the relatively unskilled tasks

like drying dishes, making beds and preparing breakfast, skill

or training differences alone cannot account for predominant

responsibility of wives for household and child care tasks. At

the same time it is worth noting that the two checklists indicate

wiv.a do not do many of the so-called male tasks of repair (8

husbands do alone and 3 families share) and yard work (4 husbands

do alone and 3 families share but several families have apartments

with no yard chores) which is in its own way an example of sex-role

stereotyping of chores.
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Individual Family Patterns

The checklist summaries in the preceding tables give a

general sense of the overall task distribution but they do

not show how tasks are distributed within each individual

family. The individual family checklists combined with the

interview material suggest there are three different ways chores

are distributed. Not every family fits neatly into one of these

categories, some fall between them, but the categories provide

a useful lense through which to view the family allocation pat-

terns. This section will look at the arrangements of representativ,

families and discuss some of the factors influencing them. The

first pattern is a more traditional one in which the husband does

the "male tasks" like repair, lawn-mowing and snow-shoveling and

the wife does the "female tasks" of cooking, dishes, cleaning,

and shopping. As previously pointed out, none of the families

is thoroughly traditional but some fall more clearly into this

category than into the other two. The second pattern is one in

which the couple share many child care tasks but the wife does

most of the household chores. The third pattern is one in which

the parents share many of both household and child care tasks.

Table 3 illustrates the three patterns and indicates in which of

the three categories the families belong. A look at the table

also shows the fact that some families fall more squarely into

one of the three categories than others.
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Table 3

Individual Families

Wife does most household
and child care tasks.

Child Care

Mother

Household

MotherFather Joint Father Joint

Nelson 1 6 12 1 S 13

Hunt 0 4 11 3 6 17

Sedman 1 8 10 0 6 19

Jackson 1 1 7 6 0 20

Wyatt 0 4 14 2 4 IR

Couple shares more child
care but less housework.

Long 0 9 5 3 6 IS

Henry 1 6 7 7 4 17

Sandie 3 7 4 2 6 15

Couple shares most child
care and housework.

Samuel 0 9 5 1 13 9

Tilman 1 15 1 4 11 3

Park 3 8 5 2 15 S

Raymond 2 11 4 0 17 8

Deneux 0 7 5 8 8 8
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The Three Ways of Dividing Family Chores: The Wyaits

are an example of the more traditional family in that Mrs. Wyatt

regularly does most home related chores, while the Longs are

illustrative of families where the husband and wife share many

child care chores. The third group is illustrated by the Parks

family in which the couple shares many child care and home-making

tasks.

Unfortunately, the research materials do not allow character-

ization of the families in terms of the distinctions among helping,

task sharing and role sharing although there is evidence that these

are valid categories along a continuum of chore allocation. In

the Hunt family, for example, Mrs. Hunt described her husband's

behavior as helping her out. Likewise Mr. Rose reported he helped

his wife out when she was behind in her housework so they could

do things as a family on weekends and Mrs. Wyatt described her

husband's willingness to help out when she was sick. All of these

men help out alot but not on any regular basis so they do not

relieve their wives of the responsibility of worrying about chores

and their completion. The Longs, Sandles and Henrys provided

evidence of task sharing. The Sandles share the task of bathing

storytelling and putting their son to bed each evening and the

Longs share the responsibility for lunch preparation. Mr. Long

prepares the meal for kis two sons on the days his wife is working.

There is a slightly different sharing arrangement at the Henry's

where Mrs. Henry prepares dinner and Mr. Henry serves it to the

children after his wife has left for work.
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The Tilmans and Parks are examples of families in the

final category. In the course of discussion and experimentation

with different sharing arrangements, the Parks recognized the

fundamental distinction between task and role sharing. It is the

difference between occasionally helping someone to do their job

and assuming equal responsibility for the job. Mr. Wyatt also

expressed an important part of this distinction when he said

"And 99 percent of the time I pick un the bread and milk. She

doesn't even have to ask...." As the Parks explained it, "We

don't have a mother role and a father role. We see ourselves

as parents and Victor sees us that way." The Parks' goal is to

achieve equality in their division of the breadwinning parent,

and homemaker roles and they have made a very self-conscious effort

they are proud of. The Tilmans are also making a similar effort.

Mr. Parks pointed out that while there are no differences in

their attitudes on household chores now there may still be some

underlying discontent. Both the Tilman's and Park's efforts to

achieve a satisfactory distribution then are a continually evolving

process.

Factors Affecting the Ways Couples Allocate Tasks: We do

not have enough information to describe precisely how and why each

family divides tasks as it does but a number of factors have

emerged as worthy of consideration. First of all logistical factors,

like the working hours of the parents, both determine and are

determined by how a couple decides to divide up household and

particularly child care tasks. In 7 of the families (Nelson, Long,
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Henry, Farlane, Sedman, Jackson, and Hunt) the parents have

arranged their work schedules so that each has a child care

shift while the other works. Several fathers have daytime jobs

and come home at suppertime to relieve the mother of child care

duties. In these cases the men's child care tasks consist largely

of bedtime preparations. In 6 of the families (Park, Long, Farlane,

Sedman, Deneux, and Wyatt) the husband is often home during the day.

The husbands vary in how much they share daytime housework and child

care from Mr. Sedman who sometimes helps get lunch and watch the

kids but mostly works on house repairs, the garden and yard work

to Mr. Deneux who is almost interchangable with his wife doing

daily household and child care chores. So the fact that a husband

is home during the day does not mean he necessarily will share

more tasks but it certainly makes more sharing a possibility. Another

family, the Nelsons, is set up so that older children and the father

share responsibility for younger children on the weekends when the

mother works. In 6 of the families both of the parents work during

the day (Samuel, Tilman, Park, Sandie, Raymond, and Wyatt) and

utilize some outside child care. In general hours seem to be ar-

ranged first around the father's job and then so that parents can

trade-off child care and avoid the financial burden of paid child

care. As the essay on day care explains, some families prefer for

various reasons not to use outside child care services. In any

case the parents' division of work hours appears to determine their

division of child care time rather than vice versa.
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Parent's experiences in their families of origin both

in terms of the chores they had to do and the examples their

parents presented affect their division of tasks. In terms of

chores, Mr. Farlane, for example, said "In the beginning, before

the kids, she did it all, I didn't want to help out much -- I

never did it for my mother so why should I do it here?" Whereas

Mr. Deneux reported he used to be "a big help" to his mother

around the house and spent a long period as a single man doing

for himself so he helps his wife a lot with household and child

care. Mr. Raymond similarly reported he had chores as a boy and

was "always just participating" in housework which he feels has

made it easier for his wife because "I'll do a lot around here."

Few of the families described their parents way of sharing tasks

as positively influencing their own and many described their

parents pattern as more traditional and sex-stereotyped than theirs.

None of these patterns of sharing are unchanging. The dis-

tribution of tasks changes as families progress through the life

cycle and this has to be considered as a factor in understanding

the division of household and child care chores. In the Samuel's

family with a three year old, for example, the parents shared 13

household tasks but the mother took over 8 of them when she quit

work to have another baby. They continued to share the majority

of child care tasks and when the new baby arrives arrangements

will change again as the father assumes responsibility for cooking,

laundry, dishes and grocery shopping. He helps out if she is behind

in housework so they have time to do things together weekends. He
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feels the tasks are pretty evenly divided and she feels if

they are both working they should both take care of the house.

but otherwise housework is her job so they are satisfied with

a flexible arrangement. An informal "pitching in" arrangement

also prevails at the Hunts. As Mr. Hunt explains, "There was

never any real division of labor because I was always ready to

pitch in" and Mrs. Hunt feels he "is a fantastic father and he

does everything to make things easier for me, the dishes, helps

with meals ...." Each family's pattern of sharing may well change

when their children reach school age. It is not clear what this

will mean in some of the families where the father sees and cares

for preschool children during the day and works evenings. They

will presumably be less able to share in child care. However, Mr. Long

for example, plans to switch to the day shift so he will see and

help with his children.

The Parks have spent time discussing different sharing ar-

rangements with other couples attempting the same thing and re-

ported on the difficulties they and others experienced. They

found the women "took on this ability to notice dirt." The husbands

thought the women were neurotic 'aecause they noticed dirt all the

time and the women thought so too, but they still noticed it."

When it was arranged so that the husband did half of the household work,

they found 'they wouldn't mess around with the margins of things,

like dusting and stuff." The Parks experience is echoed by other

families. Mrs. Henry says she is very "dirt conscious," things

lying around the house "bothers me alot and it doesn't bother a

man at all."
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Women's concern with cleanliness suggests there is a

close relationship between cleanliness and being a good wife

and mother but it also means there are likely to be nroblems

about task sharing with their husbands. Some wives seem to

feel their husbands just couldn't do the tasks as well and

seem to end up as "supermothers" -- trying to work and assume

responsibility for all the household and child care chores.

Cleanliness then takes precedence over the attempt to redistribute

tasks. This in turn suggests that it may sometimes he as hard

for women to release responsibility for their traditional home

and child care chores as it is for their husbands to relinquish

sole responsibility for their traditional breadwinning chores.

Another set of factors influencing the allocation of home

and child related tasks can be loosely grouped under the labe.

of attitudes of friends, relatives, employers and society. Some

anecdotes and experiences will help to introduce the discussion.

Mr. Park often takes his son to the park on weekdays and he told

this story about one Ruch day. He was the only man there and he

overheard speculation among the mothers that the child's mother

must be dead! That seemed to be their explanation for his presence

in the park. Mr. Sedman says "I think I'm around them (the kids)

too much rellly...." lie doesn't know if it would be easier for

him to be home less but says "I think it'd be easier for them. Cause

a lot of times, I'll be the one to go outside and see what's goinv

on, I don't think they like that too much... (Interviewer asks if

this is due to a difference between him and his wife.) No, she does
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it too, but like the other kid's fathers aren't home during

the day...." Mr. Sedman also indicated that he would like to

attend kindergarten parent- teacher meetings but doesn't "know

if we can, with my wife working" nights when the meetines are

held. His wife pointed out only mothers attend the meeting and

it would probably be awkward to go with his wife but it certainly

would be more so to go alone. Mr. Wyatt recently took a day off

to stay home and take care of his kids because his wife was sick

but he told his boss he was sick "Cause if you call and say you're

staying home for your wife, you know...it's not covered." Mr. Wyatt

also reports he gees slot of ribbing about his wife working from

his fellow workers. Mr. Wyatt and several other study fathers also

reported being kidded about helping with home and child care jobs.

All of these examples illustrate some of the strains involved

for men in both task and role sharing. Friends, co-workers, mothers

in the park can *11 make fathers feel uncomfortable about stepping

outside traditional roles and this prevents some men from ever

doing so. It is nothing new to say that work and society are not

arranged to facilitate parental task or role sharing. What is

important however is the extent to which some of the men share

household and child care work in the face of these constraints.

Several men are trying in varying degrees to share the role of family

breadwinner with their wives and take their financial contributions

seriously and at the same time to share more in the work of child

and home care. This is not to say that the increased sharing is

not fraught with problems. The reactions of Mr. Sedman's children
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indicate they feel some awkwardness about their father sharing

in child care tasks. There are also other examples of instances

where wives feel some awkwardness, for example, Mrs. Deneux some-

times worries about whether she is meeting her husband's desire

for home cleanliness.

While husbands do share household and child care tasks, some

more and some less, many wives still do most of the tasks and have

the mtltimate responsibility for doing them. The cup is half full

so to speak for these wives because their husbands are sharing more

home-related chores as they go to work but it is half empty in that

many of the wives still do the bulk of the household and child care

tasks. As the essay on parenting in dual worker families points out

the half empty cup has consequences not least because it is very

difficult to manage both responsibility for a job and for most of the

home-related tasks. The fact that many of the wives do most home-

related chores means that they have less time for themselves and

to enjoy their children and families. Mr. Henry explained it this

way to his wife in the joint interview: "In the daytime you should

just sit down and play with them a bit. You work sc hard and really

you miss so many of the things that I see. You know, really she

does, she works awful hard."

But et course this is easier said than done. Mrs. Raymond

says the hardest thing to find time to do is to "be alone, to think."

She added.

"There is a doll house downstairs that I wanted to make and
I have got the frame cut out but that's it and it has been
since Christmas, and that doesn't take much time, I could
have been down there 20 minutes before you came working on
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it but it takes a certain amount of preparation, a
certain amount of time just to relax, to get into it,
and that takes coming home from work, sitting down and
having a cup of coffee, and th,, going down, but I
never get there because there is always something David,
Beth or Cary will have that they want you to do with them
so that projects that you are thinking about or doing,
you can't. The one thing I find different about beim,
married and being single is that when I was single I was
very single minded and things got done very quickly and
I seemed as though I was doing alot but only because I
had more energy to focus in one line, you know, in this
case it seems as though not much is getting done...it
is very frustrating...."

As the parenting essay suggests; this lack of time fol self and

to enjoy the family may have serious implications. The complexity

of trying to coordinate work and family responsibalities may also

contribute to the desire to limit their families expressed by many

study families. As one mother put it "I never realized how much

work a baby is." One of the implications of the fact that the bulk

of the home burden often falls on women may be the desire to limit

the number of children, although several mothers with larger families

point out how much help older children can be with younger ones.

Several 'they study families on the other hand, feel quite strongly

against birth control.

Finally, a couple's feelings about the fact of the wife's

working figure importantly in how they feel about the division of

child and home chores. This is a very complex and difficOt set

of relationships to sort out as the essay on the coordination of

home and work indicates. It is clear however that many of the

husband's express a certain ambivalence cbout their wives working

in part because of a fear that this reflects badly on their ability to

support their families and in part perhaps because a working wife
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is more likely to press for more help with c%ild care and

homework. There is a pressure for a more equal distribution

of earning, child care and borne tasks. The families reflect

a range of responses to this pressure, from Mr. Farlane who

feels that as long as his wife can do most of the household and

child care tasks she can work too, to Mr. Park and Mr. Tilman

who are self-consciously trying to work out role sharing relation-

ships with their wives. The last section o.1 this essay will focus

on the ways those families in which there is dissatisfaction with

the task allocation deal with their dissatisfaction.

Satisfaction and Dissatisfaction with the Division of Tasks

Half of the families in the study expressed dissatisfaction

with their sharing arrangements and half did not. The arrange-

ments in the latter group ranged from the more traditional division

of labor to those in which the parents share most child care and

household tasks. Mrs. Farlane, for example, is satisfied with a

fairly traditional arrangement. She does most of the household

and child care tasks because she feels "I think it's un to me to

take care of the house area, I don't think it's un to him.' In

the Long family most of the child care chores are shared but Mrs.

Long has responsibility for most of the household chores and neither

parent reports any disagreement over this division. The Deneux's

are a good example of a satisfied family sharing both household

and child care chores. Satisfaction thus does not appear to be

tied to any particular way of distributing tasks among the study

fami lies.
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About half of the scudy families expressed dissatisfaction

with their arrangements. Polls and studies though, indicate that

dissatisfaction is not uncommon in general. A 1970 American

Harris poll, for example, found that about a third of the working

women polled felt men should help more with child care, cleaning

and shopping. The dissatisfied families differ from one another

in the way they handle their feelings. They fall roughly into

three groups: those who are unhappy but do not discuss it, those

who discussed it and made major changes in their arrangements, and

those who discuss it but for whom the disagreement is an ongoing

source of tension. There is little information about the discontent

in the first group except that someone renorted its existence.

Mr. Henry, for example, said he thinks his wife thinks he should

do more of the household chores but that he doesn't think this

really bothers her and she jokes about it. It is difficult to

judge the degree of dissatisfaction involved but it would appear

that the parents do not discuss it.

There are two couples who reported alot of tension about chores

early in their marriages, the Parks and Tilmans. Mrs. Park reported

that she began to feel angry because she was working and doing most

of "the standard things" involved in house and child care. This

anger mounted and they eventually "...we made a conscious decision

to split everything down the middle when we moved here...and that's

the way it's been since then."

There was a somewhat similar evolution in the Tilman family.

After the birth of her son Mrs. Tilman stayed home with most of
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the responsibility for housework and child care. After about

nine months, she began to feel this division of labor was unfair.

She and her husband began to alternate daily responsibility and

now feel they do housework and child care interchangeably. At the

time Mr. Tilman was a student but following graduation he selected

his present job in part because it was a place where he could bring

his son, not so much because he would ever have to but because he

wanted a place where he would feel free to do so, "where people

would have respect for my family responsibilities."

The third group of families, those who discuss their dis-

satisfaction and for who it is an ongoing source of tension, are

grappling with their thoughts and feelings about how to share the

responsibility for home, work and child care. The pressure of

change comes from the wives, and they feel their husbands should

be doing more. particularly more household tasks.

Mrs. Wyatt works full time and would specifically like more

help with the dishes, more regular help. Mrs. Wyatt fe*ls "When

a man comes home from work, he comes home and his meal's cooked.

For a woman working there's always another job to do around the

house. She told her husband and two boys she was going on strike

saying "I come home and I'm tired...physically I might not be as

tired as he is, but there's no way of comparing...and I really

honestly feel that if I can come home and cook supper, he can at

least clean the kitchen and the two boys can help."

Mrs. Wyatt says her idea of a better system would be if "on

his days off, which aren't very often....if we get up in the morning
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and have breakfast, and he cleaned the kitchen, while I made

beds and stuff like that, I could also have the rest of the

day to myself, to spend with all of them.- She feels "I can

honestly say I woulin't want to see him walking around with a

dust rag...mainiy its a night after supper, I'm tired.- but

adds "but as long as he does the shopping for me, and runs some

errands, that is a big help. keep him, you know, I'm not

gonna trade him in:"

Mr. Wyatt says that on weekends his wife cleans the house

and he does errands like banking and shopping and they share the

yard work. lie explained that he doesn't mind doing these things

or clearing the table but loading the dishwasher is confusing

and irksome. In response to the question about differences between

men and women Mr. Wyatt feels women "can work and take care of

the house, aad the man can work and kind 'f help the woman when

she comes home." But he says "...now she feels I should help her

more around the house, where she's working. Of course I don't

agree 100 percent with her there. This is something we've never

agreed on, and I don't think we ever will. how can she compare

her work with me doing construction work all day?...So after surrer,

I just wanted to go downstairs and watch the news. 'Well, what

about the house?' She didn't actually come out and say it, but

you know she kind of hinted. So I said, well okay, I'll take the

kids down with me...but I guess she feels I should do more."

Mrs. Sedman works evenings. When asked how she and her husband

divide chores she replied 'We don't...everything is really my job."
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She thinks men should help around the house. In response

to his wife's feelings Mr. Sedman says "I don't think nothing,

I just do it because I feel like doing it." Mr. Sedman then

asked his wife to name one other man among their friends who

does as much around the house as he does. His wife responded

she had and could do so but he didn't believe her, or that he

then told her the person is an exception. Both later acknowledged

many of his friends do not help as much as he does. Mr. Sedman

clears the table, gets his children ready for bed after his wife

goes to work, and vacuums and sweeps the flcor. As is the case

with the Wyatts, the Sedmans disagree about who does what and how

often.

Both of these husbands described counter-pressures to a more

equal division of labor. Mr. Sedman and Mr. Wyatt both feel they

do more around the house than their friends do. Mr. Wyatt and

his fellow workers talk about these things at work and he repots

most do little to help their wives. When Mrs. Wyatt described

what her husband does around the house at get togethers of his

fellow workers he reported "The guys want to kill me. They say

'You...., you're getting us in trouble', their wives say 'Does

he really?' and the men get really mad." Mr. Wyatt is caught in

a difficult situati'n, he is in trouble if he helps out because

his fellow workers feel it jeopardizes their position but he is

in trouble if he doesn't both because he wants to help some and

his wife wants him to help even more. Friends and fellow workers

then can be a counter force 5f social pressure against increased

sharing or can reinforce already existing negative feelings.
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Both Mrs. Wyatt and Mrs. Sedman want future careers --

one in a real estate agency and one as a technician, and are

actively thinking about them now. It may well be that these

women are pressing for a reallocation of tasks because they

would like to fit their work and their families more smoothly

together. Both of their husbands help out some at home now

but their reluctance to do more may reflect the ambivalence both

expressed about their wives' future work plans. If this is the

case it is another illustration of how closely attitudes about

sharing work for pay are related to sharing other family tasks.

It further suggests that working out a household task reallocation

both affects and depends upon working out attitudes toward the

wife working.

Handling disagreements about the sharing of chores is

facilitated by the premium some of the couples put on sittinp

down and talking to one another. Mr. Wyatt for example said:

"You gotta he able to look at everything two ways, it takes alot

to be able to sit down at the table and have long talks. We do,

95 percent of the time...we fix a cup of tea and we sit down and

talk about it." And Mrs. Wyatt added "...we came jnto the marriage

1 won't say with different ideas, but some ideas were different...

there's divorce in my family, alot of it...so it's very hard to

make a marriage work when you've never seen on' working. It took

alot on loth our parts to sit down and say, 'look, I don't like

this,' and 'what are you doing this for,' and sometimes you tend

to hurt one another's feelings, without meaning to, but you hate
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to. That's one good thing we have going for us, we're able

to sit down and talk to one another." Many families contrasted

their ability to discuss things and make joint decisions with

their parent's situation. As Mrs. Long expressed it. "What my

father said was law but my husband and I talk things out." Mrs.

Wyatt explained her grandfather nearly pushed her grandmother

out the window when he found she'd applied for a ioh and she said

of her situation in contrast: 'I don't consider it as my husband

letting me work. I work period. I don't need snecial permission

to help out in the family. In that day and age the man was

the king of the roost.... There's no one boss in this house."

Yet while the capacity to discuss disagreements is felt to he

important by some of the families it does not always lead to

resolution or different task divisions. The tVyatts, for example,

discuss their differences but they appear to he far from resolving

them.

In the often difficult process of working out a satisfactory

sharing arrangement sometimes the process itself helps couples

to understand work and home roles better. The Longs are good

illustration of this. Mrs. Long "noticed the one year when I was

home with Sam that you lose contact...you forget how to talk to

people...I'd always like to work part time." So she returned to

work and she and Mr. Long arranged their schedules so one would

do child care while the other works. Mr. Long doesn't particularly

like her working but says "it's okay if she wants to.... She enjoys

getting away from the kids a little every day." He himself finds
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when he is alone with the children while she works that the

kids "can get on my nerves too." He understands when his wife

says "I got to work and relax" because he sometimes feels the

same way leaving for work after taking care of the kids.

Conclusion

it is important to note that this essay presents a picture

of the way families divided up work, home and child care tasks

at one point in time and that the Patterns of allocation will

certainly change. When the research team visited the families

with a first draft of the report they found some peonle had

changed jobs and working hours, one of the many shifts which could

easily affect task divisions. The stage of life when there is

a baby or young child in the house is one of the most demanding

in terms of both time and tasks. Most of the study women indicated

that they plan to continue working and some plan to increase their

work hours when their children go to school. Some of the husbands

want to start or drop second jobs which may relieve or encourage

increased work for their wives. It is impossible to predict what

all the changes might be but it seems safe to saythere will he

changes in the ways the families divide up work, home and child

care duties in the future.

Finally it is important to realize that many of the study

families are working out personally comfortable ways to share work,

home and child care arrangements pretty much on their own. Most

couples for example indicated they were deliberately doing things
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differently from their own parents, for example, fathers

spend more time with their kids and couples spend more time

talking and arriving at joint decisions about the things that

are important in their lives. Most families could think of

families they wouldn't like to be like but few could think of

any they think are "model families" who they can use as guides

in working out their own mutually satisfactory arrangements.

Consequently, the families are pretty much on their own in the

face of major social changes and changes in the ways men and

women share work and family roles certainly are major. This

essay then is an attempt to communicate what the families tell

us about the difficulties in sharing tasks and roles, and to

describe both the problems and the resourcefulness with which

they face achieving a new balance of responsibility in what are

probably the three most important areas in life -- work, home,

and family.
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Footnotes

1. These statistics define work as paid employment for the
purpose of estimating the size of the labor force and
determining unemployment. Women who work according to
this definition are those who get paid. Accordingly,
when a man married his housekeeper and ceases to pay
her to perform housekeeping services she no longer "works"
although she continues doing the same tasks. This example

illustrates the limits of the Dept. of Labor definition.
Although this essay distinguishes between paid and unpaid
work for purposes of discussing the division of household
and child care tasks, both are clearly work. It is also
worth noting here that the narrower definition of work is
relatively recent. As Smuts and others have pointed out,
prior to industrialization work and other activities were
"inextricably mingled" and paid work was done at home by
both men and women. (See Robert W. Smuts, Women and Work
in America, New York: Schocken Rocks, Inc., revised 1971
i-ation, pg. 2 and Edward Shorter, 'd., Work and Community
in the West, New York: Harper Torchbooks707fliaTOTIF--
Bernard, The Future of Motherhood, New York: The Dial
Press, 19/4.)

2. Homework as Mincer and other economists define it includes
housework, child care and all the tasks associated with
them.

3. See for example the Smuts' book previously cited.

4. Robert 0. Blood and Donald W. Wolfe, Husbands and Wives,
New York: The Free Press, 1960, pg. 69.
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Non-Parental Child Care

In the following essay, we explore the ways that working,

middle-income American parents arrange child care for you

preschool children during times when the parents themselves

are unable to provide it. We also consider some of the feelings

parents express about these arrangements. The fourteen families

we visited provided a great diversity of apnroach, both in the

ways that they organized such care, and in the feelings they ex-

pressed on these issues. These families with working mothers

are part of a growing minority. Over 30 percent of all U.S.

mothers with children under age six are currently employed, and

the trend has been rapidly moving upward in recent years. (liven

the changing role of women and the changing structure of families,

there seems little reason to expect this trend to reverse in the

foreseeable future.

Several general issues are important to any consideration

of non-parental child care in or culture. First, the extensive

role of American mothers in such care, relative to women in other

societies, is well-documented by cross-cultural research. For

example, the comparative data from a recent anthropolo'ical study

of six different cultures, Mothers of Six Cultures (Minturn and

Lambert, 1963), show the New Lngland mothers of 'Orchard Town"

rank far above all other societies on the "proportion of time mother

cares for infant and young child". It is a commonplace that our

urban, industrial society has moved, over the past several generations,
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from the extended family, characterized by a large family

residential group, to a nuclear family, with only husband, wife,

and their pre-adult children living together. Such a transition

in residence patterns would naturally tend to increase the ex-

clusive role of parents in child-care. historians, however, have

begun to question the validity of this vision of the extended

family as norm in our past. As we discuss later, others have also

begun to question the extent of the nuclear family's isolation

from kin in modern society.

Accompanyinn the American family's lack of direct child care

aid is a presumed lack of "psychological" services -- support, ad-

vice, and information -- on child rearing. The isolation of American

families in this regard, particularly from their families and com

munities or origin, and their extensive reliance on "expert" opinion,

is a related theme in contemporary commentary (e.g. Miiting, 1974).

In this essay, we intend to explore the scope of this isolation, as

well as some of the ways in which the families we visited have at-

tempted to meet it.

Before continuing with the discussion, however, we want to

try to give some impression of the complicated nature of daily

schedules in many of the families. rah both parents working in

the families we visited, parents resorted to a wide variety of

child care arrangements. This was partly because day care of

good quality is extremely costly -- perhaps $40 a week is an

average figure, and these families are generally not eligible

for the few less expensive nublic facilities available because
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their incomes are too high. Most of the families combined a

series of alternatives -- care by each spouse in turn while

the other was at work, hired babysitters, informal child care

exchanges, assistance from relatives, and forral day care or

nursery programs. The complexity of scheduling was often re-

markable.

Take the Wyatts, for example. Mrs. Wyatt works full-time

at a nearby real estate agency as a secretary, where she is

also studying real estate sales and management. Mr. Wyatt is

a policeman and also works part-time as a mason. Mrs. Wyatt

rises at 5:30 each morning of the week to begin readying the

children, Christopher 6 and Oliver 4, for school. because she

found that getting the children up later and rushing them created

problems. Chris attends first grade at a neighborhood school:

Oliver is in a local nursery school program from 9-12, three

days a week. A neighbor and friend, whose son also attends the

nursery, drives Oliver to school and then picks the boys up at

12. Mrs. Wyatt has to leave by 8 a.m. for work, so Chris walks

to a friend's house nearby and waits there to leave with him for

school. When Chris comes hom- from school at 2:30, he picks

up Oliver and the two boys wLik to another neighbor's house,

who cares for them until 5 p.m. Mrs. Wyatt picks them up on

her way home from work. On the two days when Oliver does not

have school, he most often ...ays with this babysitter all day.

Evenings and weekends, the Wyatts must often take turns

watching the boys as Mr. Wyatt may be working or there are various

errands to run. This complicated schedule can be easily undone,
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ah recently when the afternoon babysitter's tuqband became

seriously ill. Mrs. Wyatt's mother lives in a nearby town and

was able to fill in fo4ta few days, until Mis. Wyatt could find

a temporary substitute up the street. But illness and other

emergencies are a constant threat to the stability of such ar-

rangements, and when asked what she might change aiout them,

Mrs. Wyatt replied, somewhat poignantly, "I'd just like some-

thing a little more permanent -- not so many changes;

The yatts use 4 f)rmal child-care program. In half of

our families, however, the parents lave arranged their work

schedules so that each can be at home to care for the children,

during the time that the other is working -- and most of these

families make little use of out-of-home care. This pattern,

because of the complexity of scheduling it entailed, supcests

a certain reluctance to use available non-narental child care

services on the part of these families. The focus of the fol-

lowing essay is on the kinds of non-parental care that were

utilized. However, ..t that such care was set in the con-

text of a considerable attempt by some of the families to minimize

the necessity for it must be borne in mind. In a later section

of the essay, we try to consider factors which were involved in

the reluctance of some parents to use one particular form of non-

parental care, formal day care programs.

The essay is organized around a discussion of three potential

sources of non-parental care for preschoolers: relatives, informal

neighborhood child care exchanges, and organized grout arran "e-

ments like day care or nurseries. Regarding relatives and the
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informal exchange systems, we consider both the provision of

actual care services to the families, and then the role of such

arrangements in giving less tangible help -- advice, support,

and information -- to the families using them. Day care was

the child care alternative that aroused the strongest feelings

both pro and con. In a further section, we explore some possible

hypotheses about factors which distinguish among families in

their readiness to use such facilities, and in their reactions

to the general concept. We end with some general reflections

on modern parenthood which were expressed in all the families

we visited.

Ia. Care by R

Most of the parents we talked to expressed a preference

for someone well-known to their child as an alternative caretaker.

For many, this meant a strong preference for relatives as the

center of child care services. Mrs. Deneux noted: "When my

kids are left with my family, I know that they are loving them

just like we would...whereas if a babysitter is there, you don't

really know too much about her She doesn't care, they're not

her kids." And Mrs. Sedman remarked: "Well, when his father

passed away, we just depended on my relatives so much -- so I

did leave the kids a couple of times with one of my friends.

But I don't like to put my children onto someone else, cause I

don't know whether they really want to watch them, or just have

to...." Both these families depend almost exclusively on relatives
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-- their parents, siblings, parental siblings -- for child

care aid. Indeed, in over half of the study families, relatives

appear to have been the maior source of such assistance during

the early years of marriage, and in some cases, have remained so.

n:sidence patterns illustrate the extent of kin ties. A

number of the families who currently live further from their families

of orientation, had at one time in the early history of their

marriage lived nearby or with them, and often received substantial

assistance. This pattern was found in ten of the fourteen families

-- often the relatives seemed to have provided a kind of "launching

pad" for young couples because the families were able to save a

considerable amount of resources during this period, and had used

these to purchase their own home or to achieve a somewhat higher

standard of living.

The Longs provide one example of this. They began married

life in an apartment they had rented in Mr. Long's home town.

After six months or so, however, Mrs. Long discovered she was

pregnant and they decided to move to the downstairs of Mrs. Long's

parents' two-family house. Now, four years later, the Longs are

saving money tl make a down payment on their own house in a nearby

suburban community. They do pay some rent to Mrs. Long's parents,

but it is lower than current rates for the area. Other expenditures

are saved too, because Mrs. Long's mother is usually available

to babysit and to help out in other ways. This is not to say there

are not tensions involved in such a living arrangement, and the

Longs look forward to owning their own house in a few years.
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The Deneux family also noted these savings. Mrs. Deneux

said: "It's too expensive to go out and then have to pay a baby-

sitter. We've been lucky not to have to pay one too often."

Mrs. Deneux's uncle or mother usually babysits for them, though

this sometimes means a compromise in the length of their evening

out, too.

A stereotypic view of the nuclear family in modern industrial

society as isolated is unsettled by these examples of close kin

involvement in an urban, middle-class sample. Goode (1963), among

others, has indeed argued that this view is a misconception, un-

supported by the evidence. Two contrasting patterns of residence

during early married life in our sample of families highlight the

role of such ties. Four of the couples began married life residing

in the home of the parents of one spouse or the other (in two

cases the wife's, in two, the husband's). One couple also moved

to the home of the husband's aunt shortly after marriage. Another

group of five families first began independent residence at marriage,

but with the onset of pregnancy or the birth of the first child

moved back to the home, or very near the home, of the wife's parents.

As Mrs. Deneux explained, "I wanted to move here because my mother

lives right around the corner, and he (Mr. Deneux) works crazy hours...

I'm alone a lot...." It seemed apparent that the support and as-

sistance of the grandparent generation was important to many of these

families, particularly in the early years of marriage. Often the

birth of the first child seemed to provide impetus to thin process.
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One further interesting aspect of kin assistance natterns

in our data involves the exchange of services among young adult

siblings. Though Adams' (1968) data on urban kin networks sug-

gest that mutual help is a very minor aspect of contact between

adult brothers and sisters, there were at least four families

in our sample where siblings seemed to play a substantial role.

In all cases, there seemed to be some degree of strain between

the spouses and their adult parents. Though she is quite alienated

from her mother, Mrs. Tilman remarked that her sister who lives

nearby is "a very special person for Peter (son). If we ever go

away for more than a few hours, we'll leave him with her...."

This pattern suggests that sibling relations may play an important

role in kin networks even if the primary relations between young

adults and their parents are not readily available, due to distance

or incompatibility.

More generally, it is apparent that relatives played a sub-

stantial role in child care assistance for a number of the families,

especially in the early phases of a marriage. The fact of the

mother's employment in these families probably led to relatives'

involvement on a more intensive and regular basis than might other-

wise have occurred. Where geographic factors did not make it im-

possible, relatives were often the first choice of families for

alternative caretakers of young children, though this was by no

means always the case.
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lb. Support and Advice from Relatives

In addition to the direct assistance that relatives provide

in daily child care, they are often an important source of

psychological support. Many of the families felt that they would

turn to relatives in child care emergencies, and many gave in-

stances when they had done so, even though they do not depend

on relatives for regular child care assistance. As Mrs. Samuels,

wife of an Army man, explained, "If I needed help right away, I

could call on my two brothers in Rhode Island. Probably right

now I would call on them. I don't know anybody around here that

well that I could rely on them...." The majority of our families

gave a clear indication that kin relations are the most important

source of anticipated help in time of emergency. As the remarks

quoted earlier suggest, relatives' help may be attributed to af-

fectional sources, rather than social obligation, so families may

feel more able to rely on it, and more comfortable with it -- as

Mrs. Sedman indicated: "they really want to help, rather than

just having to....- Perhaps because the norm of mutual kin as-

sistance is so powerful, there may be a sense that no sort of

"contract" is involved in child-care assistance from relatives --

they are not doing it in expectation of some specific service in

return. Consequently, it may be easier to attribute such assistance

to affection, rather than the fulfillment of felt reciprocal obliga-

tions. The kin system may thus function as a kind of refuge from

the "marketplace" orientation of other relationships in the wider

culture.
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In contrast to the sense of support most families seemed

to draw from the availability of relatives in times of emergency,

there was some consensus that relatives were not helpful sources

of advice and suggestions about child rearing. Several exceptions

to this were apparent, but these usually involved child rearing

advice from a brother or sister, rather than one's own or the

spouse's parent. Advice from siblings seemed to be much more

acceptable to families than that from the children's grandnarents.

Mrs. Deneux expressed the feelings of some when she remarked: "I

didn't talk to my mother much about problems with the kids, because

she just didn't remember very much... I was surprised." Underlying

this matter-of-fact explanation in some cases, however, were much

stronger feelings about the independence of the family. One

father remarked: "I don't think the way I raise my children is

any of my relatives' business -- if their kids were perfect, I'd

go to them and ask how they did it, but they're far from perfect."

Resistance to the advice of grandparents is often one way of

differentiating or separating the new family from the families

in which the parents grew up. This is an important task for all

families, especially in the early years of a marriage. It may be

a particularly necessary one where the new parents live in close

proximity to their own families of origin, as many in our samnle do.

The Sedmans expressed another common sentiment: "We don't

talk to relatives about child rearing much. Times have changed

and the problems are different. 'Oh, my children never did that.'

But they did something else that you never heard about...." This
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feeling, that parents' advice is outmoded or inappropriate to

Present day child rearing, seemed to be a major factor in most

of the families heavy reliance on experts. For example, Mrs.

Wyatt said: "My mother is really of the old school... She and

my friends -- they all had different advice. It sort of confused

me. I would occasionally call on my sister-in-law, but the doctor

was my Rock of Gibraltar. He was great...."

Many families expressed a certain amhivalence about expert

opinion, however, even the ubiquitous Dr. Spock. Mrs. Long re-

marked, "When they were sick or something, I'd look it un... Other-

wise, he (Spock) has a lot of screwy ideas." And Mrs. Hunt said:

"When I first started out, I lived with Dr. Spock. Then I decided,

I'm not going to bring my children up out of a book!" These com-

ments illustrate the impact of "expert opinion" in this culture --

all families seemed to have to come to grips with it in some fashion,

to make explicit choices or decisions regarding it. Coupled with

the general wariness regarding the grand-parent generation's values

discussed above, this obviously intensified the responsibility

of parenting. As Mrs. Tilman remarked about child-birth methods:

"There are so many different ways of doing it, and you just have

to decide and be so determined, because if you waiver at all, people

will hound you..." This questioning of traditional modes of child-

rearing inevitably leads to uncertainty and, often, to considerable

anxiety. Strong cultural and social forces weaken the confidence

that American parents can place in the values of an older generation.

We will ref.ect more on this issue in the closing sections of this

essay.
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Ha. Informal Child Care Exchanges

As we have just seen, relatives' aid is an important child

care resource for many of the families with whom we talked. How-

ever, in many other families, relatives currently do not provide

regular child care assistance, and such services must be obtained

elsewhere. One interesting pattern we noted in several of our

families was an informal system of child care exchange involving

several families, usually in a neighborhood setting.

The Henry's provided a good example of this pattern. Though

we did not obtain exact information on their nool, it does not

currently involve the exchange of money, though it did at one

time in the past. At least three families are involved, and our

impression from the Henry's description is that scheduling and

reciprocity are very informal. Mrs. Henry explains, "Leila takes

the Marsh's kids, and mine. Now I'll watch hers and the Marsh's

little boy. It's done for nothing -- there's no money, it's just

a friendly thing... It does get tiring sometimes, I had five the

other day, and I was glad to see them go (giggles)....' On our

daily log, a record of visits and visitors in the family over

a week's time, Mrs. Henry noted that Leila twice left her child

for two or three hours in the mid-morning. Another neighbor, not

mentioned in Mrs. Henry's description above, also left her infant

briefly. The Henry's did not receive any child care aid during

this week -- Mrs. Henry was recovering from an illness and was not

working during this t.me. However, Leila did come to help Mrs.

Henry clean her oven, suggesting that the "exchange" system between

families may be broader than just child care, encompassing a range
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of mutual aid activities. Prior to the development of this

exchange, the Henry's had hired teen-age sitters, and were very

dissatisfied with them.

The Parks, also isolated from their own families by both

distance and preference, have developed a babysitting exchange

with another couple whose child their son likes. The Parks are

particularly pleased with this since "it's a whole mutual relation-

ship.... It's kind of a whole family thing." The Farlanes, a

family with somewhat older children -- Lionel, the oldest is

nearly 10 -- have owned a home in a pleasant suburban area for

the past eight years. Their move here has meant it is much more

difficult for Mrs. Farlane's mother to help with child care, but

the Farlanes have developed a network of informal assistance

with a neighbor across the street which they utilize during child

care emergencies (they regularly use a neighbor girl as a hired

babysitter). Mrs. Farlane. "In a real emergency, I'd turn to

a friend, because they're the ones that are closest... We've had

a couple of emergencies and I've called my neighbor across the

street -- she came over and stayed until 1:30 in the morning with

the kids...." Mr. Farlane then remarks: "Of course, she (wife)

does a lot for the neighbors -- sometimes I think she treats them

better than me!"

We did not collect detailed material on such informal child

care exchange systems. We need better information on how they

become established, and on how each member's expectations are

met. In certain respects, they seem to stand intermediate between
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the kin system, with its system of exchange characterized

by very informal and generalized reciprocity, and the formal

purchase of services through a hired babysitter. This in-

formality in exchange may well be associated with a greater

sense of trust and control in such networks. Mr. Henry noted:

"Leila treats the kids just like her own... She's - 'se, trust-

worthy, and fantastic with the kids. She's also evil- tempered

like I am, and my wife too." Clearly, these netv.orks provide

families with a feeling of confidence often lacking in formal

babysitting arrangements. As Mrs. Deneux remarked: "If a baby-

sitter is there, you don't really know too much about her."

As we discuss next, such arrangements provided a satisfying

sense of mutuality for some families as well.

IIb. Advice and Support in Exchange Networks

Informal neighborhood-based networks can also have an im-

portant effect on parents' general sense of well-being. The

Henry's describe their present neighborhood as "great, unreal...

We like it here. The neighbors are great. They see you going

out the doo, they figure you're taking the kids because you

have to. They'll say -. if you want to go by yourselves, we'll

take the kids." The Henry's contrast this neighborhood sharnly

with the one in which they formerly lived.

The Parks also derive a good deal of support from their

current friendships with several couples involved in mutual child

care exchange. These families met one another through the "play-
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group", a neighborhood-based group care arrangement which the

Parks' son attends. Mrs. Park explains their feelings: "We

felt that we were in a context that was very complicated be-

cause we didn't know what we were going to do. We felt quite

alone and uncertain... But getting involved in the playgroup,

I realized that other people were thinking about it -- thinking

about tie issues we were facing...."

In addition to the other functions these arrangements can

serve, they clearly provide an important opportunity for child

care socialization -- a place to discuss children and child

rearing, to receive reassurance and support. In connection

with the previously discussed question of mother's isolation

from relatives in this culture, it is interesting to note the

apparent resourcefulness of a number of our families in obtaining

nuch information from sources other than their relatives. Mrs.

Wyatt, for example, describes the neighbor across the street:

"She's been a tremendous help to me. She's raised two older girls

a:.d a 12-year old, and she's been very good. My mother is -- very

much of the old school (giggles) -- but my neighbor's gone through

an awful lot with her kids and she's really helped me. A lot of

things, I'll ask her, more because she's older and she's been

through it all before." Similarly, Mrs. Farlane says she can

confide "anything and everything" to her close friend who has

children a little older than the Farla 's. Mrs. henry too finds

she is now more open in discussing the children's problems with

others, since Leila, the neighbor with whom she exchanges baby-

sitting, has been encouraging her to discuss them. A number of
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women also mentioned friends from work as helpful in this

regard as well.

It appears that such women, often somewhat older friends

or neighbors who are part of such informal exchange networks,

can fill an important role reserved for female kin in more

traditional social contexts. Such settings provide at least

some of our families with an antidote to the problems of

generational isolation in our culture -- a serious ',ssue re-

garding the transmission of "folk wisdom" on child rearing,

as Beatrice Whiting (1974) has pointed out.

IIIa. Formal Grou Care Arrangements

Despite the expensive nature of "day care' noted at the

beginning of this essay, eight o the fourteen families we in-

terviewed had used some form of group child care for preschoolers

for a substantial period. Two others had tried a neighborhood

day care facility briefly, but disliked it and withdrew. There

was considerable variation in the programs involved. They ranged

from large centers with upwards of 30 children and many staff,

to a home-based program with cne paid mother and five children.

This latter program is run by a larger organization which super-

vises an extensive network of such homes. The size of this operation

permits this program to offer a variety of support services, such

as social workers abd training courses for the mothers involved,

but its home-based structure keeps each setting small and individ-

ualized.
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The goals and purposes of these various programs differed

as well. Some were part-time and more "academically" oriented.

Others put more stress on the provision of all-day care as their

primary mission. But a sharp distinction between "day - care"

and the 'nursery school" among these programs teems difficult

to draw. Nor did the families usmilly make clear distinctions

along these lines in their own discussions. Mrs. Wyatt noted

that Mr. Wyatt did not want to send Oliver to the nursery school.

Mr. Wyatt explained, "It was those day-care centers I saw before

--the kids running rampant, I didn't like that..."

In the following discussion, we have adopted the blanket

term "group care facilities", though obviously the range of

programs encompassed among even our small sample is very wide

in many respects. For example, the programs also ranged in

parental involvement from very little to a cooperative group

where most decision-making was carried out jointly by the parents.

Though we have tried to focus in the following discussion on the

families' use of such programs, rather than on the programs them-

selves, these various differences should temper the reader's in-

terpretation of some of the hypotheses we later offer.

In this regard, and very importantly, the families' use of

"group care" ranged from three to well over forty hours a week.

Obviously such arrangements played a very different role in the

over-all child-ca-e strategies of the various families. We

should also note that the attitudes we discuss were usually ex-

pressed as the parents' reactions to "day-c..,," in a general
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sense, while the actual use of such facilities was naturally

based on each family's particular experience.

These feelings about the use of "group care" also varied,

even among the families who had utilized programs. The Tilmans

were perhaps the strongest advocates: "One of the reasons we

put him in day care, so he could begin to understand other people

a lot sooner, and not become so dependent on one person... So

regardless of whether I work or not, there are a lot of reasons

why people should have this group thing right away. You have to

commit yourself to day care as a philosophy which also involves

certain changes in the whole marital relationship. ..." And Mr.

Park, another proponent added, "I think kids involved in such

things as the playgroup are much different in family style than

any other group in American history. People have more openness.

don't beat on their kids psychologically so much. Kids are re-

leased much earlier rrom the bosom of their families... When these

kids go to school, there may be enough of them not to take the

shit." For these two families, the use of group care was one

aspect of a reneral ideology of change in the structure of the

family. For whatever reasons -- perhaps because of class or

educational background in their families of origin, nerhaps be-

cause of a special interest in this area of social change -- these

two families were different from others in our sample in this

regard.

This ideology obviously helped to lend a certainty to the

Parks' and Tilmans' use of group care. Some of the other parents
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who had used such facilities seemed more uncertain, however.

Mrs. Sedman remarked, "Sfie, I have to really go in and just observe.

I wouldn't want just... my sister went to a day care center when

my mother had to work. And she just dreaded going. I don't want

my kids to go through that. If they really like something,.I can

always work my time around it." In general however, other families

who had used group care stressed its socializing benefits for the

child -- the opportunities it provides for learning to get along

with other children. Mrs. Hunt remarked, "I want him (son) to he

free to do the things he wants to do -- just a social outlet, for

him to be with other children... It's very relaxed, they're not

pushing them to do ABC's or whatever." Some parents also stressed

more "academic' learning as well, however.

Most of the families who do not use group child care arrange-

ments expressed concerns and had their reasons, too. Mr. Henry

was worried about the adequacy of supervision in such programs.

Describing a program used by a friend's son, located on a busy

street, he explained: "Well, one of the kids got right out the

door -- so that made me kind of nervous... The only way I'd ever

agree to one of those places was if they had me person for every

two kids... Discussing day care, Mrs. Deneux says: 'I wouldn't

send my kids to day care. I've heard stories. I want to bring

up my own kids... I mean I would go on welfare before I would go

out and leave my kids with somebody else, because I think it is

very very important for kids to be around their parents, at least

one of them, during the day, and let their parents bring them up...."
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Other families in this group expressed similar uncertainty or

outright rejection of group care facilities. Indeed, with

several clear exceptions, there seemed to be some uncertainty

about the use of such care among most of these families, even

for those who used it regularly.

We must keep in mind, however, that families made these

comments based on a particular context, and their own experience

within that context. At present in the U.S., "quality" group

care for children is often too expensive for these families. Some

facilities which are available are of dubious quality. Were

high quality child care services of this type available at less

expense -- through subsidization of whatever sort -- the reactions

of many of these parents might have been different.

At first glance, these reactions seem to approximate the

now classic social science dictum that "attitudes follow behavior".

Families that use group care arrangements, for whatever reasons,

come to stress their positive benefits and may even become ideo-

logically committed to day care. Those who do not utilize such

programs are more ambivalent or negative. Ideology must follow

the necessities of living -- the point seems obvious. Yet ideologies

also structure the way we experience "necessities", and the relation-

ship is often not so simple as portrayed. Let us consider briefly

some cases from our sample of the decision-making process regarding

day care placement, with a view to illustrating the interaction

of attitudes, committment, and behavior.

Two of the familes not currently using day care had tried a

local program and been unfavorably impressed. The Longs, in fact,
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tried twice to use tie program. .iason, the Long's 3-year old

son, both times became upset and ?lid not want to attend -- he

experienced stomach-aches, tension, and cried frequently when

going. Mrs. Long was interested in sending Jason to the program

-- based at a local elementary school -- since she was concerned

about his growing dependency on her. But when he became onset,

she felt it better not to 'push him": "He went one day, and after

that refused to go. Complaining, crying. He'd wake un screaming

at night... He still has two years to go before he has to gn to

school, so we figured, why push him into it...." Perhaps next

summer, Mrs. Long will try again. The Henry's experience was

quite similar. Irritation over a teacher's seeming insensitivity

to the pgrents, comblaed with concern about the adequacy of super-

vision led them to stop after a brief trial.

In addition to these two families who had actual experience

with group care. others who had not tried such programs expressed

similar fears. Mrs. Fa:lane,concerned about the amount of time

Terry spends with her, aotes that she has considered sending her

to day care: "I think day care is fine if necessary -- I wouldn't

put her there to get rid of her, only for her sake. For comnany...

But on that first day, I'm afraid she's the one who'll he screaming....'

Children's expressed dissatisfaction, coupled with the parents'

uncertainty about day care, can lead them to reject group care

arrangements. And yet, the willingness of these two families to

try out such alternatives, even in the face of considerable concern.

suggests also the need for such services -- group care arrangements

with which parents can feel comfortable.
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Whatever the underlying factors, whether attitudes or

practical matters, some families reacted quite differently to

children's dissatisfaction with day care. When the Parks,

for example, first began sending Victor to day care, "He often

didn't want to go, and we just grimly insisted... He really

disliked it for the first three weeks. He was very unhappy.

There were times when we considered taking him out but then

he got to like it, got close to the other kids...." Similarly,

the Tilmans explain that Peter often cried before going to his

previous day care program. When the family moved they looked

hard for another, batter, setting. But for some time, Peter

continued in the first one. Indeed, in almost every one of the

families who currently use day care, a neriod of difficult ad-

justment of varying length was reported. But the children's

reaction was here viewed as temporary and reversible, and trough

parents obviously did not enjoy the situation, they felt con-

strained to continue. As Mrs. Wyatt said "The only thing I

think that was bothering him (son) was when I wasn't here when

he came back from school, but I thought 'We'll give it a try',

and it's worked out pretty well. Children adjust a lot easier

than grownups...."

Certainly these different reactions among the families do .

not suggest that some parents are more "indifferent" to their

children's feelings than others. What seems clear is that com-

mittment, for whatever reasons, varied a good deal in these

families, and had a substantial effect on their subsequent expe-...-
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commitment to the idea of group care as an explicit alternative

to exclusive child rearing in the nuclear family was involved

for two of the families -- the Parks and the Tilmans, as their

comments above illustrate. Such a goal was not important for

other families, however. We want next to exnlore some of the

reasons for the differences in commitment that did seem to be

present among these other families, considering two sets of

possible factors. First, we discuss some of the economic and

practical matters which seem likely to be involved in decisions

about the use of (generally expensive) group care arrangements.

Second, we consider some general perceptions and orientations

to parenthood that seemed related to expressed negative reactions

to day care.

IIIb. Economic Factors in the Use of Group Care----------
When we analyze the pattern of actual use of proup care

facilities by the families, some rather straight-forward economic

hypotheses are suggested. In many cases, the facilities involved

arc rather costly in terms of family income. With S40 a week as

an average estimate for a full-time program, this amounts to a

yearly expenditure of $1600 - 1800, at least, for each child usinp

such care, perhaps 15 percent of the total family income. And

a number of the families have more than one preschool child. It

seems likely that such expenditures will be borne by the family,

,Tmerally in exchange for maternal time, only if the mother's
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employment is seen as a long-range investment, either in the

wife's career or the husband's. Mrs. Wyatt, for example, is

receiving training in management on her current job, and hopes

to improve her position considerably. Mrs. Samuels plans to

finish college and become a teacher. Mrs. Sandle, a nurse,

would prefer to work less time and have more time to spend with

her child. But her husband is a student, and she must work full

time to support him -- so here day care becomes an investment

in the husband's future career. All these families used formal

group care programs.

These women were all working full-time or nearly so. Indeed,

this factor of hours is obviously important in the use of group

care programs -- where wives are away from home more hours, the

families seem more likely to use such care. However, Mrs. Raymond,

who currently works the fewest number of hours of all the wives

in the group but uses a nursery school for her youngest daughter,

also links her emnloyment to long-term plans. Talking about the

possibility of changing jobs, she says "It would just be for the

exnerience of running a business. I really want to have my own

business -- I hope may'.e within another year...."

The factor of work hours is also linked explicitly to career

issues for some women in the sample. Mrs. Long, for example, who

tried day care but decided not to continue, remarked: "I don't

think there are real chances for promotion there the way things

look now. You have to work more or less full-time to get anything."

(Interviewer: Would you change to get a better job?) "I don't
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part.time hours I work now... I guess I'd stay where I was."

And Mrs. Farlane, who is satisfied with her part-time nursing

work, says "If I were to go and get more education. the kind of

job they would have to give me would be full-time, and I wouldn't

accept I don't want to work full-time -- I don't want it to

affect my life that much." Neither of these families uses group

care facilities. Mrs. Deneux, who does typing part-time in her

home, expects to do that "all her life." "I enjoy work. If I

could go out to work I would, but I don't like to leave my kids",

she says. She has never considered using day care. And Mrs.

veison, who would "never use day care," works part-time on weekends

as a nurse. "I know I'll have to work, at least til the children

-- oh, it'll be a long time I'll have to work to helo them, just

to pay the bills and the food now, I'll have to work at least two

or three days a week." Mrs. Nelson makes it clear that she has no

interest in any further developments in her career.

In summary, the pattern of use in our sample suggests the

hypothesis that expensive group care services will more likely be

purchased if this expenditure can be viewed as an investment, often

in the wife's future career. The number of hours women in these

families spend in the work force seems to be a factor too, but this

practical issue seems determined in considerable part by the wife's

orientation to her future work career. Where wives view their work

in more purely economic terms, as an assist to family income only,

such high expenditures on child care seem to make less sense. Of

10
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course, as the essay on home-work coordination points out,

views of the wife's employment by both wives and husbands are

not static. Women who begin to work for purely "economic"

reasons, to supplement the family income, may quite likely develop

an interest in advancement and a continuing career. Our study

covers only one brief slice in time in the lives of these families.

However here, as in other instances we discuss in these essays,

views on the wife's work role seem central in the kind of nattern

adopted in other aspects of family organization (see, for example,

the essay on household task and role sharing).

In this discussion of economic considerations, we should

also note the effects of the number and position of children on

a family's willingness to use day care. Sending a youngest or

only child to day care frees caretaker time at less expense than

if two or more children are involved. Several of the families

most resistant to the use of day care had more than one preschool

child, though this was not always the case. More generally, this

points up the greater ability modern parents have in controlling

family size. Mothers cm be more certain that their families are

completed, and that this will indeed be the last child. Many of

the parents in our sample did not expect to have more children,

and this ability to plan for the future probabl), has important

consequences for mothers' career aspirations, as we note elsewhere

in the essay on role-sharing.

Economic considerations clearly play a major role in decisions

about child care alternatives, just as they do in many other areas.
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even usually, the sole factor in explaining such decisions.

As our discussion above illustrated, attitudes and values im-

pinge on each other and affect the way families see issues

and alternatives.

We had originally expected that many, if not most. of the

dual worker families that we would visit would use hired child

care services, simply because of the pressure of time constraints

and the difficulties of arranging other care. It was indeed

something of a surprise to find the degree of concern about day

care we encountered. A reluctance to use child care alternatives

outside the family was clearly involved in the decision of seven

of the families we visited to stagger the spouses' working hours.

so that most of the child care at least, could be done sequentially

by the parents themselves. We want next to consider some of the

general values and orientations that see ed involved in these

parents' resistance to day care.

IIIc. Views of Parenting and Day Care

There were some differences in perceptions of the parental

role among our families which seemed related to feelings about

day care. Parents opposed to day care saw themselves attempting to

preserve their children's development against the ever-present

dangers of outside forces -- the peer group. mass culture, and so

on. Mr. Deneux says: "You can't be with them 24 hours, and they

will he influenced by the people they associate with.... I think
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that's what most parents worry about." Mrs. Nelson agrees:

"A bad family is one where the parents don't pay enough attention

to the kids... watching out for them. People who watch the kids

and are careful of them are good parents. They don't let them

get into trouble.' Often, families in this group see the major

changes in family life over the past generation or two as very

negative -- they find themselves attempting to keep the values

of earlier days against a difficult and changing world. Mrs. Nelson

says: "I'm in a neighborhood where families aren't too changed.

But I think family life has been put down... Kids aren't being

brought up as strict...." As we observed earlier, these parents

may not currently solicit the advice of their own families of origin.

But they strongly value their recollection of their own upbringing.

Trying to preserve traditional family life as they experienced

it in a rapidly changing world may maan an added psychological

burden. Mrs. Henry perhaps put this most poignantly: "I hope I

can be the mother mine was, do for my family what she did. I'm

trying to raise my children like I was raised. But the children

today seen so much smarter...smarter in the things they want to

do." Other parents in this group made similar remarks. There is

pride in this "smartness", in the greater wealth of experience that

this generation of children seems to have. But there is also con-

cern, for there seem to be many more dangers and mucft more to be

careful about today.

Unlike the families most opp'sed to day care, many of the

parents who used group care programs contrasted their upbringing
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in their families of origin with their own current styles of

child rearing. Rather than trying to preserve a valued past,

these families seemed to be developing styles they viewed as

different from those of their parents. They tended to see the

direction of change in family life over the past two generations

in more positive terms. Mrs. Wyatt remarked: "You're more aware

today of the fact that children are human beings. Mr. Wyatt

adds: "To La, families in the past had much less understanding...

You have to have understanding, to be able to sit down and talk

things out. And we do that...." And Mr. Sandie says: "I could

see myself assuming my father's attitudes in child rearing... I

could see it and I stopped doing it. I am conscious of not treating

my son the way I was treated.- Mr. Sandie sometimes worries about

his wife's working and their use of day care, but he attributed

this concern to his own background -- "If both my parents had worked

when I was growing up, I probably wouldn't have the question in

my mind. But they didn't, so consequently mothers' working is an

issue for me." Perhaps his questioning of his parents' child

rearing, however, makes these worries more bearable. Parents who

see their own upbringing in less critical termq may be reluctant

to seek alteinatives in their own styles of parenting. The use of

day care seems to stand as a symbol of this break with tradition

for some of the families we visited.

For some parents, too, day care experiences involved contact

with radically different life-styles. 1r. Long, discussing the

"hippie' faAilies of the children his son met while in day care
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briefly, said: "I couldn't be comfortable living like that...

The way these people dress the kids, I think that affects the kid.

Those who were running that day care center, that's just not my

type Of social life...."

Thus, the parental role for some families takes on an added

quality of vigilance. As Mr. Long expresses it, day care may

represent the intrusion of new life-styles and philosophies with

which these families feel uncomfortable. And the use of group

care arrangements may pose the "relinquishing", in some nsychological

sense, of the proper parental responsibility of s"rveillance and

protection of children from such outside influences -- an important

element of perceived parental responsibility in some families. And

as previously suggested, perceptions of one's own upbringing may

also be involved in feelings about day care. It seems clear that

only group care arrangements that permit rarents to exercise real

control over the child's experiences can be acceptable and satisfying

in this context. In aiL regard, we should note that in two of the

families who did use group care in our samole -- the Parks and the

Hunts -- parents had very intimate contact with the respective

programs. Mrs. Park actually worked part-time as a nitrent-coordidator,

and Mrs. Hunt's mother was director of the center that they used.

Such close contact was undoOtedly reassuring.

IV. Parental Uncertaiq

While certain tensions are explicitly high - lighted in families

opposed to day care, a sense of parental uncertainty is hardly
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absent in any of our families. In some respects, all families

are caught in a sort of conflict, as they struggle to preserve

the past and adapt to the future. Such a perspective dramatizes

the awesome sense of responsibility that parenthood in our culture

entails. One feels directly responsible for the child's behavior.

Mrs. Deneux says: "I worry about Michael not listening to me,

they say it is just a stage, but I know it is because of the way

I brought him up, because a child only acts the way you bring him

up, and Iam the one who has really been with him a lot...." Or

Mrs. Wyatt, comparing the child rearing of today with that of the

past; "Parents today are made more aware that children are human

beings. Certain things you just don't do with a child, because

in his adult life it's going to leave him with a hang up or some-

thing." In addition to the family's direct sccializing responsibility,

however, there are worries about the disorganizing forces of the

broader culture. One symbol of this for many parents was powerful

anxiety about the drug culture. The children's adolescence, a distant

time for most of these young families, was etched into their future

as a danger point, when powerful forces might easily undo the most

careful child rearing efforts. The sense of helplessness is the

face of such forces is explicit in Mrs. Farlane's comments: "In

this society today, I think the greatest fear a pa.ent has is that

the child will turf, to dope or something -- I'm just afraid the wrong

kids will get hold of them... It's a terrible thing, but I feel this

way -- my only hope is fear. It's like teaching younper kids to be

afraid of the street so they'll stay out of it -- that's the kind
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of danger you're talking about... I try to tell the kids

'Those kids who touch drugs, they're dead. Their life is over.'"

Rather than being an element in an organic system then. the

families see themselves as struggling in opposition to the dis-

organizing forces abroad in the wider culture.

This sense of uncertainty about the future weighed heavily

on almost all our interviewees. Earlier, we referred to the

tendency of these families to reject the advice of the grandparent

generation, sometimes with an explicit statement of its lack of

relevance to modern child rearing. The parents we interviewed,

however, were obviously also expressing concern about the relevance

of their own style of child rearing to their children's future

lives. Even those ideologically committed to changing the structure

of the family and child rearing felt these anxieties. So, Mrs. Park,

discussing her son's future, says: "I sort of see that if he goes

on the way he's going now, he's going to be a really neat person.

Only a sinister outside force would change him... I'm so aware of

the world changing so fast -- who knows what he'll have to face in

twenty years. He's going to see a lot.... He's goine to have a lot

to think about....''

V. Conclusion

Parenthood, in all times and all cultures, is a truly complex

and remarkable role. We have touched on some of its burdens, but

there are also many, many joys. Each in their own particular

fashion, these parents often conveyed a sense of accomplishment or
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laming or growth that bodes well for the future. With the

rapid pace of change in modern society, the obvious challenge

we all face, in a cultural sense, is to find and develop means

for the exercise of parental responsibility that will bl both

satisfying and adaptive.

It seems clear that a range of non-parental child care programs

will be an important part of this future. The reactions of the

parents we talked with indicate the need to make such programs more

available to these middle-income families, on the one hand. On

the other hand, they also point up the kinds of issues and concerns

parents have in using such facilities. Parental involvement in

the planning and operation of such child care alternatives is

critical in a double sense. First, it is what parents want and

need for their own sense of well -being and responsibility as parents.

And second, it is critical for those developing such facilities

because, as we have seen, parents have much to tell us.
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Pressures, Motivations and Satisfactions

Of Parenting in Dual-Working Families

Al vital facet in thb study of any family or group of

families is interaction between parents and children. We need

to understand the factors, external and internal, that affect

this relationship. All families in this study have at least

one preschool child, and all of the mothers are working, either

full-or-part-time. The mother's emnloyment while her children

are young affects many aspects of family life, some of which

are touched on in other essays. The focus here will he an attempt

to consider how the fact that both parents work can affect and

is affected by caring for the children.

Most people, with and without children, have definite opinions

on "the working mother." Few have escaned hearing the old and

pervasive adage: 'The mother's place is at home with her children.'

Those who believe this maxim sometimes have negative opinions about

working mothers, unless she works because of economic cessity.

Many stereotypes naturally follow from these beliefs: The wooan

who would leave her young child to go to work does nct really love

the child. She does not have time for her children. The father

is not seeing that his child is properly taken care of. He could

not really love his child if he did not require his wife to con-

stantly attend to it.

Our study indicates that nothing could be further from the

truth: The detailed and com-tlex planning of these households is
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oriented around the appropriate care of children. The wives

and husbands are working not only for self-fulfillment but to

provide as well as they can for their children now and in the

future.

Other essays in this report deal with some of the work

patterns, child care and task-sharing arrangements that the

parents have adopted to meet the exigencies of work and child

care. Here we shall try to give a glimpse of some of the

everyday pressures these parents face in dealing with their

children, some of their motivations and some of their mutual

satisfactions. In the first part of this essay is a discussion

of the various pressures on both parents as a result of their

both working. The second part is a discussion of the pressures

put on all parents by the larger society. In the third section

we discuss ways families deal with these pressures.

1. Pressures on Wor;ing Parents

Most families reported that the mother is usually the more

easily upset of the two parents and the father is the more quiet,

patient and even-tempered. Mrs. Deneux remarked that her husband

never got into a mood. "I'm uot the easiest person in the world

to live with and I know it." We learned something about mothers

through their discussion of their children. For example, Mrs.

Nelson who described one son as "tempermentar' like her and another

as "quiet" like his father. Mrs. Long remarked, "He (the child)
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has a temper, but I can't complain about that because he takes

after his mother." Such statements were echoed with only

slight modifications by most of the families in the study.

Observers saw harried mothers and fathers, but we observed

that the mothers at home seemed more tired and were acting

under more pressure. There seemed to be a number of possible

factors related to this which we shall elaborate below. However

we should also keep in mind that mothers often reported, and

undoubtedly ,..erceived themselves as far more 'irritable" than

we as outside observers saw them.

A. Environmental Pressures on Mothers

1. Dual Responsibility for Work and Home

Mrs. Sandie works as a nurse 7:00 a.m. - 3:30 p.m. daily
to support her student husband and their four year old
child, Bob. She gets up at 5:30 a.m.. prepares herself
for work, gets out clothes for Bob and leaves by public
transportation at 6:30. Bob gets up with his :.other and
goes in to sleep with his father until 7 or 7:30. Mr.
Sandie then helps Bob get dressed, though he can dress
himself, Mr. Sandie likes to make a "pleasant time" of
it. Mr. Sandie then drives his son to his day care center,
leaves the car there "or Mrs. Sandle to pick up later, and
goes to school by public transportation.

Mrs. Sande leaves work at 3:30, picks up Bob at day care,
drives with him to do the necessary grocery shopping, and
then goes home. At home, she does kitchen chores and pre-

pares supper. At the same time she tries to play with Bob.
Sometimes she has trouble doing both. Mr. Sandie gets
home at 5:30. The family has supper. Mr. Sandie spends
time playing with Bob and keeping him out of his mother's
way while she cleans up the kitchen and does other necessary
chores. Both parents spend time playing with Bob, then

Mr. and Mrs. Sandle put him to bed. Mr. Sandle studies for

a while, Mrs. Sandie does household chores. Then they relax

and go to bed.

The above sequence is an example of an extremely busy, hie

pressured day for both parents. Their schedule illustrates tr
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complexity of trying to schedule work, travel, chores, child

care, and dinner when both parents work. Mr. Sandie is involved

in more child care and home care than most men he knows: he

reports he does the chores that he "doesn't mind doing", but that

leaves a lot for Mrs. Sandie. Not only is Mrs. Sandle often

working as many hours outside the home as her husband, but she

still has the primary responsibility for household chores. In

addition, she -- and most other working mothers in our samnle

(who were working hours that prevented the father's totally caring

for the children in their absence) -- is ultimately responsible

for locating child care to cover the time that she is working.

The Samuels family is another example of a family with a

complex schedule. Mrs. Samuels looked for a very long time for

a day care situation that could keep her child during the long

hours that she worked, and she changed jobs when she could find

neither suitable day care nor a suitable babysitter. Because of

his wife's work, Mr. Samuels, like Mr. Sandie, is more involved

in housework and child care than most men he or his wife know.

Mothers are under pressure because they both work and hold

ultimate responsibility for home and child care. Fathers are

under pressure to help out more than most men they know. However,

their anxieties center more around work and the work place and

their role as pre.viders. Mothers' anxieties seem to center on the home.

They are still ultimately responsible for the well-being of he family.

For example, in most cases if a child is sick and can't go to day care or the
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babysitter's, the mother must arrange an alternative -- often

staying home herself. As the essay on the division of house-

hold and child care tasks indicates, althouph husbanes help

out, the wives seem to bear much of the resnonsibility for the

tasks. For example, in the Henry family, Mrs. Henry exnlained

that her husband helps a great deal with both child care and

housework, lie feeds the children supper and puts the children

to bed when their mother is working. However, during one obser-

vation one child was in the bathtub calling for something. Mr.

henry was standing outside the bathroom door. He called to his

wife at the other end of the house to convey the child's demands:

The mother still bore the primary responsibility for child care.

In the face of such home and child care pressures on top of normal

work duties, mothers certainly might display more "irritability"

towards hoem and children than the father exhibits.

The Sandles had for some time had problems with their day

care situation, and had been thinking about changing. However,

they had not yet been able to locate a replacement. Their younr

son had often come home complaining, and it became apparent to

the parents that he was made to feel unwanted and "dumb" in the

day care setting. one day when the parents went together to pick

up their son, the day care mother was angry, ostensibly because

they were five minutes late. Mrs. Sandie became upset, spoke

angrily to the woman, and said they would not bring Bob back again

the coming Monday. Mr. Sandie apparently remained calm throughout.
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This example was used to indicate that Mrs. Sandie was

more easily upset than her husband. Mr. Sandie had realized

that the day care mother had a "rough day" herself; Mrs. Sandle

did not attempt to justify her own actions. In fact, in later

discussing the situation, Mrs. Sandle felt unhappy about the way

she had acted in front of her son. Yet neither considered that

Mrs. Sandie had also had a rough day and that this might explain

her impatience. They also did not consider the fact that the

responsibility for Bob's day care was centered on Mrs. Sandie:

She was faced with having to find a new day care for Bob immediately

in order to continue her work. In addition to this, the Sandles

may have been uneasy that they had not removed their child from

this day care setting earlier, and Mrs. Sandle was likely particularly

concerned about this. Certainly, all things considered, Mrs. Sandle

seems to have had adequate cause to be "upset."

Sometimes, perhaps ironically, the father's helping out in

tasks can produce even more pressure for the mother than the burden

of having to carry on alone. This occurs when the mother feels

the father's involvement contains an element of criticism, rather

than being simply constructive, cooperative helping. Mr. Deneux,

for example, has had previous experience with housekeeping and child

rearing. He does a lot of cleaning and caring for his children.

However, Mrs. Deneux sometimes feels she does not do as good a job

as her husband and finds this upsetting. In another instance, Mr.

Henry remarked that he noticed his child had an infection and needed

to see the doctor, and Mrs. Henry felt this was an implied criticism
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that she should have been more observant. One husband comments

that his wife does all the finances, but he frequently picks

at her for making mistakes. In these cases, it is not necessarily

direct criticism that increases the mother's aggtavativfi.

her own fears that she may not he fulfilling her responsibilities

as well as she ought.

2. Task oualitzapd Satisfaction for Mothers and Fathers

In almost all of our families the fathers help with MOT('

chores than might "traditionally' be expected. However, as the

essay on task allocation indicates, they tend to do more child

care than housekeeping chores. In general, mothers are more re-

sponsible for the never-ending, less clearly defined chores like

house care. cleaning up after the children. preparing food, doinr

dishes and laundry. Fathers are more responsible for the more

clearly defined chores, such as shonping and repair work. Unlike

mothers who ark: trying to do other chores while watching their

children. fathers' hours of child care are more often devoted to

child care exclusively. Mr. Henry wonders why his wife can't relax

more and enjoy the children as he does. Mrs. Henry agrees that

she does not seem to have as much patience playing with the children

as her husband. But a factor both leave out is that when Mr. Henry

is :,laying with the children, that's all he is doing; Mrs. Henry

has been observed to be simultaneously trying to cook. clean house,

do laundry, referee fights between two children, and sit down and

talk to and answer the demands of one child. Mr. Henry does recollnize

and appreciate how hard his wife works, hut neither seems fully
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aware of the difficulty Mrs. Henry has in actually separating

her roles as housekeeper and mother.

B. REYEP2121011LIMEMEE

As the essay on non-parental child care indicates, many

parents tend to be isolated from their own parents' child rearing

values. In addition, they fear the encroachment of values foreign

to their own. They often feel they have to "make it" by themselves.

It is important to make clear that the strong sense of "independence"

we found in many families does not imply a state of social isolation.

In the case of the Henry family, for example, there is a high value

nlaced on sharing and "interdependence" among close friends and

neighbors (see e.g. the discussion of babysitting exchange in chapter

on non-parental child care). But the family does shun any sense

of taking from others if the Henrys can't give as much or more in

return: they don't want to receive if they haven't already given.

They will be happy to share in a situation of un-self-conscious

generosity on both sides, but they don't want to take out of "need."

It is in this sense that Mr. Henry avoids dependence on kin or

neighbors, and his determination to look after his own family shows

itself in his determination to eventually take his family to their

land in New Hampshire, away from what he perceives as corrupting

influences in the larger society beyond the limited social network

within which he feels at home. Because many parents, like Mr. Henry,

perceive the world outside the family and close friendship network

as dangerous, they have an increased sense of responsibility to care
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for their children and guard their well-being. This nuts an

additional pressure on the parents them

Mothers and fathers both have expectations about them-

selves as workers and parents. These expectations arc related

to the roles defined by the larger society. hut these "traditional"

roles often do not easily fit the situation of dual worker families.

Some of these expectations may be impossible ideals in any family

setting. For example, Mrs. Henry feels it is very imrortant to

be "nice": to be paitent, gentle, and not to raise your voice.

She is upset with herself when she cannot maintain these standards,

and does not readily see that there may be circumstances which

justify or at least explain their violation. In one instance,

when the Henry family went camping together, a small son nicked

up and dronned a whole bottle of milk -- the only one they had --

on the floor. Mrs. Henry feels she should not have become urset

and angry as in fact she was.

Mrs. Henry feels also she should have a spotlessly clean house,

although she has two young children and works full-time cveniiig.

This concern for good housekeeping was shared by several of the

mothers in the study. Mothers we studied make heavy demands on

themselves as mothers and housekeepers. and these demands are not

altered by the fact that the mother works. The personal and social

demands to he a good mother and housekeeper -- a "surer mom" --

add considerably to the pressure many of these working women feel.

Under this pressure it is no wonder that many of the mothers in

our samrle claim that they are frequently tired, thous+ they are
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SOMetiftS ashamed of the feeling. Mrs. Samuels, late in

pregnancy and still working, does most of the household tasks.

She descriaed herself as "lazy" because she occasionally lies

down for a while in the mornings after her child goes to nursery

school and before she goes to work. Mrs. Nelson recently went

to the dcztor for extensive tests because she was becoming

tired: it is interesting that she should first look for a purely

physical cause, ignoring the possibility that a more overt cause

or at least contributing factor to her fatigue might be her

arduous task of coordinating the smooth running of a household

for nine children. She does admit that it is easiest for her

to really relax when she is by herself after all the children

are in bed. This means that she frequently reads late into the

night facing yet another hectic day.

Husbands also feel the pressures of rearranging responsibility

for breadwinning, child care and homemaking. Many husbands feel

pressure to remain the principal breadwinner of the family, and

many wives recognize the husband's job as the main job of the

family, even though both parents work. Then, on the other hand,

many wives want their husbands to help out more at home, and, in

fact, many husbands see the justice of this. On the other hand,

as indicated in the essay on division of household tasks, there

are social pressures against men's increased involvement in the

household. Men must make decisions in the face of these contra-

dictory pressures.

Families transmit different ways of dealing with child care

and household tasks to their children. In some families, relatively
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traditional sex roles are maintaiind for the children. Por

example. Mrs. Nelson expects the older children to help with

the younper ones, as well as with other household chores. the

girls are consistently called upon to perform child care duties

for their younger brothers and sisters. First the oldest girl

did all the babystting. Now that she is out of hirh school

and has her own job, the younger sisters are taking over. The

0:der boys certainly help out with other chores, and will brill

in child care if necessary, but they rarely are found hahysittinc

the toddlers when their younger sisters are available for the

task instead.

In other families parents insist on less traditional roles

for their children. In the Wyatt household for example Mrs.

Wyatt has been trying to get both her husband and her sons to

help clear the table after supper. Mr. Wyatt said "...cleaning

the table, even Christopher, you know I'll be sitting here having

a cup of tea with her and he starts cleaning. I'm supposed to

help too, he says 'c'mon Daddy, let's go you eotta pitch in too.'

Okay, okay...geez!

Some mothers feel that their careers are also important to

their children. Mrs. Farlane, a nurse, takes care of all the

neighborhood children's scratches for which her children are proud

of her. Because she works with student nurses -- late adolescents

Mrs. Farlane feels she can better understand the world her

'sow early adore.- cents - will be enterInK. other

mother feels that her job makes her a better mother by enablinp
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her to spend some time out of the house. Still another mother

feels her income is important, because it promotes family

welfare.

We have emphasized particular pressures on the mother in

dual-working families which might make it more likely that she

become upset in the face of stressful or demanding situations.

However, factors of psychological isolation and anxiety affect

all families today and are only likely to be intensified in

families where the Parents are branching out from the "traditional"

parental roles. These pressures affect the fathers as well as the

mothers. One factor which seems to have an especially important

effect on parent-child interaction, and often serves to introduce

an added source of stress, isolation, and guilt, is the feeling

on the part of many parents that they are solely responsible for

their child's development. Evidence of this mnsciousness shows

itself in our families' more frequent use of "experts" (pediatricians,

social workers) for advice than their own parents exhibited: the

reliance on child-rearing books, the eager studying of courses on

child development by some fathers as well as mothers. Parents

feel that their children imitate them and learn from their subtle

cues.

However, parents do not necessarily understand how they in-

fluence their children. At our request, most parents found it

easy to describe their children in terms of whether or not the

children are like themselves. For instance, one mother with many

children described her children in the following way: Jack and
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John are quiet and studious like their father; Suzy is more

rebellious like me. Mrs. Wyatt feels responsible for her son

Oliver's acting out behavior especially lince he does not act

with the same rebelliousness at nursery school as he does at

home. She notes that he has a "temper like me". On the other

hand, both Mr. and Mrs. Wyatt explain that they have trouble

understanding their son's behavior. Yet they feel directly re-

sponsible for it, and they feel that his behavior reflects on

them.

This belief that the child reflects the parents has several

consequences. They feel great responsibility for their children

and pour energy into the process of child rearing. For some

this s!:;Ase of responsibility emerges in the belief that only

parents can really know and care for their children Properly.

This can result in a family's feelings of isolation, as in the

case of the Jackson's who refuse all but the most well-trusted

outside child care aide. They feel that alien influences from

the outside may affect their child through the medium of unfamiliar

child care.

Even though parents may be doing a good job of raising their

children in a stressful situation, without sunport and reinforce-

ment that their way is somehow "right", there may remain a residual

doubt. This becomes especially painful when things are not going

smoothly and the parents have no reference point from which to

evaluate who is responsible for a problem and how to solve it.

Mrs. Henry's statement to one observer that "children are smarter-
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nowadays actually may have been another way of saying "I'm

not sure how to deal with them."

Parents expressed their doubts in the questions they

asked us about child rearing. Mrs. Samuels asked one observer

how she should give medicine to a recalcitrant child, though

she had dealt with this difficulty many times in the past as her

four year old had had several previous illnesses. This desire

to get some kind of "expert" advice seemed to us a request

for support and confirmation in making child rearing decisions.

Because of parental uncertainty, attention may be focused

either on the relative success or failure of the child. This is

to be expected if children are perceived as the product of

their parents. In the absence of outside acknowledgment or

support of certain parental child rearing practices, the child

itself can become the "evidence" of the degree of successful

handling by the parents -- parental anxiety about children's

performance can be expressed in several ways. Parents often

asked the researchers to compare their children's behavior to

that of other children; they asked if certain behavior was

normal; they wondered whether we perceived certain desirable

qualities in their children. Parents take pride in their

children's early successes: Mr. Deneux showed how his nine-

month old son could hold on to a pine and be lifted up. Mr.

Sandle described how his four year old could read some letters

and words. Likewise, Mrs. Samuel encouraged her young child

to demonstrate her knowledge of letters. Mrs. Henry enjoyed
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pointing out the qualities of kindness and politeness in

her children and cited examples of how kind and sharing

her children were.

Parents feel a great deal of responsibility for the

child. For some this emerges as a need to constantly monitor

their children. They want to know where the children are and

what they are experiencing. They want to be assured that

their children are protected from danger, and danger seems

to be all around them. Under these pressures parents expend

a great deal of energy keeping up with their children. They

watch them and interact with them both for their own pleasure

and out of their need to know what is affecting their children.

Other parents also feel the tremendous weight of their

role in influencing their children, but react to it by encouraging

their children to experience as much as possible outside the

home. They feel that their impact on their children can be

beneficially mediated by their children's interaction with both

other children.and other adults. Thus for these parents. pro-

fessional child care outside the home in a day care or nursery

or organized play group is perceived as a helpful support. Also

they feel their children enjoy and benefit from the company of

a lot of other children under competent supervision.

2. Dealing with Pressure

The previous section has dealt with the various pressures

in the study dual worker families feel as they combine work, child
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rearing and household responsibilities. Each of the study

families however had important ways of counterbalancing the

pressures and these will be described here.

First, all of the families were very proud of their

children and enjoy their "family time" together. We observed

many affectionate interchanges between parents and children.

When Mrs. Samuels and her three year old baked a cake together

they laughed, talked, giggled and thoroughly enjoyed one

another. Mr. Sandle explained how he tries to make a happy

and pleasant experience out of getting his son dressed in the

morning. His son doesn't really need help but he likes to

share this time with him. There are numerous other examples

of parents talking, playing, holding, rough housing and enjoying

their children. loth the mothers and fathers show a great deal

of physical affection for their children and begin reading stories

and talking to their children even when they're still very young.

Many of these parents have almost no time to themselves,

but there is always a special time set aside for the children.

An evening in the Parks family is a good illustration:

In the Parks family, after both parents had worked all day,

Mrs. Parks was baking bread, cleaning up after dinner: Mr. Parks

who had just finished helping his son bathe a sore foot was studying

and preparing to go off to a night class: but all household

chores and parental activities stopped while both parents talked

and played with 4-year old Victor. Then Mrs. Parks after father's

departure, used getting Victor ready for bed, brushing teeth, etc.
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as further time for pleasant chatter, explanations about

germs, talk of the days activities; then there was a brief

rough housing on the couch while Victor dared his mother to

try to hold on to him as he demonstrated his strength and

agility in wriggling away; and finally Mrs. Parks lay down

with her son for the night's story, ratiently answering his

questions as they went along, and seemingly -- by her tone

-- getting as much involved in the story as Victor himself.

Only after Victor was well on his way to sleen did Mrs. Parks

collapse on the couch and admit her own exhaustion to the

observer. Mr. Wyatt said they try to make the most of all the

time they are home with their kids. He explained he never got

any attention from his father so 'I always try to give it to them.

Even if it's just watching television, I'll let them both sit

in my lap and make a big deal out of it." He is looking forward

to the time when he can afford to take off one day a week to

spend with his two sons.

In many of the families the parents are aware of what they

have had to sacrifice for their children but on balance they are

not unhappy with the decisions they had made. This was nicely

expressed by Mrs. Deneux: just wish that I had waited longer

now, when I can see the situation I wish we had worked longer

before we had children and got our house and everything. But I

don't know whether I really wish it or not, I say I wish it but

my girlfriend is in the situation where she did wait and she doesn't

have any children and she (owns her own house and has a new car)
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but those are just material things ,...I am delighted with

my children and to me they are more important than anything

else, they really are." One has the sense talking to these

families that they by no means take their children or time

with their children for granted. Our work with study families

then, refutes the old stereotype of busy working parents who

put work before their children or who do not care as much for

their children as single worker families. In fact our families

seem to share the same concerns about their children most other

families do.

A second counterbalance to the pressures the families daily

face is the high premium many of the parents nut on communicating

with one another. Mr. Wyatt in fact felt since his wife has been

working "...if anything I think we're closer, because we tend to

miss each other. so we appreciate it more when we have time together."

Many couples set aside special times to talk. After a long work

day and an evening caring for his children Mr. Hunt waits un to

talk to his wife when she comes back from her evening job. Mrs.

Deneux calls her husband at work on the night shift before she goes

to bed herself. Many of the couples with staggered work schedules

make it a practice to call each other when there are lulls in their

jobs. Most of the couples reported they make mutual decisions about

child care and discipline as well as about other major areas of

their family life. This premium on communication and joint decision-

making then serves as a vital counterbalance to the daily pressures

these very busy families face.
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The Coordination of Home and Work

The spheres of home and work influence each other enormously.

It is true that homes and work places have dynamics of their own.

A rerson keens a nob or changes it according to nay, nob security,

work satisfaction, and the importance he or she attributes to any

of these. A person makes decisions about staying married or

separating, about whether or when to have children. about orranizinv

child care and household chores one way or another according to

the complex of personalities. perceptions, desires, expectations,

feelings of love and care, guilt and fear, that constitute family

life. We cannot understand work without interrreting it in the

context of home life, nor can we begin to understand families with-

out setting them in the context of the world of work.

Relating work to home life was not always a nrohlem. As voter

Berger has observed, simply to conceive of the 'rroblem of work"

is a modern phenomenon, a product of the Industrial Revolution)/

In Europe before industrialization as in simpler societies still

today, work and family are not sharply separated. But over the nast

two centuries capitalists separated the work place from the home

in the service of efficiency, production, control, and capital ac-

cumulation. the factory system they created regularized work hours

and made the rhythm of work subject less to the natural pace of day

and night, one season and the next, pore subject to the demands of

machine age enternreneurs for control, order, and coordination.

That work was once thought of as -sun-up to sundown' but now takes
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its shorthand title from the clock, "9 to S", is linguistic

confirmation of the power of the man-made over our experience

of life.?/

Industrialization inaugurated shift work day and night

and produced enough goods so that the economy moved first from

farm to factory-based, then from factory to service-centered.

Growing reliance on shift work in factories and the vast expansion

of white collar, nrofessional, and service jobs led to the wide

variety of arrangements of working hours we now have. Ten of

the fathers in our sample work odd hours at service sector jobs,

two have service sector jobs with regular hours, and two have

industrial sector jobs with odd hours. (See Chart I.) Mr. Sedman

does maintenance work from 4 in the morning until 10 or 11; Mr.

-Deneux manages a recreation business from 2 in the afternoon till

1 in the morning; Mr. Long is on the night shift supervising freight

at the railroad; Mr. Wyatt is a policeman, on some days and off

others, on some nights and off others; Mr. Farlane is a salesman

who sets his own schedule. Two fathers are students who study in

the evenings; Mr. Henry supervises maintenance for a building firm,

a job in which he is autonomous enough to be home for a leisurely

lunch hour each day. Mr. Nelson's job as a teacher leaves him

free summers and he adds to his income year round several nights

a week as a salesman. Mr. Samuels works an eight hour day in the

armed services but every fourth day is a full twenty-four hour

hitch for him. Mr. Raymond works daily at the docks until at least

-- but he begins at S:30 in the morning.
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Men at Work: The Consequences of Irraplar Hours

What, if anything, does it mean for the father of a family

to work irregular hours -- or, in the revealing term of the

4/
British post office, "unsocial" houre We may understand this

as two questions. First, what is the effect on the family of

the father's presence at home during the 9 to S hours? Second,

what is the effect on the family of his absence during other hours?

It should be clear that many aspects of a man'r job will

affect his family: the hours he works may not be as important as

his income, his satisfaction on the job, the status of the job,

the degree to which he is closely supervised in his work, the

distance to the workplace, and so forth. A job which is especially

exhausting or depressing may make a man more unavailable to his

family than long or unusual hours; a job with insufficient income

may lead a man (like Mr. Nelson or Mr. Henry) to take a second

job and so, again, be less available to his family.

The question of work schedule attracted our attention, never-

theless. Most of the families we studied take the husband's job

to be more important than the wife's -- the wife's job, particularly

in terms of the hours she chooses to work, is scheduled around the

husband's job. In almost all of the families we studied, the man's

job either presently brings in more money than the woman's or, in

the case of the two students, will produce more income in the long

run. Thus there is a practical reason for the emphasis on the man's

jot). Moreover, to one degree or another, the men in our study see

themselves as the chief "providers" for the family and, to one
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degree or another, are committed to that role. For most of

the women, having a job is very important -- but less important

than taking care of house and children.

We will discuss the attitudes of the men and women toward

their work in more detail later. The point to make here is simply

that the hours the man works constrain his own contribution to

housework and child care and condition the kind of work available

to his wife. Further, in those families where the father is

regularly home during the day (Long, Deneux, Sedman, Parks) or

regularly away from home in the evening (Long, Deneux, Sedman)

the father and his family are subject to special pressures. These

fathers deviate most noticeably from the culturally stereotypic

factory and office men whose behavior is the standard by which others

are judged, the convention to which others adjust or fail to adjust.-
5/

There is nothing subtle about this: Mrs. Long knows her husband's

night schedule is "screwed up" and Mrs. Deneux several times refers

to her husband's schedule as "screwy."

What is the effect on the family of the father's presence at

home for all or part of the hours from 7 to 4 or 9 to 5? Mr. Parks

is a student who prefers working at home to working at the library.

This allows him to take an equal share with his wife in child care,

and he does so willingly. The arrangement has clear advantages for

splitting child care and household responsibilities. For instance,

Mrs. Parks takes three year old Victor to the play group in the

morning, since she works there part-time, while Mr. Parks picks him

up in the middle of the afternoon, some hours after his wife has
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come home from work. This gives her undivided time for her

editorial work at home. The Parks appreciate the flexibility

with which they are able to organize their schedules around

each other, but M.'. Parks complains of the flexibility, too.

"I really have too much time on my hands,' he says. "I know it

is hard on my wife to have me around the house all the time. Not

that she doesn't want me around, but she also needs her private

snace.°

For Mr. Parks there is an additional problem we should mention:

not only is he home during the day, but he is working when he is.

This might reduce the problems of being around the house during

the day if his work demanded more segregation within the home --

a dark room or a workshop or a study he could close himself into.

But Mr. Parks reads for his work -- which to his son is not easy

to dintinguish from his reading for pleasure. Mr. Parks looks

accessible to his son when he is working at home, but he is not

accessible and he feels this to be a problem. This is an irritation

men rarely face, although women have put up with it regularly. When

the mother is home she is ordinarily working and cannot give full

attention to her children. When fathers are home, they are ordinarily

at leisure and can play more patiently and continuously with their

children. It is not easy to be a good father or a good mother. but

in the standard arrangement it may be easier for a father than for

a mother to look good.W

Mrs. Sedman expressed occasional annoyance at having her husband

around the house during the day. He spends sore time with the children
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and some time doing house repairs: other times he

relaxes or takes on the role of backseat housecleaner: "Some-

times it's a rain having him here all day," Mrs. Sedman told us.

"You know -- he'll say, 'You forgot to do this or that."' Mrs.

Deneux likes having her husband at home during the day, particularly

as he takes a large share of child care and household responsibilities.

Nevertheless, even in the expression of her pleasure she indicates

that she thinks this an unusual situation -- she thinks most husbands

at home during the day are trouble for their wives.

Why should some women object to the presence of their husbands

at home during the day? This is not a question we explored with

the families wo studied. Still, we can make a few guesses from

what we do know, from the signs of conflict, however minor, we

observed. Housework is in many respects unsatisfying labor. Much

of it is repetitious or boring. Much is "unproductive" -- one

maintains, at best, one does rot create in doing the laundry or

the dishes; the aim of much housework is not to affect one's en-

vironment but to keep it from being affected or changed. Most or

housework -- by the nature of our social system, not by nature --

is solitary, even lonely. On the other hand, there are rewards in

housework unavailable in many other occupations. There is the

pride of caring for things one's loved ones own rather than for

things a "boss" owns. One cares for what one keeps or shares with

family rather than For what one sell to an anonymous public.

There is, especially, the freedom from supervision, from regimentation,

from schedules set rigidly by machine or clock or foreman This
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freedom to work at one's own pace and to set one's own standards

is threatened by the husband's presence -- nrobably, we suspect,

whether he is expressly critical of his wife's housekeeping or not.-1

The father's presence at home during the day means that, when

he has preschool children, he has more time with them than the

ordinary father. Mr. Long appreciates this -- one reason he likes

the night shift at the railroad is that it gives him more time with

his children. lie hopes to switch to a day shift when his children

start school, "or else I'd never get to see them." Mr. Sedman,

on the other hand, feels he is around his kids too much. The source

of his uneasiness about this is not clear, but seems to come at

least in part from his sense of social norms and ideals: "other

kids' fathers aren't home during the day,' he observes. If a father

is awkward with his children, he may feel especially self - conscious

about being home during the day, but cause-and-effect may run the

other way: if he is uncomfortable being home during the day, he might

become more self-conscious and shy about being with children.

For these families, the husband's absence in the evenings

appears to be more of a strain than his presence during the days.

Mr. Sedman has to be in bed by R or 9 to get up at 3 for his work --

this left. Mrs. Sedman alone with the television in the evenings,

the children and her husband asleep. That is why she chose the

work schedule she did and one reason she went back to work in the

first place -- she works; several evenings a week now from 6 to 10

p.m. Mr. Deneux and Mr. Long work evenings, effectively eliminating

social life. Mr. eneux works from 2 p.m. to the early morning.
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He is thus with his family as much or more than most fathers,

and he takes a great interest in child care and all asnects of

housework. Still, the only time he has with his wife is spent

with their two children as well. Mrs. Deneux states her biggest

problem simply: "I don't have enough time with him." She thinks

back wistfully to days before their children when they had more

time and energy for social life and every Friday would go out to

dinner and a movie. They bowl on Fridays now, Mr. Deneux's night

off, but his work hours are an unrelenting irritant in family life.

Mrs. Deneux likes having her husband around during the day but she

could well echo Mrs. Sedman: "I like it and I don't like it" because

Mas. Deneux would also like to have him around in the evening. When

they are together they are always in the presence of two young

children and they rarely get a chance to sit down and talk.

The social construction of family life is rooted in a social

organization revolving about a conventional work schedule. Recreation

is oriented to people who are free evenings -- films, theaters,

sporting events, and ''prime time" television are all scheduled for

the hours from 7 to 11 at night. Similarly, meetings of churches

and clubs, dinner parties and card parties are also generally scheduled

in the same hours. Few of the men or women in our sample belong to

any organized social, political, or church group. Other key social

institutions -- like the public schools -- serve many parents as

babysitters as well as educators of their children because the as-

sumption is that the hours the child is away from home are the same

hours the father is away from home. Some of this may he changing
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to accommodate what seems to be an increasingly scattered array

of work schedules: twenty-four-hour grocery stores and drug

stores are more common than they once were, and longer hours in

supermarkets and laundromats and other service businesses may

ease the logistical burdens of working irregular hours. Still,

families where fathers work irregular hours are for some time

likely to be confronted by a constriction of the possibilities

of social life and by the need to organize personal and domestic

space in the household during the day in uncommon ways.

One would imagine there should be incentive to shift to more

standard hours. There may be. The Longs and Deneuxs both miss

a more active social life. The Parks, Sedman. and Deneux families

all find the husband's availability at home during the day a mixed

blessing. Yet there is no strong move on the part of these families

-- so far -- to change. Other competing considerations interfere.

First of all is the need for income. Three fathers in our sample

work second jobs (Nelson, Wyatt, and Henry), a fourth used to (Hunt),

a fifth works overtime regularly (Long), a sixth would like to find

a second job (Selman). There is a great and increasing need for

money in most families and, at least in the case of Mr. Long, this

led to the choice of unconventional hours in the first place: the

night shift offered him a better chance of promotion.

Of the men in our study, only three have strong prospects for

significantly greater income in their present jobs. This includes

the two students who can expect to have high paying (Mr. Sandie)

and medium paying (Mr. Parks) professional jobs and Mr. Tilman who
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has just begun work as an architect. The other men can sharply

increase their income only if they take second jobs or work over-

time or if their wives go to work. Three of the men are on

government payrolls and so their wages rise very slowly, especially

in times of inflation. When political leaders suggest that the

government set an example in the fight against inflation by "tightening

its belt", it is the belt of the Wyatts, the Samuels, and the Nelsons

they are referring to.

The second consideration that keeps the men in our sample from

changing jobs and work schedules is the need for job security,

especially in a tight labor market. Of the eleven men in our sample

over thirty, three have held their present jobs for ten years or

more, four have been in their present jobs from five to seven years,

and four are students. in jobs for less than one year, or recently

unemployed. This would appear to be a curious distribution of job

tenure until one takes into account the ages of the fathers and

their children. The four fathers in their present jobs five to

seven years all had their first children in the fast three to six

years. Of the three fathers with long job tenure. there are three

interesting stories. Mr. Farlane has held his present sales job

twelve years -- his oldest child, nct incidentally is eleven. He

has thought occasionally about switching jobs but he never has.

He kept thinking, especially early in the marriage lust after their

first child, "Well, I'm not doing too well now, but I will in the

future, as long as I stay with it." The one time he snoke un

critically at the company's general sales meeting, he attacked the
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company for not maintaining a policy of regular contract renewals

-- "I really blasted the company about that point, and I said,

'How do we know that we're gonna get our renewals, it's not in

writing.'" He thinks his job was in danger nt that point. but

he was the leading salesman and that saved him. Now, he thinks,

the company operates differently and they want employees to sneak

their piece. "I like it, I can get up and say what I want to say,

and know that I'm not gonna lose my job...at least I think so!"

Mr. Nelson's oldest child is twenty. He has been in his present

job ten years -- but switched when he did, not in spite of the need

for job security but because of it. He had six children at that

point and felt he could no longer rely on the company he worked at

which provided very little job security for its white collar emnloyees.

He turned back to school teaching, instead. He had left teaching a

dozen years before because he needed more money for his family. but

now returned to it because, while he took a sharp cut in pay -- more

than 20 percent, teacher pay was increasing and job security was

excellent.

Mr. Deneux is the third of the long tenured men in our sample.

Before this job he had moved from one job to another frequently,

and despite having held this job for twelve years, he still thinks

of himself as too much of a mover from "one job to another, trying

to get ahead." He would hate to leave his present iob -- there are

the benefits of health insurance and a pension, but most of all the

daily reminder in it that he can maintain himself in one nlace and

become X111 known and respected in his work: -I've made ur my mind

years ago I would not change this job for any reason."
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Mr. Deneux reminds us that the issue of job security is

not simple and may be as closely tied to a person's sense of

self as to economic needs. The other cases indicate that job

security becomes a major concern for a man, sometimes even

overriding a concern for income, when he has children. For most

of the men in our study, family and children provide not only

the primary source of their satisfactions and primary center for

their dreams, but also lock them into their present occupations and

employers. Work life and home life, we could say, are not simply

"connected" but interlocked.

Women at Work: "A Woman's Place..."

Many of the men in our sample have to adjust to the presumption

that they will work standard hours, but even more they face in

themselves or in others the presumption that they will he the sole

providers in their families. The women in our sample are bucking

the powerful cultural ideal that women should not work -- especially

when their children are preschoolers. Once they have made the choice

to work, they face the psychological tension of having violated an

important norm and the logistical problem of combining work and family.

The psychological problem for the woman is to reconcile herself

to having stepped away from her role as wife and mother. Often she

stresses the economic necessity of working -- this is the most un-

assailable explanation for what she, or others important to her, may

regard as unusual behavior for a woman. Those others, as we shall

see, may include her husband, her children, and her relatives and

in-laws.
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For her husband, there is also a psychological problem.

He may feel belittled by his wife's working, since it seems to

reflect on his competence as a provider. He may feel baffled

or betrayed by the woman whose role, he had supposed, was to be

wholly wife and mother, his comfort and his children's teacher.

Thus he may be inclined to discount the pecuniary reasons for

her work, or to prod her to quit working, or else to

regard her work as a temporary stage in family life that, when

things are more ideal, will pass. Thus there is a tug-of-war

between two explanations for the working woman. The pressures

of the conventional female role may lead the woman to emphasize

economic necessity as a reason for working while the pressures of

the conventional male role should lead the man to underplay the

economic rationale for his wife's work. This may help explain

why, in a number of the families, economic necessity is cited as

the reason the woman began to work, but other satisfactions in

the work are more commonly mentioned as reasons she continues.

The economic need, of course, is real. Half the women in our

sample cited financial need as the leading, and sometimes the only,

reason they went to work or returned to work soon after pregnancies.

Mrs. Deneux believes that ninety-nine percent of all working wives

and mothers work primarily for the money. She may not be far wronr:

more than 80 percent of married working women in a 1965 national

survey in England mentioned financial motivation for work.
..11/

In a

survey in 1971 in Detroit, 89% of women surveyed thought money to

he the main reason a woman would work -- 54% mentioned money alone./
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Still, there are other attractions to working. In the

Lnglish survey "a desire for company" and the 'wish to escape

10/
boredom' were especially important.-- In the Detroit survey,

"to get out of the house" was a leading reason, cited three times

as often as "the work itself."11/ This seems to be in keening with

what the families in our sample told us. Even the women who most

strongly stressed the economic motivation for going to work in the

first place emphasize other reasons for continuing to work. These

tend to focus on the pleasures of getting out of the house and away

from the children for at least a little while each week. Mrs.

Sedman likes best getting away from the kids. Mrs. Long would keen

on working part-time, even if she were a millionaire, to get out

o' t e house: "I think I'd go crazy being at home all the time. I

notiz:d that one year when I was home with Jason,' she told us, 'you

lose contact...you forget how to talk to people...I'd always like to

work pact- time." Mrs. Wyatt, who did not work for over six years,

was impelled back to work for similar reasons: "I felt like I was

getting to the point where I felt like I couldn't carry on a decent

conversation with anybody over six years old.' Another mother, when

asked what she liked about her job, replied, "Nothing,' and then,

on second thought, added, "I like getting out of the house. I like

the money, Right now it's a money thing. And it's sort of therany

-- I'm getting out of the after four years and I love it!" Still

another mother, asked what she liked least about her work, replied,

"The work. You know, nobody likes to work. When you think about it,

nobody likes to work." What she did enjoy was getting away from the

children, "getting cut of each other's nerves for awhile."
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But this is by no means an exclusively 'negative" motivation.

Mrs. Henry feels her working brings her closer to her children:

'It made me closer to them. When I was away, I missed them and

they missed me. Then when we got together again, it was better."

Nor is it an exclusively home-centered motivation: "getting out

of the home" takes on a more positive asnect when the women discuss

the adult social contacts work leads them to. Mrs. Deneux is

regularly on the phone during the day with friends from work. Mrs.

Sedman leaves for work early each work night to have coffee with

friends at work, a pleasure unavailable to her at home because her

husband doein't drink coffee or tea. Their work provides these

women with stimulation, variety, social contacts, and independence

from the sometimes confining walls of home.

Still, particular jobs the wives choose are more likely than

the husbands' to be chosen because of the hours offered. The wife's

work hours revolve around the husband's and the necessities of house-

hold and child care. Perhaps the extreme instance of this in our

sample is Mrs. Samuels who has been turned down for positions because

her husband is in the armed services and is likely to he transferred

without much notice. Mrs. Farlane cannot advance as a nurse because

she can only work part-time. Mrs. Henry must work a factory job which

offers night hours. Mrs. Hunt will only accept night employment so

she can care for her children during the day and, for the moment,

this prevents her from getting further schooling she would like.

Mrs. Sedman sought night employment because her husband was asleep

as early as the children to get up for his early morning rounds.
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Mrs. Nelson works weekends, the only time her husband is avail-

able to be at home with the children. Mrs. Raymond chose the

first job she took becuase of its location and the freedom she had

OH the job -- "I could keep in contact with the house."

Again, this is not to say there are not intrinsic rewards

for women working. Mrs. Raymond also mentioned the challenge and

stimulation of her work and the chance it gave her for "an outside

social life." Several of the women -- notably Mrs. Parks who helps

administer a day care center and Mrs. Tilman who works at a social

service agency in administration -- are most enthusiastic about

their work. Mrs. Raymond has plans to start a business of her own,

while Mrs. Wyatt feels a real personal investment in her full-time

job at the insurance agency.

What we may conclude about tnt work satisfaction of these

women is that it appears that not only income, important as that

is, but the need for some personal space independent from house

and family lead them to the job market, or else keep them in it

once there, despite the special difficulties they face. Conventional

attitudes and practices -- their own and those of employers, not

to mention overt discrimination, limit the job possibilities available

to them. The greater importance of the husbands' jobs in these

families limits the hours they can choose. And their primary com-

mitment to care for the children either limits the kinds of jobs

they can or will take, or sometimes makes it more difficult for them

to he satisfied in the jobs they do have. The latter is well il-

lustrated by Mrs. Farlane whose job as a nurse became more difficult
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after the hospital changed from religious to lay administrition:

'itiben the nuns were running the hospital, it was much easier.

Because we were always told that the nuns understood. If we came

there the nuns knew our families came first and the job second.

Without the nuns there and the lay people in charge, the director

of nurses does not have that feeling -- in fact, she has very

little feeling for families.'

In most of these families, husbands have made aceomodation

to their wives' working. It is not always easy, and the fact that

it is accommodation, not conviction, is just below the surface,

evident in the contradictory feelings the husbands express. At

one point, Mr. Hunt calls his wife's working a major change in his

life: "It's put restrictions on me," he says, though he adds,

"the ones she's always had on her." But then he goes on to say:

"She's had the kids all day. When I come home, she resigns and I

take over. So the fact that she's gone (to work) really doesn't

matter." lie approves of her working. but one of their biggest fights

in the last year came when she wanted to work more and he felt three

nights was plenty. Mr. Sedman says at one point that he "loved it"

when his wife went to work. On the other hand, he also hopes to

get a second job: "If I get another part-time job, she's gonna

quit hers." "Maybe," he adds, thinking forward to his own second

job, she won't have to work -- so that we can attend PTA meetings

when they are at night." In ten years he thinks and hopes, his wife

won't be working.
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Mr. Long believes the man should be the family's provider.

"I still don't feel that a woman could, ought to, go out and

work and make as much money as a man." These are feelings he

is struggling with. He insists that he could support the family

on his income alone -- Mrs. Long, he assures us, does not have to

work. And he would still rather have her home than working. "Hut

now," he observes, "lots of married women with kids are working."

he can see that and he suspects it may be good for the children

not to be around their mother constantly. And he knows Mrs. Long

would feel cooped up if she did not get out to work.

Mrs. Raymond says of her husband, "lie would prefer to have

me hove barefoot and pregnant." She laughs but adds, "Really, he

would prefer to have me home." She thinks his objections to her

working come out in occasional hostility and anger, 'and you just

have to deal with it."

Mr. Deneux, like Mr. Long and Mr. Sedman, acknowledges advantages

to his wife's 'working -- it is a help financially and she enjoys it

-- but, ideally he feels she would not be working.

The Samuels family illustrates the same ambivalence. Mr. Samuels

says that his wife does not enjoy her work. 'It's more of a necessity

that she work than that she likes to work.' On the other hand, he

believes that "she does want to do something -- it's finding' what she

wants to do that's hard." While he thinks of her present work as

an economic necessity, he later remarks that her contribution to the

family income is negligiblq: "it just kind of puts a cushion on the

thing." Whatever it is at present, he does not think it will make a
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difference in our life style." He is the breadwinner and would

like to remain so.

If Mr. Samuels, like many of the other men in our sample,

seemed ambivalent to us, he seemed no less uneasy to his wife.

At one point she tells us, "I think he likes me to work. Because

I want to work,' but she can turn around to observe, -Sometimes

I think he'd like me to stay home all the time. Because he likes

me to have dinner ready when he comes home. He likes to have some-

body get up and fix breakfast. lie likes someone to nick up and

keep the house clean. He doesn't like those jobs." Other women

observe the conflict in their husbands, too, like Mrs. Wyatt:

"As much as he says he doesn't mind me working, I know he does."

Early in their marriage Mrs. Hunt's financial contribution to the

family was more crucial than it is now and Mr. Hunt may have resented

that: "I think maybe he did a little, it never came out in the open,

but I think he did."

So whatever guilt the women feel in going to work away from

the role as wife and mother, is reinforced by the men's often un-

intentional or even unconscious discomfort with their wives' working.

The men's objections are sometimes as clear and practical as those

of Mr. Samuels or Mr. Wyatt who resist the demands placed upon them

for taking more household responsibility when their wives are at work.

More often, the men's objections seem more nsychologically and cul-

turally rooted in imaRes of themselves as breadwinners and images of

their wives as proper'y staying at home. Even the practical objections

are culturally tinted. The men e,.) not recoil at demands on their
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time, for many of their work long hours or take on second lobs

without complaint, but squirm at demands that they do 'women's

work." Even here we need to qualify, as the essay on allocation

of household chores indicates -- men are more likely to help at

more pleasurable "women's work" than at its d-idgery.

The husbands are not alone in intensifying the conflict the

women feel about going to work. Many of the children object to

their mother's working, though in no case did the families consider

this a serious problem. Still, it must leave a mark on Mrs. Sedman

to hear her children say "please don't go, mommy" when she leaves

for work. Or for Mrs. Farlane to listen to her youngest cry when

she goes to the door and to see how all the kids want to kiss her

before she leaves. This may be mitigated by the fact that her

children are proud she is a nurse and 'hey talk about it with kids

on the block. Mrs. Henry's 3 year old sometimes says to her, "Mommy,

don't go to work" although, Mrs. Henry insists she seems very good

about it for her age. Mrs. Wyatt's youngest went through a period

of acting like a baby when she first went hack to work, but she

ignored it, and he stopped doing it. Mrs. Samuels' daughter was

upset at first when she was left with the babysitter in the morninr,

but it has become matter of fact for her now. While Mrs. Raymond

did not have such experience directly with her children, the dif-

ficulties for a mother in our society leaving her children to go to

work are illuminated by a story she told. She celt very insecure

about leaving her children. She drove her daughter to the preschoo'

one day when the daughter, arnrehensive about a new teacher. kept
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on talking to her. Mrs. Raymond tried to reassure 1:er at the

same time that she tried to explain that she had to get on to

her job. Because, finally. she was late eetting away from the

school, she drove too fast and had an accident.'Mothers go

through it much more than any other group on the earth," she said.

They are constantly pushed. It is just a different kind of feeling.

It is also a lack of concentration because your mind is working

on usually three or four different things.'

Not only must women face their children's eeelings about their

work, and their own insecurity about it, but they inevitably listen

to others who frown upon women working. Mrs. Farlane recalls that

Ater father believed her .other should be at home with the kids and

disapproved of her aunt who had a full-time job. Mr. Henry feels

that his wife's relatives have given him the down look" about her

working. Mr. Wyatt takes a lot of ribbing from his fellow workers

about his wife's working. but despite his own ambivalence, he defends

her to them, saying, X "You have to give her credit, at least she's

not hanging around the house." Mrs. Raymond thinks her father dis-

approves of her workine and her mother is, at best, ambivalent.

The pressure 7e not all against the working woman, of course.

The presence of models of workinl women in the contemporaneous

generat.on makes thino easier for husband and wife. Many of Mr.

Long's workmates have wives who work end they do not lock down on

it. Models of working women in the previous generation have a more

mixed effect. Mrs. Hunt's mother worked cart -time all of her marriage

and encouraged her daughter to work. too. On the other hand, Mrs.
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Sedman's mother worked and so would often be sleeping when she

and her siblings came home after school, and that is an unpleasant

memory for her. "I don't want to put my kids through what I had

to contend with."-V-/

The pressure to keep the woman at home seems to be more a

cultural reflex than a practical concern that her working will

be bad for the children. Mr. Henry would ask his wife to stop

working if he thought the kids weren't acting normal, but he's had

no evidence of that. Indeed, some families find real value in the

mother's being away. kr. Hunt thinks "it's good for the kids not

to be around us all the time." Mrs. Long feels her work improves

her relations with her kids -- they're not on each other's nerves

so much.

We should not move on without observing that a few of the

families in the sample are rather sharply distinguished from the

others in that the women have a strength and belief in the importance

of working. A number of women may like their work, gain confidence

from bringing money into the house (though no one mentioned this in

so many words), gain confidence from talking and acting as an adult

in a work role rather than as a playmate to preschoolers. But though

they would feel a Loss if they stopped working, they would not feel

as if they had failed an important ideal. Mrs. Raymond and Mrs. Wyatt

might and Mrs. Tilman and Mrs. Parks surely would. They would not

just feel cooped up or depressed -- they would Aeel defeated, they

would feel they were doing something wrong. They are buoyed not

only by a zest for the work they do but by beliefs in the equal
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potential of men and women that strengthens their faith in

themselves.

For Mrs. Wyatt and Mrs. Raymond, whose husbands are

ambivalent about their wives' feminist beliefs, this may be

difficult. Mr. Wyatt does not like his wife's working and she

philosophically observes, "He will be slow to give in." Mr.

Raymond objected to his wife's working though less so when it

was clear they could use the money.'

The Tilmans and the Parks are quite different. These are

families where the husbands share the feminist ideal, no more

naturally or instinctively than their wives, but willingly. Powe-

hold chores and child care in these families are fully mutual,

even to the point where in the Parks family the words 'Mommy" and

Daddy" are seldom used and the child calls his parents by their

first names. in the Tilman family, it is the same, and while their

son has learned at day care about "firemen", Mrs. Tilman tries hard

to convince her child that the term is "fireperson." One may of

course be skeptical about the value of linguistic or other contortions

in the service of non-sexist child rearing, but there is no question

about the courage of these families in their self-conscious efforts

to liberate themselves and their children from the weight of the past.

Both families; are especially sensitive about the division of labor

between husl and and wife in the household and helped us understand

the cultural limits of our own nreconcentions about this. One family

led us to see the distinction between "task sharing" and "role sharing"

(see essay on this); the other observed that we had a male-centered
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view of "repair work" in the household chore check c we asked

them to fill out -- we lumped repair work with yard work and

gardening, ignoring such activities as sewing and mending.

In the other families, the wife's work, important as it may

be to her mental health and to the economic well-being of the

family, comes second to her husband's. Mrs. Long skins work rather

than have her husband get up to drive her to work when he has been

doing overtime; because she is married with children she wants only

to work part-time. other women choose the working schedules they

do to fit them to the primary realities of the husband's hours and

the needs of child care: Mrs. Jackson changed her nursing schedule

from morning shift to afternoon when her children were wetting their

beds and she needed to be home to change them: Mrs. Sedman sourht

night work because of the children: Mrs. l)eneux can't work away from

home nights because her husband does, doesn't want to leave the

kids during the day, and so works at home nights as a keypuncher

on a rented machine.

In the Tilman and Parks families, this is quite different. It

is not possible to tell whose job, husband's or wife's, is more

important. Both families, we should add, are distinguished in that

they are the second generation, at least, of highly educated neonle.

Mrs. Tilman's father was a lawyer, Mr. Tilman's a doctor: Pirs. Parks'

father was a chaplain, Mr. Parks' father a salesman with two years

of college. These four 'grandfathers" are the four most highly

educated grandfathers in our entire sample. And three of the four

grandmothers in these families were college graduates who worked
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full-time throughout their marriages -- as nurse, teacher, and

school principal. The fourth of the grandmothers also worked

full-time in a responsible clerical job. Just what difference

all this makes is not clear. But surely it appears that the

complex of attitudes about work and home and family that character-

izes most of our sample is strikingly different in the families

that come from and are continuing in professional occupations and

urper middle class life styles.

1png_Term Coordination of Home Life and Work Life.......brA.
The temporal organization of family life that this essay has

focused on has been the daily cycle. But there is also a weekly

cycle, a seasonal cycle, and a longer term organization of past

and present and future in each family. All of these have some

impact on the coordination of home life and family life. In the

weekly cycle, for instance, Mr. Farlane makes adjustments to the

fact that his wife works two nights a week. On one of those evenings

he continues to ro to his sports night and hires a sitter: on the

other night he arranges to be home even though it is a time he would

rather keep free for seeing customers. There is a seasonal cycle

to family life when there is a seasonal cycle to work: In the Deneux

family. Mr. Deneux has a much freer summer schedule and so the tensions

in the family accounted for by his working hours are relieved. In

the Wyatt family, Mr. Wyatt is more helpful in child care in winter

when the rate of construction work drops, and so they do not hire

the sitter they use summers.
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There is more to be said about long term coordination

of work and home. All of the families we studied have preschool

children and so the rhythm of their life at present is clearly

temporary. Caring for children will change in a few years, but

the care of children seems to be more experienced than rlanned

and the families spoke little of how they expected their lives to

change when their children were in school (with exceptions, as

always, like Mr. Long who was concerned about changing his work

schedule when the children started school).

Some asnects of life at present may be more tolerable for

these families because they are understood to be temporary. They

are making sacrifices now for the future. The more evident the

sacrifice and the more assured they are of a better (economic)

future. the better articulated is their sense of present deprivation.

The Deneux, Henrys, Longs, Sandles, and Hunts all long for

a house of their own. ('The three renting families in the

sample without such a . ging are the Samuels whose armed

forces affiliation makes permanent settlement unrealistic;

the Parks, who are financially light years from imagining it with

Mr. Parks still a student; and the Tilmans where Mr. Tilman has

just begun his professional career.) Mr. Long says that buying a

house is his "main aim," but, he adds, "it's tough, : can't under-

stand how some people can afford it." The Hunts won't have another

child until they have their own house, and Mrs. Deneux wishes now
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that they had worked longer and bought a house of their own

before having children. The Longs express the same view. how-

ever, the Henry's were pleased when they had their 1st child

four years after their marriage, even though they were not yet

able to afford to buy their own house. Still Mrs. Henry's

relatives see their renting status as a large step down in the

world. "My biggest problem," she says, is to be able to have

a home."

!!lanagiUEE12115!!!!14ves

It impressed us early on that these families showed such

resourcefulness in organizing their time, work, and family

responsibilities. In some families, this seems to require split-

second coordination. The Sandles have worked out such a system

as described in the essay on parenting.

The Raymond family may represent a contrasting image. Where

the Sandie family has a very structured routine, the Raymonds give

one a sense of extraordinary casualness. Mr. Raymond, of cou.se,

is unavailable most of the day because of his long working hours.

Mrs. Raymond's work does not take too many hours nor does it take

her vary far from home. Still, she has organized the household

and entrusted her children with enough responsibility so that the

house runs more or less by itself -- food is in the refrigerator

for the children to help themselves to their meals; the door is

aiways open so they don't need to remember keys; and grandmother

is just a few doors down the block to visit or stay with. Never-
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theless, even the Raymonds have moments of precision planninz.

The ni7.ht hefore 1ne of the interviews, the day care center had

a parents' meeting. Mr. Raymond 'lid arranged to co out with a

friend, so he could only go the first half of the meetinv: Mrs.

Raymond had arrail:ed to go swimming, so she could only attend

the second half. Together they had it covered. Not all of the,

families arc as well able to coordinate their lives as the Sandler

or the Raymonds, but most of them manage surrrisinrly veil.

What may he most striking in retr:snect is not that these

families adjust to difficult constraints on their time, but that

they do so without complaint. They may actually not rerceive

the burdens and constraints. They have managed to deal with and

nvercom. %ursine jobs with reular hours are not cagy to come

by -- but Mrs. Sandle found one. Finding work that pays a relatively

unskilled person that can he done around the house is not easy to

come by -- but Mrs. Deneux keypunches at home.

Conclusion - The Satisfactions at 1:ork and at Home1. A.m... 1. 145. . 11. 0.1.11. 0.1. .1110 4.1.0 1 1. 111.1.

The relationship between the worlds of work and family is a

complicated one. .Jules Henry caught something important in culture

Against Ptan when he saw the American family as shared in large

part by the industrial system' in which people seek to comnensatc

for the anxieties and "personality derrivations- of the occiwational

world in the family. The occupational world creates feelings of

inadequacy: it is within the family that the members attenpt to

14/
prove themselves adequate. In terms of the men in our samrle,
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this overreaches the mark. Mr. Deneux, for instance, 5,ets

great satisfaction out of his work -- out of being with people

all day and out of the regard which assures him he is doing

his work weli. mr. Raymond is working a demanding schedule

the duds. but sneaks of his work with considerable relish -.

it is new to him and he is clearly enjoying his rapid accumn1ation

of knowledge and skills in haudlinp the work, Mr. Long can't

think of anything, he would change about his job every nipht

he finds something different, there is always something to 1-eep

him interested and alert. Still, Henry's observation is consistent

with more recent studies from Lngland by (oldthrone and Yount! and

N
11/

ilimot - and evidence from our own sample that men in contemporary

industrial culture seek their primary emotional, personal, and

spiritual gratification in the family setting. Many of the men

in our sample showed greatest pride and emotion in speakinr of

their wives, the quality of their marriage, or their pride in their

children. And, much more than we would have anticipated (see essays

on allocation of responsibilities and non-parental child caret.

they expressed this in terms of real particination in child care

and household chores.

What is more obviously missing in Penry's account is the fact

that for women, the family setting may not he only the primary

source of personal gratification but also the primary source of

"personality deprivations" and "feeli ;igs of inadequacy. For thc,

stavw at home with children all day long is a source, not the

escape, of feelin!'s of inadequacy. And for them, the anxieties and
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deprivations engendered by the home are in some measure com-

pensated for by stepping into a work setting, industtkal or

otherwise, even if the job is relatively repetitious and even

if it offers relatively little autonomy. If the importance men

place on their roles as husbands and fathers is often drastically

underestimated by both cultural stereotypes and by critics of

the culture, so is the satisfaction of the life of the full-time

wife and mother often drastically exaggerated. Why this is so

may be a worthwhile topic for a later essay.
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Chart I: Husbands at Work

Service and Professional Industrial

9 - 5 draftsman - Tilman
Hours businessman - Hunt

Irregular transportation worker - Long
Hours recreation manager - Deneux

policeman - Wyatt
maintenance worker - Sedman
school teachdr - Nelson
salesman - Farlane
maintenance worker - titoT
Navy - Samuels
student - Parks
student - Sandle
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factory worker - Jackson
dock worker - Raymond

Away from Home Evenings At Home Days

Long Long

Deneux Deneux
Sedman Sedman

Parks

Away from Home Some Evenings,

Wyatt

Nelson
Samuels
Parks

At Home Some Pars

Wyatt
a



Chart II: Wives at Work

Service and Professional Industrial

9 - S administration - Tilman
Hours secretary - Wyatt

Irregular nurse - Farlane
Hours nurse - Jackson

nurse - Nelson
day care - Samuels
keypunch - Hunt
keypunch - Sedman
keypunch - Long
typist - Deneux
saleswoman - Raymond
administration - Parks

Full Time (30 or more hours) Part Time

Tilman Nelson
Wyatt Long

Deneux Raymond
Henry Farlane
Sandie Hunt

Sedrian

Parks
Samuels
Jackson
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factory worker - Henry

Away from Home Evenings Away from Home Days

Hunt Sandle

Sedman Tilman

Long Wyatt

Henry
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Chart III: Educational Level of Grandurental Generation (Grandfathers)
OM. .11/.410 ..1

Loth grandfathers college educated: Parks
Tilman

One grandfather with college education:

Both grandfathers with high school diploma:

One grandfather with high school diploma:

Deneux

Samuels
Henry
Nelson
Hunt
Raymond
Sandie

Both grandfathers with less than high school dirloma: Farlane
Long
.Jackson

Insufficient data: Sedman
Wyatt

Work Experience of Grantarept2lanerellen(grencimothers)

Both grandmothers worked more or less throughout married life: Sandie
Samuels
Hunt
Tilman
Parks
Sedman

Only mother's mother worked: lieneux

Farlane

Only father's mother worked: Raymond

Neither grandmother worked: Henry
Nelson
Wyatt
Long*
Jackson

* Mr. Long's mother worked after she was widowed.
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Chart IV: Education Level of Families....

Both parents college graduates: Nelson
Parks

Tilman
Farlane
Sandle

Both parents high school Jackson
grlduatcs. one or both with Samuels
slmc college: Punt

Long
Raymond

Roth parents high school Wyatt
graduates: Deneux

Mother high school graduate, Sedman
father not high school graduate: Henry

Total Work Hours in Paid Labor Force Per Famill. Per Weekgre

Nelson: Fa 57 Tilman: Fa 43 Samuels: Fa an (1)

Mo 16 Mo 30 Mo 2R
---"n" 73 --7KW

Long: Fa 47, Parks: Fa 35* Farlane Fa 30 (?)
Mo 12 Mo 18 Mo 15

55 53 ---WK

Deneux: Fa 45 Wyatt: Fa 40 Sedman: Fn 30

Mo 25 Mo 40 Mo 20
75 80 SO

Henry: Fa 48 Raymond: Fa 55 Hunt: Fa 40

Mo 30 Mo 10 Mo 2S

fg 65

Sandle: Fa Fa 40* Jackson: Fa 43**

Mo 43 Mo 24

83 67

* Estimated time at school and studying, not raid work.
** Most recent job, now unemployed.
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Conclusion

One of the pioneers of family psychotherapy, Dr. Nathan

Ackerman, has written of the family as a "semi-Permeable membrane"

engared in a constant '-terchange with its environment. The

image, with its suggestion of both fragility and touehness, fits

our emerging picture of the working family. Even in the modern

welfare state, the family retains primary responsibility for sup-

plying and allocating the material necessities of life to its

members. It is still the family which provides the growth sace

for the formation of the character of the young, patterning sexual

roles and supervising the integration of children into social

tasks. But family life cannot remain untouched by the tempo of

change in modern American life. Many women and men are grappling

with cultural definitions of the roles of spouse and parent. In

some of our families, the issues had arisen before the woman began

to work outside the home. In others, traditional assumptions about

the proper tasks and responsibilities for men and women are called

into question when the woman, a wife and mother and house-

keeper, begins to work. This decision to work appears to set in

motion certain processes, or to intensify those already begun, that

will alter the relationship betwet:n man and woman, as :rouses and

as parents. Moreover, as the family system is "semi-Permeable",

changes in its internal dynamics will alter as well its transactions

with the outside, specifically in relations with kin. The aim of

this report has been to give a tentative and introductory description

of some of those changes.
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What, then, are some of conclusions we can draw from

a study such as this? We should rccali the examnle of the .Mulls

Nasruddin and the shopkeener from the Introduction. Pis exnmnle

cautions us about generalizing any findings here to all families

of working couples. This research has been exploratory. awl onv

conclusions must he anoropriately tentative. At best they may

suggest issues for further study. Our decision to write tonical

essays in which, inevitably, the distinctiveness of the different

families in the study blurs and possible explanations for the

differences are partially obscured, reflects our desire to pose

general ouestions. Still, we do so with a sample deliberately

kept small (we have complete data on fourteen families). We do

so without a control group. Cut given the complexity and diversity
4

of family processes under study, it is difficult to know what

one might try to control for. At this stage of exnloratory research,

it seems better to look carefully at the experiences of the families.

Later inquiry may try to separate out important variables and to

frame specific hypotheses.

It is important to bear these caveats in mind when internretin

any conclusions, however tentative, of this study. But because the

significance of the caveats may not he immediately annarent, we

should state them another way: it may be useful to reiterate what

we did not study.

a. We have not made any systematic contrast between work and

non-work families, that is, between dual-work families, and families

in which only the man is emnloyed. In that sense, there is no
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"baseline" against which to assess the significance of those

processes of change we discuss. It would seem that the most

useful kind of baseline would be the families themselves,

before and after the wife began to work. We have Preliminary

but incomplete data on this. Where possible, we have discussed

it in the chanters, but we haven't dealt with it systematically.

b. Our discussion of work has emphasized the woman's iob

more than the man's. This seems acceptable, given our focus on

the changes in family process and child care when the woman is

employed. Primarily for reasons of space, we have chosen to

concentrate on the problems of scheduling and its consenuences.

We have dealt only cursorily with issues of ioh satisfaction of

'1th husband and wife, because we hone a future study can look

much more closely at this.

c. Our treatment of day care centers is not as extensive

as we had originally planned. As the research program developed,

we decided it would be more profitable at this stage to focus on

attitudes and nrocesses within the family as they relate to ex-

pressed cttitudes toward out-of-home child care arrangements. Rut

in no way have we systematically examined all the factors that lead

a family to decide on child care arrangements. That is easily

a study in its own right -- one we hope to undertake in the future --

and at a minimum would renuire much closer attention to sources

of parental attitudes and to the particular 'sub-culture- with which

parents see themselves as allied or orposed to.
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These families are mobile in more ways than one. law.

are acticl strivini, to imorove their sociAl and Ut(4101.it

inJeed, the decision for the wife to wrl is oftre justified

the couple providinr a needed supleent to the familv inkt.mt.

!he familic; tend not to be intimately involed in a wk.!, uf Lin

ship kith its duties and priviler!es. Ihmevcr, a urtriwiu

large nr000rtion of our sample have . 3!: a couple at 01.c.

or another with parents, especially in the periods diattl%.

following marriage or child birth. Rut intlependence is pri....cd.

cyc those who kucr .ontact with relative.: do not

generally want kin to advise them in the raisinr of their childrv,

though they may lccasionally turn to Kin for assistance. !yen

the more "radical" or "ideoloricar of the families felt that the

nuclear family has primary responsibility for rearing the child.

The parents have the central role, althon7.b grandrarent: and other

Kin may he supportive, often in imp:lrtant ways. In moments of

crisis or transition, relatives, esoecialIy parents. are a % urce

of counsel an p! practical assistance for the couple.

The .:eogra.,hical distances separatinr, our couples from their

own parents and older relatives is often exceeded ;y the psycholnOtol

gulf between them. Those families of oriin in which the mother

did work arc not necessarily reP.arded favorably in the light of

memory. ;i.veral participants (h:ith men and women) who e; mothers

had worked had mixed or neqative feelinrs about the experience.

expre,;cing doubt or uncertainty that a workiq woman could aln

:)e a full tr.le wother. And vet , the influence of the familv of
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origin remains strong. Whatever their feelings about their

own upbringing, the fathers and mothers in our families orient

themselves either nositively or negatively with regard to their

Own early experience of family life. The family of origin is

the family of orientation and as such is the primary source of

those tenacious images of the responsibilities and behaviors

felt to be appropriate to the man and woman as spouse and as

parent.

The resourcefulness these families demonstrate in budgeting

their time and emotional energy is striking. Several of the

sample families are able to manage the work schedules of husband

and wife so they share resnonsibility for the children without

outside help. This staggering of work schedules seems to he the

single most common child care strategy. although sometimes it is

used in conjunction with other arrangements. The exchange of child

care services with neighbors is another alternative and in several

instances, very imnortant. Here too, though, neighborly cooperation

is felt to be quite subsidiary to the arrangements worked out within

the family itself. The feelings of caution, even suspicion, of

full-time day care service, expressed by several couples in the

interviews add strength to this impression. Some parents were quite

adamant in their rejection of day care; for them, the narents have

sole responsibility for care-taking and socializing their children.

Others were skeptical of the quality of available care, and worried

about the new environment the children will face. Those who were

-ost enthusiastic about raid day care arrangements tended to he
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familicc an ideology, or set of bviief- that em-

braced more cooperative child care. The arruments of such

families emphasi:e what they felt were the advantape of out

of-110:04: opportunities for their children to develon social

and cognitive

Phis::. oi.e of the initial working hynotheses of this

study appears partially disconfirmed from the evidence of our

sample. We had assumed that the pressure, of work and

as well as of emotional enerry , would ouch miOdle income woriiw

couples, as it has many professional working, counles, toward oqi-

sidering full or part time day care, even if they were not en-

thusiastic sunporters of it. Although quality day care i exrrn-

sive, we felt that it mi c'ht under these Lireumstahuey anpca r at-

tractive. This may he partly true -- several families wary or

day care nonetheless tried it. But they lid not nersict. and an

interestin:; question is why some families- keep on with day care

and others quickly abandon it. The families who do not use day

care have taught us how many alternatives there are to it.

The effects of the decision to maintain ,,rinary if not ex-

elusive control over child carc are widesnread in the family s.t..

1.ecau,e work schedules are staggered. the counle can snend les., tire

together, and often the time in which the whole

is correqpondinglv diminished.

fa,nilv is to.,ethe:

make no aronmen hat the a-ount

of tii.x such is central; studies have ;loan that the (twilit, of

..lotherin.,;. for instance. is relatively independent or the .hoer

Aroma or time the mother is with the chi ld. Indeed, sever., itther.
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in our sample emphasized that they were more able to respond

to their children when they had been away from them for part

of the day. Nevertheless, the jugglinp of schedules is exper-

ienced as strain in all the families.

Being a working mother is not easy. Mothers with young

A:. c%.; labot FOnk in in ;.0!-!i

but the: cultural images from the past are still notent. These

women constantly encounter (or believe they encounter, which

amounts to the same thing) a tacit reproach. Sone of the working

mothers in the study are caught in a hind of cultural exnectations,

or "role strain." As these women explain it, the working mother

is made to feel that she is not only challenging her husband as

the breadwinner, but necessarily is neglecting her primary resnon-

sibility as homemaker and mother. The psychological pressure of

these images and assumptions on the working mother should not he

underestimated, rnrticularly if they are reinforced on a daily

basis by her own unbringing, her husband, her relatives, and the

wider social environment. Small wonder, then, that so many of

the mothers charactori:e themselves as "nervous," "irritable,"

'angry," or "short-temnered."

The consenuences of the decison of the wife to work extend

to the relations between the spouses. Ambivalence on the nart of

the husband .:-11,:ared time and again in our contact with the families.

Husbands, too, are subject to the !..-essures of a society and a

self image that insist on the male role of material nrovider for

his family. In cultural terms, the authority of the rale is
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our sapple, we find a wide range of responses to their wive!'

c:oploynent. Some resent and mistrust it, feeling her work as
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a threat to their own position in the household. They 1.-.;,y

the necessity of her working, but often by means of a :,et of

rationall:ations. Some of the men justify her cnnloyrei't ac

supplylq, sunnlementary income, or as vital for her own content-

ment. Almost in the same breath, they deprecate her financial

contribution to the family budget and express their concern al'out

the effect of her absence on the children. Some ennhasize the

temporary nature of the current arrangements, even as their wI Ve

tell the interviewer how essential it is to then to pet out of

the world of home and children for a few hours each day.

With the wife out of the home for part of the day, or as

often happens, for the evenings, the husband finds himself respon-

sibLe for many chid care tasks. Several of the husbands in our

sample have discovered, sometimes to their own surnrise, that they

enjoy . time with the children and the added sense of !lore

actively participatinr in their development. In fact. some have

found that they are skilled and competent in these tasks. It is

interestin.; to comnare the appraisals of the husbane's performance

on the part of each snouse. ORC rattern that anreared in ,:evprll

of the farliiies was a tendency for both husbands and hives to aisv

the husband's talents in child care. Roth wives and husbands con-

curred t%At the wife was often irritable and short-terred in

:ontrast %..ith the natience of the husbanI.
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This image of the 'irritable" wife and mother, shared by

a number of our couples, goes deeper than simple cultural

stereotyping of the "emotional woman" versus the quietly com-

petent man. We have seen how the double nressures of work and

child care are intensified by the cultural expectation that a

woman's place is still nrimarily in the home. There is evidence

to indicate that one resnonse of the workinft mother is to accept

all these discrepant evaluations and then try frantically to

reconcile them through her actions. In effect, she tries to become

esupermom, placing severe demands on herself to he a loving wife

and mother and a first-rate housekeener, so that she can feel

justified in taking on an outside job. The pressures therselves

consnire to mask her awareness of the kind of nsycholorical strain

which she is subject to. For many of these women the decision

to work is fraught with anxiety. over and beyond normal job-con-

nected worries. Constantly, they ask themselves, "Can I hold a

job and still he a good wife and mother?" They may see themselves

as anxious and on edge, and yet often they do not acknowledge the

source of their "irritability."

Much of this report on working couples and their families has

focused on processes of change and transformation. Change is never

easy: cherished rattCrns and traditional exrectations are often

resistant to the new and different requirements of modern family

life. It would he a serious mistake, though. to take away from

this report an imne of these families as tension-ridden or troubled,

On the contrary, the research staff has been impressed in all our
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contacts with these families by their openness. comnetece

and generally optimistic approach to the challenges of work

and chill raising. Their interest in the rroject 0,,

research has been genuine: their courtesy and rood htmlor towArd

interviewers atikl observers unflarring. They have rhen 1..encrot,s1v

of their tic and attention, which are nrccious commodities for

these families, as this report documents. They have welcomed

the staff into their homes and spoken cabdidly and honesti; ahcut

their lives, their hones and fears. without trust and respect

on both sides, research such as this would be impossible.

brine this report to a close with a last observation: contrary

to the doomsavers, these families demonstrate a resiliency ant'

dignity, which. from our evidence, seers to ..ugur well for the

future.
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fl=.7'S IN'Y'ERVIE4

APPENDIX A 1

I'd like to start by askin; you some questions about your
education and work experience:

Education and Work Experience

1. When you were in school, did you think about workinp?
About the kind of work you wanted to do?

Do you think your education nrepared you very well for
working?

Did you nlan to work nretty much throughout your life'

Did you think about combining work and family?

Did your narents have ideas about what women in general
or you especially should do about work?

What did your mother think? Your father?

I see you were in school thru (prade)(depree).

that did you think about school?

(Like or dislike, anxious or confident, want more
schooling or had enough...)

If you were to get any more education, do --.. 'ink it
would help you in your work or help oetter job?

Do you nlan more education?

2. What was your first job when you finished school?
How did you get it?
How long did you have it?
Why did you leave?

What was your next job?
Were you looking for something different from your previous job?

Why?
How did you like this job?
What didn't you like?
Why did you leave?

Etc.
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3. When did you get married?
How did you meet your husband?

Did you work after you were married before your first child
was born?
(Why did you leave,
What did you like and dislike about the jobs, etc.

Did the fact that you were married affect the jobs you
looked for? How?

What did your husband feel about your working when you were
first married?

Did you ever support him?
What did he think about that?

4. What were your feelings about having children?
Did you and your husband discuss if and when you wanted children?
(Touchy question in Catholic households??)

How many children did you want to have before you were married?
Did this change after you were married?
Did it change after your first child? Why?
Do you plan to (hope to) have more children?

What happened with your job when your first child was born?
When did you return to work?
How did you feel about first starting back to work after

your child was born?
Were you worried about leaving your child?
In what ways?
Did you talk to anyone about whether or not to go back to work?

I'm interested in how a woman's work experience affects her
feelings about having children -- and how having children
affects her work.

From your own experience, what would you say about that?
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S. I'd like to know more about your present job.
What kind of work are you doing?
Do you work full or part time?
(Hours per day/week?)
Which would you prefer?
Why did you choose this job?
How did you find out about it?

Do you enjoy your job?
What do you like best about it?
What do you enjoy least?

Are there chances for promotion?
Is this important to you?
What could you do to create opportunities for advancement?
Would you change jobs if it meant a better job?

If you and your husband were able to get enough money to
live comfortably without working, would you keep working
or stop?

What about the people you work with -- do you have things
in common with them? What?

Have you become friends with any of them?
Do you see them outside work?
Do you ever discuss child care with them?

If you could change some things about your job, what would
you change?

6. The next questions involve the way you and your husband fit
your working and the family together?

What does your husband do?
How do you feel about his job?
How does his job affect you and the family?

(Probe: too much time at work
money and moonlighting
exhaustion
distance from home
time out of the city
skills or supplies useful around the house
etc.

How do your kids feel about your husband's work?
How do they feel about yours?
Do you ever talk to them about it?
Have they ever been with you at work?
Have you tried to make any special arrangements because of

the way they feel?

In terms of raising a family, taking care of a household,
and working, what do you think are the important differences
between men and women?



The Day in the Life of

7. Now I would like you to describe a typical day in your
house, say yesterday, if that was fairly typical.

I'd like to start with the time the first person got up
and go thru until the last person went to bed.

Probes: who does what, etc.

Is this typical?
How are weekends different?
How are summers different?

How did you decide who was to do (chore)
Is that how decisions are usually made?
If not, how is this different?

During the day are you usually rushed or do you have
enough time?

What things do you have to cut out (or what things
would you like to have more time for?)

What are the hardest things to find time to do?

What chores or activities do you have that you would
rather not do?

Lave you ever tried to figure out ways of avoiding them?

Who do you see/talk to in the course of u day?



Child Care

8. Now I would like to ask some questions about childrearing
and child care.

How did you learn about caring for a baby?
Prompt: Dr. Spock, relatives, friends

Did anyone come and help out just after
For how long?

What did your husband do in taking care of as a baby?
Prompt: diapers

feeding
bathing
babysitting

Would you have liked him to do more or was he in the way?

was born? Who?

What arrangements did you make for
of while you were working?

How did you find out about this?
How did you choose it?
Did you find it satisfactory?
What didn't you like about it?

to be taken care

Was it difficult to work and have the baby too?
What about with more than one child?

How did you arrange to spend time with when he was
little?

9. How did you handle toilet-training?
Did you and your husband talk about it?
Did you talk about it with anyone else?
Who gave you the best advice?
How did you finally handle it?
Did your husband take any part in it?

Same with fighting, feeding, etc. (adolescent - dating)

What things does your husband do especially well with the kids?
Are there any things you would change?
Do you talk about them?
How do you and your husband differ in the way you handle your

children? strict-affectionate
Are there things your husband would prefer you did differently?
Do you talk about them?

Tell me more about how you and get along.
What sorts of things do you enjoy about the children?
What things don't you like (do you get on each other's nerves)?



10. Who do you talk to about problems with the children?
Prompt: physician

friends
relatives
neighbors
husband

'}rat uoule you do if you had a really serious problem?
(give an example)

Who do you generally agree with?

11. Do you think boys and girls should be brought up differently?

12. Do you wish you had more time with the kids or do you have
enough time?

Friends

Now I'd like to ask some questions about your friends and
social life:

13. If you had to pick your five closest friends, who would they be?
About each one, tell me how you met them?
How long you've known them?
Hot often you see them?
What things you talk about with them?

What things do you do together?
Does your husband know any of them very well?
Do you ever see her and her husband together with your husband?
Do you help with each other's children?
Do you ever help with the neighbor's kids? How often?
Lc you ever entertain friends of yours or your husband's from

work?

Are ti.cre friends you have met as a couple?

Uo most of your women friends work?

i4. Low about relatites?
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15. Would you say you have a lot of friends or a close group
of friends?

hould you like to spend more time with friends?
What stops you?

. five !work, above knmw one another?

ghat hobbies do you have?
ghat organizations do you belong to? Why?
1,o you attend church?

Are you interested in belonrinr to other organizations?
Po You belong to nnv nolitical orrnnizations?
Ito you follow politics?
What do you think could be done about the energy crisis.

fro there times when your social life and other responsibilities
such as work or family conflict? How?

i'hat do you do about it?

Growing Up

ir,n: times did your narents' family move while you lived with them?
Whi.e did you live?
What kind of a neighorhood was it?
hhit hind of work did your father do? Your mother?
If mother worked, how did your father feel about that?

How did your parents divide housekeeping and child care
responsibilities?

What kinds of things did your family do together?
Did you help out in your family when you were young?
What sorts of things did you do?

What kinds of rules did your family have? About chores,
expenditures, leaving the house, etc.

flow did you feel about these rules?
flow were they determined? (by both parents, children and parents?)
What happened if you broke a rule?

How did you get along with your sisters and brothers?
Pid you spend a lot of time with them?

ou ,;31. your narentN snent a lot of time with relatives?
.fh friends?

tnev svend moi,t of their time with the family?
1: -his ;i.i!lr to the ;,rev your farilv is?

11:1- barf..nts ever disal:ree about how to brim' un children?
did they disapree about? How did they resolve this?

.hvr tUal arent,;, aho heined to brim, von in'

vrlmot: vrandparents. aunts. uncles. neirhhors

it do you think your parents honed You would do with Your life?
p.lt .tiu ilke ahlut your family?
;AP thin": lidn't v0,1 like about voor Farii!,n

your present family different than the one You grew up in?
Pave you done this on purnuse?

vour parents consult a pediatrician?
t. :s different fr.1,,, the way you use a Pediatrician?



17. Now I want to end by asking you some general questions
about family life:

a. What things are you especially proud of in your. family?
What are the biggest problems?
What changes would you like to make in your own role

as wife? Mother?
What changes would you like to make in your husband?

b. In what ways are your children especially like you?
How are they different from you?
In what things would you like them to be more like you?
In what less like you?

c. How do you think the family has changed in the last
generation or two?

How do you feel about these changes?
How do you see your own family in relation to these

changes?

d. How about your children?
How do you think their family life will be different

than yours?
How will daughters be different than sons?
What sorts of things do you hope your children will do

when they grow up?

e. Do you think your family is like most other families?
How do you think it is different?



HUSBAND'S INTERVIEW

1. Education and Work.

To start the interview, I want to ask some questions about
your educational and your work experience, and about your work
in relation to family life.

a. what was your first icth?

What did you do after that?
How did you get started in your present line of work?
How long have you been doing it?
Why did you change?
Did your family have any influence in this?

h. Now I'd like to know about your present job.
Could you describe what your present job entails?
What parts of your work do you enjoy most?
What would you change about it if you could?
Are you more likely to get upset at home or at work -- why?

c. how does your wife feel about your work?
Do you talk with your wife about your work?
How about the kids -- what do they know about your job?
Have they ever spent time with you at work?
Does your work ever interfere with your family or social

life? How?
What do you do .about this?

Have you ever considered changing from your present job?
Have you ever felt that your family responsibilities have

interferred with changing jobs or taking on new work
responsibilities?

Would you stcp working if you could afford to?
How do you see yourself in 5 or 10 years?

r. I see you had years of schooling.
Kas this about as much schooling as you wanted to pet?;Alen you were in high school, what fccuration (9d you think you'd

,(1 into?

t:3 r you ever considered further schooling?
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2. wife's Work.

Now I'd like to ask some questions about your wife's work.

a. Your wife works as a
What do you think your wife enjoys most about working?
What does she worry about the most?
What do you like best about your wife's working?
What things concern you?
Does your wife tell you about her work?
About the people she works with?

b. How does your wife's working affect the family?
Have you considered her not working -- ever discussed

it seriously?
What happened after the baby(s) were born?
How important do you feel her contribution to the

family income is?
Has your wife ever supported you?

Has your own work life been affected in any way by the
fact that your wife works?
(Probe: schedules, career aspirations, .0tc.)

c. Others' attitudes.
Have you discussed your wife's working with others --

such as friends or relatives?
What were their opinions?

d. Did your work plans and your wife's work plans affect
your plans to get married or to have children in any way?

Did you and your wife discuss when you wanted children?
What kinds cf factors dic. you consider?
How many children did you want to have before you were

married? Why?
Did this change after you were married? Why?
How did you decide this?
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3. Family Life ar.d Typical Day.

Now I want to ask you about your family, and about a
typical day in your household.

a. Describe an ordinary day in your household, say
yesterday, from when the first person gets up
until everyone has gone to bed.

Is this typical? How are weekends different? How
are summers different?

What are the hardest things for you to find time for?

b. how did you decide who was to do (pick some
chore from typical day)?

Is that how these decisions are usually made?
If not, how is it different?

Have you and your wife's family and household chores
changed since you were first married -- how?

How did ,'Ou decide to make these changes?
How did the children's birth affect this?

c. Infant cane.
How often did you participate in 's care when

he/she'was a baby?
(Probe changing ,diapers

feeding
bathing
babysitting

How much:, time did you spend with when he/she
was young?

Were theise things diff;r:;nt for the other kids?

d. Family .`;finances .

How do ylPiu work out family finances?
Do you and your wife discuss them regularly?
How about deciding on purchases -- which ones do you

talk over together?
Which would you make alone?
Who pays the hills?
Who balances the .checkbook?

e. In terms of raising a farily, taking care of a ' household
and working, whet do you think are the important
differences between men and women?



4. Child Care.

a. Tell me about how you and get along.
What sorts of things do you enjoy about ? .

In what ways do you get on each others' nerves?

b. Do you have a special time to be with ? When?
What do you do during this time?
How do you and your wife arrange time so that you

both see ?

Do you wish you could spend more time with your child?

c. Because both you and your wife work: I guess you have
to make some special arrangements for 's care.

What do you do?
HOk do you feel about these arrangements -- what's the

best thing about them?
What troubles you the most about them?
Have you discussed these concerns with your wife?
Are there other arrangements you'd prefer if they were

possible?



ChtId-Pear:nF titudes.

a. I'd like to get some picture of discipline in your home
for the children.

Do you have any rules for
e.g. How about fighting with other kids?

Arguing or tallying back to you?

How did you decide on these rules?
flow are they usually enforced?
Who disciplines mostly -- you or your wife?
Are there some rules you and your wife disagree on?
Are the rules the same for the other kids?

Go <cu have any problems about discipline because of
's child-care?

b. What things do you like best about your wife's relationship
with the kids?

what would you like her to do differently?
Do you discuss these things with her?
How do you think her working affects her relationship

with the kids?

Are there things your wife would like you to do differently
with the kids?

Do you ev4 talk about this with her?

c. What differences do you think there should be in bringing
up boys and girls?

4;

How does (would) this work in your own family?

iha
. p. .1 c have fcr your childrcn t^ pe? to do?

1P 1,mmst of,
1..7 r1.4t ati)ut in your ,Ai:drcr..7

.. . !k:; ,ith abk..ut rroblcms wi'.t. the children
(Probe; physician

friends
relatives
neighbors

Who gives you the best advice?
About what things?
Who co you generally disagree with?
Ab_out what?
Do you ever read books or magazines about raising

children?
What about this advice?
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6. Social Life.

Now I'd like to ask you some questions about vour friends
and your social life.

a. If you had to pick your five closest friends, whr would
they be?

About each one, tell me how you met them,
how long you've known them,
how often you see them,
what things you talk about with them.

Do they know each other?

What things do you do together?
Does your spouse know a.ly of them very well?
Do you ever see him and his wife together with your wife?
Do you over entertain friends of yours or your wife's

from.work?

Are there friends you have met as a couple?

b. How about relatives?

c. Would you say you have a lot of friends or a close
group of friends?

d. Would you like to spend more time with friends?
What stops you?

1 t:a%t

.., t: other orvanlzdtions7;

fly pnlitical

:tuid lie tk a!,..!

f. \re tnery lims when your social life and other resnonsibilities
such as work or family conflict? liow?

101at do vim do about it?



7. Family of Origin

I'd like to knots a hit about the family you grew un in inst some

v.enef..al hackround on Your childhood,

a. Itow r'anv tinv.i did you parents' family move while you lived with them?
Where did sort live?
What kind of neiohhorhood and house?

What was your father like?
What kind of work did he do?

What was your mother like?
Did she work?
If yes, what kind of work?
How do you think your father felt about her working?

What was your parents' relationship like?
How did they divide up responsibilities at home?
What things did your family do together?

V;ould you say your narents snent a lot of time with relatives?
kith friends?

Did they spend most of their time with the family?
Is this similar to the way your family is?

How di': you get along with your brothers and sisters?
Did you have other playmates?
other adults hesides your narents you were close to?

any other adults help in brill!. he von tin?
Prompt: grandparents, aunts, uncles, neighbors

What kinds of things did you do that your family encouraged?
What that they discouraged?
Did your parents have any plans for what they wanted

you to be?

b. Did you help out in your family when you were young?
What chores did you have?
Wh:t kind of rules did your family have?
How were these decided on?
How did you feel about them then?
What happened if you broke a rule?

: t .10 nt.-diatri
\.11' Is tlat different from the way you use a pediatrician?

c. What !io yr.,ti think was the best thing about your family?
Whac was the worst?

d. How is your family now different from the family you
grew up in?

3,!at;0i'.ir
, 4.7 I think are compare,! t parct 47111"

What about the way you're raising your children -- how
does it differ from your parents?

Are these things deliberate on your part? 'ay?
What things do you do the same as your parents? Why?
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8. Family Ideology and Summary.

Now I want to end by asking some general questions about

your opinions of family life.

a. What things are you especially proud of in your family?
What are the biggest problems?
What changes would you like to make in your own role

as husband? as a father?
How about your wife -- what are her strcngths and

weaknesses?

b. In what ways are your children especially like you?
How are they differt:nt from you?
In what things would you like them to be more like you?
In what less like you?

c. How do you think the family has changed in the past
generation or two?

How do you feel about these changes?
How do you see your own family in relation to this

change?

How about your children -- how do you think their family
life will differ from yours?

Would you like it to differ? How?

9. Are there things you'd like to add about your family that
we haven't discussed -- things that will help us get a
better picture of your lives?

And are there any questions you'd like to ask me?
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JOINT INTLIWILW

Okay, I think we should begin. We've talked to each of you
individually, trying to concentrate on things that concerned
you separately. Now we'll try to focus on areas that generally
involve both of you.

1. First, what houses or anartmenrg have you lived in since
vou have been married? Please tell us what kind of housing
you had and why you decided to move each time you moved.
Also tell us in which house each child was born?
(At each move probe: did you still see friends from the place

you lived before? In which places did you live near
relatives' -- brothers, sisters, narents)

So you have lived here since ?

What do you particularly like about this house? Is there
anything you don't like?

What do you especially like about this location? Is there
anything you don't like?

Would you say this is a safe neighborhood?
Can you walk out at night?
What about your children?
How has this changed over the past few years?
Has this affected your own lives?
have you ever (often) lived in an unsafe place?
(Prohe for ipcidents.)

to you have plans to move soon -- or at some noint? If
so, what kind of place would you look for?

If you could change something about this house or this
neighborhood, what would yno change?

hhat do your children think about the house? About the
neighborhood? Do they use any neighborhood facilities?
Do'they get along with the neighbors?



2. In the same way you talked about housing, tell us about
child care arrangements for . What arrangements have
you made for since ho/she was born? Babysitting,
nursery school, or anything else.

a. How did you find out about

Did you discuss this form of care with each other?

Did you discuss it with anyone else? (Prompt: relatives,
friends, pediatrician) Did anyone volunteer advice?

Do any of your friends use this program? Have you made
friends thru the program?

When you chose , what sorts of things did you think
about?

(Probe: cost
location
transportation
how well adults involved were known
how well children and their families

involved were known
how well e3tablished program is
institution program is connected with
special nature of child/child's reactions
size of program

If frequent changes in day care, how did child react?

b. How was worked out?

How do you find out how well it works?

Do you participate in any way in the care program?

Would you like to have more to do with it? Less?

c. What is your relationship with the person who runs the
program?

Do you discuss specific problems with them?

Have they ever brought problems to you? Have you
ever brought problems to them? What happened?

d. What would you change about the program if you could?

I I fami lv does !nit use day care:

Have you ever visited a day care center or nurser: school
that do vou thin of day care? Nursery school?
!) us id you cons Wer sendinp Your child to one?
MI: to- why nut?
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3. What happens under unusual conditions? Fos instance,
suppose your child is sick in the morning. What do you do?

Suppose you (wife)(husband) had to be in the hospital for
two weeks, what would you do? Who would you ask to take
care of your child?

If you had a choice, in an emergency would you rather turn to
a relative or to a friend for help? (health, financial, need to
talk to someone)

Are there times when you leave your children alone?

How does your child react when he/she is left with somebody else?

What happens when you go out shopping or to the laundry?

4. Parents usually have things they're especially worried about
in their children and things they're especially proud of.
First, what things worry you about your children?

(Prompt: school achievement
getting along with other kids
temper tantrums
bed-wetting
reports from other adults
problems children tell you they have

Is this child more of a problem than others?

Do you discuss these problems with each other? Do you
discuss them with other people?

(Prompt: .friends
relatives
pediatrician
friends at work

What things are you especially proud of?

(Prompt: Has ever done something very well or
very kind or something cute or funny that you mention
to others? Who do you mention it to?



5. he would like to get some idea about discipline for your
children. Do you have any rules for

(Prompt: bedtime
noise in the house
amount of TV watching
going out by themselves
telling you where they're going
talking back

How did you come to this rule?

Do you both usually agree about discipline?

Have there been times you've disagreed?

a. What happens when a rule is broken?

Ask if appropriate: Do you agree/disagree on what to do?

b. What are the children allowed to do on their own?

What must they ask you about?

What do they know they are not allowed to do?

c. Do the children have chores around the house? What?

Take for instance. What are his/her chores? Did
he/she have some before he doesn't have now? When did
he/she start doing them? What happens if he/she neglects
them?

How did you decide those were his/her chores?

d. We notice that you (wife) do the (chore) around the
house. Did you ever talk about who was to do that? Is

it something you (husband) do occasionally?

Is there a reason you've divided things up the way you
have?

(Prompt: preferences (sex-typed or not)
abilities (sex-typed or not)
time commitments
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6. We'd like to krow something more about your sccial life.
What sorts of things do you do as a family? What things
do just the two of you do? What things do you do alone or
with other people?

(Probe: reading
recreation
hobbies
television -- what do you usually watch?

are there rules about TV?
sacred hours for family or for couple (dinner)
vacations

Do you watch much television?
What T.V. shows do you watch regularly?
What do you like about show?
Are there any families or characters on T.V.

you especially like?

a. Tell us more about vacations. Do you ever (go by yourselves)
(take the kids along)? If you leave the children, where
do you leave them?

A pleasant thought: what would you like to do on your
next vacation?

Have you had to juggle your work schedules to take
vacations together?

b. How often do you see people? For instance, how often
do you see husband's family?

wife's family
neighbors
wife's friends
husband's friends
joint friends

Do you often have company to your house?

What do you do (where do you go) on Thanksgiving?
Christmas? Easter?

c. Who do your children play with?
Do you know their parents?
Are there places where your children stay over
night or take naps, other than your home?



7. We're getting near the end of the interview, but we hope
you'll enjoy these last questions. Now we want to ask not
so much about what you do but about what you think about
things.

a. Do you ever think about what kinds of adults you would
like your children to be?

In what ways are the kids different from you? From each
other?

In what ways would you like them to be more like you
(or your spouse)? Less like you or your spouse)?

b. How do you think the family in general has changed in
the past generation or two? How do you think your family
differs from those you grew up in or from your grandparents?

c. What do you think the problems are in your family -- and
what things about your family are you especially proud of?

d. In what ways is your family different from other families
you know?

Is there a family whose childrearing you like?

Is there a family whose childrearing you don't like?

e. What things would you like to change in your family life?

f. How do you picture yourselves and your family in, say,
10 years? What will be the same or different? Better
or worse? Will you both still be working? Do you think
about that very much?

g. How do you think your son's or daughter's family will
differ from fours? How would you like it to bt the same
or different?

8. We've asked a lot of questions. But maybe we haven't asked
the right ones. If there's something important you'd like
to tell us about your work or family or ideas you have,
tell us now.

And if you nave any questions for us, please ask.
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Backanyarid Information ,Fornt
(Wife copy)

Name :

Date of birth:

Place of births

Citzenships U.S. Other

Religion: Protestant Catholic

Jewish Other

Cultural heritage:

Place of Employment:

Work address:

Work phone:

Current work schedule:

Highest grade in school completed:
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ZirhiadM.

Wife's father

Age If deceased, year of death

Place of births

Citizenships U.S. Other

City now living ins

Occupations

If he is retired, age at retirements

Highest grade in school completeds

Religions Protestant Githolic

Jewish Other

Wife's mother

Age If deceased, year of death

Place of births

Citizenship. U.S. Other

City now living in.

Occuptations

If shy is retired, age at retirements

Highest grade in school completed.

Check the item which best describes your mother's work
history. Indicate full (F) or part-time (P) -forks

Never worked

Worked only before marriage

Worked after marriage and before nhildren

Worked alter marriage and children but at
home or for husband

SOMINII Worked majority of the time before and after
marriage and through most of child-rearing period

Is still working? Yes No

Religions Protestant Catholic

Jewish Other
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Background inibrmat$onparg
(Husband copy)

Name:

Date of birth:

Place of birth:

Citzenship: U.S. Other

Religion: Protestant Catholic

Jewish Other

Cultural heritage:

Place of employment:

Work address:

Work phones

Current work schedule:

Highest grade in school completed:



33.

himaniaL

Husband's father

Age If deceased, year of death

Place of births

Citizenship: U.S. Other

City now living in:

Occupations

If he is retired, age at retirements

Highest grade in school completed:

Religion: Protestant Catholic

Jewish Other

Husband's mother

Age If deceased, year of death

Place of births

Citizenships U.S. Other

City now living in:

Occupation:

If she is retired, age at retirement:

Highest grade in school completed:

Check the item which best describes your mother's work
history. Indicate full (F) or part-time (P) work:

Never worked

Worked only before marriage

Worked after marriage and before children

Worked after marriage and children but at
home or for husband

Worked majority of the time before and after
marriage and through most of child-rearing period

Is still working? Yes No

Religion: Protestant Catholic

Jewish Other
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CHILD CARE CHECKLIST

Child's Name:

Who Is Responsible?

Regular Child Care Tasks:

1;7%
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Awakening child

Dressing child

Child's breakfast

,

Child's lunch

,

Child's supper

, * -

Diapers (if infant)
,

Bathing child

.

Putting child to bed

Caring for child's clothes

Providing spending money

'Meeting child after school

Driving child to school
anti /or other activities

. --

Checking whether child
performs his chores
Keeping track of where
child is

Other Tp-ks:

Doctor/Dentist appointments

Stay home with sick child

Clothes shopping

. .

Shopping for toys/playthings

Chopping for school supplies

_



FAMILY FINANCLS
35

Some families feel that finances are a particularly private area. Please do
not answer any questions that make you feel uncomfortable.

1. About how much money would it take for a family to live comfortably in
this area?

2. husband's income: Circle correct category

0 - 2,000
2,000 - 4,nnn
4,000 - 6,000
6,000 - 9,000
9,000 - 12,onn
12,000 - 16,000
over I6,000

3. Do you own a car? no car 1 car

Wife's income:

0-2,non
2,000-4,nnn
4,000-6,non
6,000-9,0nn
9,000-12,nnn
22,000-16,000
over 16,000

2 cars 3 ears

4. If you rent your house, what is your monthly rent?

o - Inn

Inn - 200
200 - 300
300 - 400
aver 400

Does this include utilities?

If yoU own a house, what does it cost to keep it up?

n - Inn
loo - 200

200 300

300 - 400

over 400

5. l,o you have a savings account?

0 -!/on
In() - loon

loon - snnn
over snno

Are you saving for any narticular nurnose?

6. On you have:

health insurance
house insurance
life insurance

7. 'hat installment-buying nurchases are you making nayments on?

car dishwasher
house television
washer/dryer refrigerator
furniture

Hil5 or investments
raw .-
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APPErDIX D 36

101 Observation Instructions (Draft)

1. vu,rber of ^bservations

a. Tn each family there will be three one-to-two hour long

observations.

b. inhere will be several shorter observations if inconsistencies

or wide varition during the longer observations warrants.

c. In each family at least one lone observation will be

made or the olde3t pre-school child in an outside-the-home

care settim or while the child is in the care of someone

other than his parents, if this happens regularly.

2. hen to Lserve

a. In each family lonp observations will be made when parents

and chilrirer are at home and likely to be interacting.

(1) mhe (Aservations wi11 be arranged so that over the

three observatiors, the child will be observed with

both rarents and with each parent alone.

r) Tossille observation times:

(%) %orrinP through breakfast

--_;:Ter until bedtima

(c) 7aturday morning

(;) 7unlay evening

b. Morler ot3ervaticns would be twenty to forty minutes in

lenetri. r'Isese observations may Le taken during the same

art lr the day as the longer observations.

c. rb:-Prvritionll of children at lay rare will usually occur

(!urino perio-is pinpointed by personnel as allowinr for

it `Fraction.
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3. Everyone corcerned must be urged to pay as little attention

as possible to the observor.. They should do whatever they

usually do at that time of day.

4. At the child care place outside the home comments should be

solicited concerning:

a. Philosophy of care program:

(1) What is the main function of the work being done?

(2) 'ghat are the strong points of the program?

(3) What are its weaknesses?

b. How does (child being observed) react to

the program?

(1) Are there any noticeable behavior problems?

(2) What are his particular strong points?

5. Observations will emphasize socio-linguistic interaction. The

notes taken while the observation is going on will he made

in any short hand and including any abreviations desired by

the observor. No tape recorders will be used, unless a special

si .:uation suggests it.

6. The heading of the observation will include:

a. Name of family observed.

b. Date family observed.

c. Identity symbol attached to each family member.

d. 'rime observation begins and ends.

e. Description of setting of observation; who is present.

f. Who is doing observing.

This heading might look like this:



?roan rtimily

Aur.r4t

''fother - 3

t'ather F

Ruth - R
Sarah -
?ill - F
Cbservations <130 p.m. - Ps00 p.m.
Cbservors Tein

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

ranily is gathered in living room of the house watchinP

televisior. Downstairs are the living room, dininp

room, kitchen and a bath. Ppstairs are thrle bedrooms and

a bath. Puth and Sarah share a bedroom.

Living Rooms

I I
t'

7 'he observation will center on socionnpuistic interaction.

All verbal communication between tar?et child and other

family members will be recorded. Acts/ activities performed

In isolation will not be described in a minute-by-minute

fashion. However the bepinnina and end of such activities

will be rot:id and a brief description included. For example,

71 FOPS to blocks in her bedroom arc sits down to play
with them.

rPturrF to 1:vinp room anr' climbs or: L's lap.

D Pulls or `.'s arm.

. A runrinc, ti.e account will be kept in the margin of the

o'-iservation. This mipht look as follows:

102 P roes to blocks in her bedroom and sits clown

to pla: with them.

1. to Fs Shouldn't S be in bed now?

F. to Let them stay up until tae end of the
show (TV).



B to Vs I get to stay up tec,

S calls from bedrooms No, . doesn't.

8105 S returns to living room and climbs on mother's lap.

9. Body contact between family members and gesture should be

noted as well hs verbal communication. For example, the

acts described below would be included in an observation:

Y nods "no" at B.

S slaps B.

F throws B up in the air.

10. If the family splits up to Po to different rooms and do

different activities, follow the oldest pre-school child. If

he goes off by himself, observe him at least long enough to

ascertain what he is doing and his attitude. Then follow the

next oldest pre-school child, if available.

11. Interaction between parent and child will be noted down wird

for word as often as possible, particularly when it involves:

a. Conflict.

b. repotiation/Implementation of rules.

c. Parent praise, criticism, reward or punishment of child.

d. Child request of parent.

e. Apparent demonstration of desire for attention, affection.

12. In the event all members of the family are alone, the oldest

pre-school child's isolated activity will be the focus of the

observation.

13. After each observation two products should be be written:

a. A full-lenpth, type-written report of the observation

including time column, person involved, action and comments:
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Mime Actor Acted On Act Comment

5130 "Pick up your toys
before F comes home."

Points to toys oil floor.

"That's too hard." 4hiney voice

b, 1 brief statement of peneral reactions and interpretations

the observor.
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Project: :iorking Families and Child :tearing

This research project, ",,orking Families and Child

Rearing" will focus on l'ow families where both parents work

raise their children. 1:.ore and more familius raise children

while both parents are wonting. We want to learn hot' these

families manage their home, work, and child-rearing

responsibilities. want to know how the ways parents raise

their children are related to their employment, thir relations

with frienls, relatives, and neighbors, and their attitudes

about work and family life. We hope, finally, that the infor-

mation we gath.:r will help other working families find better

ways to manage their time and raise their children.

We will study about thirty families in different

communities around Boston using different ways to care for

their children. In each family we would like to interview

both the mother and thefather and then talk to both parents

to7ether. :::ach interview will take about an hour and a half.

In addition, we would like to interview the children. These

inti?rviews will, of course, be shorter.

ae want to learn about the families we study in other

ways as well. One member of the research group will observe

the children both in the home and in other settings such as a

care center, a neihbor's home, or a playcround. Each

chIld w..11 oe observed several times in each setting.

Observations will be not more than one hour. Also, a project

member will visit the home for several hours when most of

the family is present and around the house. In addition,

with Vie family's permission, a project member may visit some
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co:Imunity ariranizations related to child care in which

.rie:.,ers participate.

he family will be asked to fill out a questionnaire

o: oloic information (on family background, education of

reli;ion, and so forth) . Parents will also be asked

t, !ill okAt a "ttaily log sheet" which tells how the parents

rneni tnseir time during the day. This would take a few

r-,IA::;t:)f; each clay, for ten days.

the project has allotted money to give each family

tnirty dollars as "thanks" for helping with the research.

we w'Jrr. on our final report, we will submit drafts

;.n.tt w3 write to each family so that: (1) suggestions and

rpr.itations offered by family members may be

';.c-;rtr.-'1. in our report; (2) family members may veto

we have written about them they do not published.

'r,i_trve, will not mention families by name and

. "::-!ra;:c1..." other facts about them, so they cannot be

/
v.*
r

after a family hat: agreed to participate in the

tncy are free to withdraw at any time, ve hope

z: ers will feel free at all times to disc*:es any

rt the project with vs.

in try? year, five or six families will be asi:ed to

it r;cre intensive study which would involve

:::.2_rvaLi-ms by a project members. Participaticn in

tart o: the ctuuy described above in no way

;211- to participate in the later phase. The project
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will pay families additional money for participation in the

lv.er phase.

The project is sponsored by the Center for the Study of

kublic iolicy. The Center is a small, independent research

institute organized by Harvard University faculty. The project

is funded by a grant from the National Institute of education

(Grant 1.E-G-00-3-0065), an agency of the United States

Department of Health, Education, and 4elfare.
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PEOPLE EMPLOYED ON THE PROJECT

"WORKING FAMILIES AND CHILD REARING"

101 °I "IMAI
Six people employed by this project will be making home

visits. Heather Weiss, Mike Schudson and Mike Pratt are
responsible for the interviews. Mickey Durham and Ron Thomas
are responsible for the observations. Laura Lein heads the
project. Each family will only meet three or four of these
people.

Heather Weiss, 27, is a graduate student in education and
social policy at Harvard. She lives in Quincy House where she
and her husband are resident tutors at Harvard College. Her
husband is an historian and is finishing his dissertation. She
comes from South Amherst, Mass. and has lived in Cambridge since
19t.-. her father was a personnel consultant and designer in
the leather goods industry and her mother was employed at the
infcrmation desk at the University of Massachusetts before they
both retired. She has two sisters, one a student at the Univer-
sit of California and the other a buyer in a Washington, P.C.
.!el,artment store. Feather is currently working on a paper on
the determinants of women's labor force participation and teaching
A course on women and education, as well as serving on the
t..,1:tora: board of the Harvard Educational Review. She plans
ty teach and continue to do research in the areas of women and
:.cris, education, and the family. Her hobbies include sewing

crafts, refinishing furniture, reading, gardening and
playing squash.

Michael Schudson, 26, is a graduate student in sociclog)
at Harvard University. He comes from Milwaukee, Wisconsin, and
has lived for the past four years in Cambridge. His father runs
a wholesale sporting goods business and Mike worked summers in
t:. t. uarehouse, and office. His mother was a housewife.

t:f his brothers is a singer and songwriter and the other i:-
law student. Mike has served as an editor at the Harvard
uc.itic.nal Review. Ee hopes to write, edit, and teach. Pe

reading, American history, playing tennis, and playing
gL.itar.
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Mike Pratt, age 28, is a student at the Harvard Graduate
School of Education. Mike is married and the father of one
child, a twenty-month-old daughter. Mike was born in Flint,
Michigan, and grew up near there on a small dairy farm. Summers
and after school were spent helping his father on the farm.
He attended the University of Michigan and received his degree
from there in 196 in psychology. Mike was a VISTA worker in
the mountains of Kentucky and North Carolina. He subsequently
worked as a social worker at Fernald State School in Waltham,
Massachusetts for two years before starting school at Harvard.
His hobbies include tennis and singing, both of which he admits
to doing medium badly.

Mickey (Maureen) Durham, 27, is working for her Ph.D. at
the University of Chicago in Human Development and Clinical
Psychology. She attended Swarthmore College in Pennsylvania.
For the past two years she has been in psychology training at
the Cambridge Guidance Center, Beth Israel Hospital, and the
South Shore Mental Health Center in Quincy. Mickey was born
and spent most of her school years in Fairfield, Connecticut,
but also traveled a good deal, living in Wyoming, Texas,
Sal:burg, Austria, and Memphis, Tennessee, when her father
was in the Army. Her mother was a feature columnist for a
Connecticut newspaper and had a daily radio program discussing
topics of public interest. Her father is a lawyer for the
government. She has one eleven-year-old brother. Mickey has
worked as a waitress, Avon saleswoman, substitute teacher and
secretary. This i5 dickey's third year in the Boston area.
She now lives in Arlington and has a miniature collie dog.
She is interested in hiking, bicycling, folk dancing, poetry,
Tunic, knitting, and fixing cars.

Ron Thomas, is a graduate student in social anthro-
pology at Harvard. His father is an engineer with Bell Labs.
His mother works part-time as a dentist's assistant. He has
a younger brother who works with the YMCA. Ron's family moved
'5everal times while he was growing up -- he has lived in the
Northeast, South, Southwest and West. After two years in
Cambridge, he admits to a special fondness for New England
autumns. From 1969-19'1 Ron lived and worked in Eastern Europe
under the auspices of the World Council of Churches. This
fall he begins his second year as a tutor and teaching fellow
at Harvard. Ron enjoys tennis, bicycling and music.

Laura Lein, age 26, has just completed her graduate work
in social anthropology at Harvard University. She was raised
in Evanston, Illinois where her mother was a secretary and her
father taught at a medical school. Laura worked summers in a
medical clinic while she was going to college. She hopes to
continue doing research on children and families in America.
She enjoys folk dancing, playing the organ, fenci.ag, drawing,
and playing with her dog.
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Informed Consent Document

1.roject: .orente icamilios and Child Rearn.-?:

tu.derstand that participation in this
os..c?rvational and interview study of the family
iz .mtlrely at my discretion, and that I may stop
varticinating* at any time I choose. I also under

tnat any audio records made art: solely for
research p.arposes, and may not be used for any
other purpose without my prior written consent.

F 46

:;i:mature(s) of resident adult(':) Jatf:
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Coding Topics

1. Child Care

2. Day Care and School

3. Family Relations with Media and Mass Culture

4, Family Economic SLaLus

5. Couple and Family History

6. Views of Family Life

7. Network: Kin

8, Network: Non-Kin

9. Emotional Styles of Parenting

10. Yother's Work and Education

11. Father's 'fork and Education

12. Family Interaction

13. Views of Each Child

14. Spouse Relations


